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Preface
This grammar of Gothic morphology is descriptive in func'.ion and
generative in form.

By means of three sets of ordered rules -·· phono-

logical, morphological, and constructional - - the words of the language a re
generated and its morphology is described.
A statement of the ordered rules of a language describes that language
because a language is a kind of process.

For instance, the structure of any

language at a particular time is the result of its historical development up
to that time.

Linguistic units such as phonemes and morphemes, moreover,

are abstract gene rali~ations which must be transformed into cone rete
realities, the allophones and allomorphs.

Many morphophonemic changes

and some kinds of derivation -- for example, those derivatives in English
which involve shift of accent (re'cord : •record) or change of the voice of
the final consonant (believe : belief) -- also can be described satisfactorily
only in terms of a process,

Likewise, as the recent work of Noam

Chomsky and others has demonstrated, syntax can not be treated adequately
by a static approach like that of

immediate-constitu~·nt

analysis,

Rather,

the analysis of syntax, as well as phonology and morphology, by a transformational, generative approach yields much better results,

As a

generative grammar is one which presents a language in the form of a process,
it seems to reflect best the nature of language and therefore to provide the
best means of describing a specific language.
The grammar of Gothic presented here consists of the three sets of
rules, which comprise the bulk of the dissertation, and explanations of the
theory, ope ration, and Corm of each set of rules.

Together with its text,

each set of rules forms the content of one of the three chapters of the
dissertation - - Morphophonemics, Morpheme
v

Invt~ntory,

and Morpheme

vi
Distribution -- arranged in the order of the analysis of the morphology,
proceeding from the smaller units to the larger.

This order was followed

in the analysis because it was necessary to determine the phonologically
and morphologically conditioned allomorp!i.s of the morphemes before the
constructional patterns involving the morphemes themselves could be
determined.

The same order is used in the presentation of the rules here

in order that the reader can better understand the procedure and the resulting grammar.

The order in which

in generating the words of the

~he

three sets of rules actually operate

langua~e,

however, is the reverse of the

order given here, as the constructions of morphemes must be formed before
the variations of morp'1emes, which are dependent on morphological and
phonological context, can be produced.

Nonetheless, the dissertation is

chiefly the product of the analysis and not the record of it,

To have included·

the reasoning behind every particular decision, especially in the analysis of
individual words, would have obscured the feo.tures of the grammar itself.
The stimulus to use a generative approach and much of the general
theory bPhind this grammar were provided by Professor Robert B. Lees.
This is not to say that Professor Lees is responsible for either the particular
form of the grammar or the actual statement of the theory.
to him, however, for his
grammar.

r~nerous

I am indebted

counsel during the construction of the

I am likewise grateful to the Germanistic Society of America for

a fellowship enabling me to begin work on the dissertation at the University
of Munster, Germany, during the academic year 1961-62.

To Professor

Frank G. Banta, of the Department of German, and Professor Roland M.
Smith, of the Department of English, I wish to express my warmest thanks
for their wise guidance and
dissertation.

patienct.~

in directing the writing of this

I am further indt.•btt·d to Professor Smith for first exciting my

vii

interest in linguistics and to Professor Banta for continuing to nurture that
interest while providing me with a sound introduction to the Gothic language.

Abbr~viationsl
Adjectival stem
Simple (monomorphemic) adjectival stem which takes {az1
stem-formative
Complex (polymorphemic) adjectival stem which takes {az}
stem-formative
ZA(a) c

Comp~und

ZA(a)d

Derivative adjectival stem which takes (az) stem-formative

3 A{an) 1

Simple adjectival stem which takes [an 1 } stem-formative

4A(an)i-iin

Simple adjectival stem which takes /-iin- / allomorph of
{an1J stem-formative

adjectival stem which takes (az} stem-formative

Simple adjectival stem which takes /-on-/ allomorph of
{an1} stem-formative
Simple adjectival stem which takes (i 3} stem-formative
Simple adjectival stem which takes {_u1 l stem-formative
Ace

Accusative case

Act

Active voice

Adv

Adverb

Ap

Adjectival stem when used as predicate adjective

1A large number of abbreviations in the construction rules consist of a
symbol for a general distribution class, such as N, A, V, or X {the last
being _used when stems of more than one class are involved), plus a morp!lerne
symbol presented in parentheses rather than in the usual morph-~rne ·brackets.
Such a symbol represents that class of stems which occur with the particular
morpheme indicated.
2 The sa.me subscripts are used with corresponding meanings with A{i),
A(u), A(an), N(a), N(an), N(i), N(u), V, and Adv.
)Similar symbols are used with N in place of A to indicate the
corresponding division of noun-sterns.
4 When the subscripts d and c are used in place of subscript l• the
meanings are similar except that derivative and compound stems in fan1)
are involved rather than simple stems.
viii

ix

Assimilation stems: stems occurring with irregular assimilation

AS

(PR 4)

A-SS

Adjectives with short stem syllables

cmp5

Compact

cns5

Consonantal

cnt5

Continuous

Conj

Conjunction

CR

Cons true tion rule

Dat
dfs

5

DS

Dative case
Diffuse
Dissimilation suffixes: suffixes occurring with dissimilation
(PR 2)

Du

Dual number

Encl

Enclitic

exc

Except

Cem

Feminine gender

nt 5

Flat

GI

Grade I, the basic grade

GI-a, G2-a
etc.
Gl-e, etc.

Gradation series having the basic gradation vowel /a/

"

/el

"

Gl-i, etc.
G2

Grade 2

G3

Grade 3

G4

Grade 4

Gen

Genitive case

grv5

Grave

/ii

Ssee Roman Jacobson and Morris Halle, Fundamentals of Langu3.ge
(s'Gravenhage, 1956), PP• 29-31, for definitions of these distinctive features.

x

Imp

Imperative mood

In fl

Infiectable word

Interj

Interject ion

masc

Masculine gender

MR

. Morphological rule

N

Nominal stem

N(anhfem (iin)

Simple nominal stem which takes /-iin-/ allomorph of (ani}
stem-formative

N(an)Ifem(on)

Simple nominal stem which takes /-on-/ allomorph of {an1}
stem-formative

neut

Neuter

nlmp

Non-imperative mood

nlnfi

Non-inflectable \'1.'ord

Norn

Nominative case

nsl 5

Nasal

Opt

Optional

p

Pronominal stem

Pass

Passive voice

Pers Pron

Personal pronoun

Pl

Plural number

pp

Personal-pronoun morpheme - - either stem or ending

PR

Phonological rule

Prep

Prep0sition

Pres

Pre sent tense

rsn 5

Resonant

s

Syllable

Sg

Singular number

SL

l.ong syllable

xi

SS

Short syllable

str 5

Strident

Sub

Substantive

Sub-End

Substantival ending

Sub-Stem

Substantival stem

tns 5

Tense

v

Verbal stern

Vb

Verb
Verbal ending
Voiced
Vocalic
Verbal stem which takes gradation allomprhs of

Vg

/-i-/ allomorph of {i2}

"

Vj

fdcd1 f

"

Vr

reduplication allomorph of (dcd 1}

Symbols

fl

External juncture; word b3unda ry

#2

Internal juncture; morpheme boundary

xI

Syllabic stress: identifies phonemes which may function only
as syllabks

x

Unstressed phoneme: ph::memc lacking syllabic stress (applies
only in rules and before addition of tenseness, PR 26)

1

Word stress: identifies syllable bearing primary stre:.;s in a word

xxx

''xxx

Unstressed syllable: syllable lacking word stress

x

Tense vowel: i,

x

Lax {non-tense) vowel: 'i,

[

)

< >

e,

or

o

Phonetic representation
Graphemic

e,

or 0

xii

I I

Phonemic representation

{ }

Morphemic

/-x/

Hyphen indicates position of phoneme or phonemic sequence in
construction, whether preceded {as he re) or followed by other
phonemes {or both). Within the phonemic representation of a
construction, it marks the morpheme bo·.mdary (Hz).
Designation that allomorp'li following is phonologically conditioned
" morphologically

00

•

Non-extant form
Zero: structurally significant absence of a phoneme or
"Becomes" or "is replaced by"
II

II

"

mor,nh~_m_P

Chapter I
Morphophonemics

Section 1: General Introduction
A natural language contains at least two elements - - distinctive
sound featur<:s and morphemes -- and a set of rules.

Although t'ach element

has both an abstract and a concrete aspect, the abstract aspect is basic
for the purposes of grammatical description.

The distinctive features

are phonetically the perceptual cues which make possible the recognition
of distinctive sounds or phonemes, such as the relative degrees of tenseness and aspiration which contrast the initial segments of /pig/ and /big/
for speakers of English.

In the description of a language, however, such

a phonetic contrast may be characterized by a single distinctive frature,
such as tenseness, the choice of the feature being determined by the internal
structure of the language and by simplicity of description. 1

A morpheme

is the abstract representation of a recurring phoneme or phonemic sPquence
which is morphologically or syntactically significant, or, less commonly,
of a number of different recurring phonemes or phonemic sequences which
share certain structural properties.

In the case of an inflectional mor-

pheme, for example, a shared structural feature would be occurrence in
complementary distribution with members of a particular distribution class
when they function in a certain way in syntactic constructions.

A morpheme

remains abstract until it has been resolved by rules into its various phonemic
1The chief discussions of distinctive features are Roman Jakobson,
C. Gunnar M. Fant, and Morris Halle, Preliminaries ~ Spl'ech Analysis:
'lhe Distinctive Features and Their Corr(•latcs {Cambridge, Mass., 1952);
and Roman Jakobson and Morris Halle, Fundamentals of Lan~ua~e
('s-Gravenhage, 1956).
-

1

2
shapes. 2

By means of the rules, the elements are comb.ined in various ways

and changed under certain circumstances so that it is possible for a speaker
to producl! an almost infinite variety of utterances, yet only those peculiar
to the language.

The inventory of the elements and the rules governing

their behavior constitute the grammar of the language.
The grammar has two chief divisions:
in the broad sense.

phonology, and morphology

Phonology embraces the inventory of distinctive

sound features, their combination into concurrent bundles called phonemes,
and the rules governing the changes of distinctjve features under certain
conditions.

The inventory of morphemes and the rules which specify the

permitted combinations and alterations of morphemes constitute the morphology in the broad sense.

This division in turn contains the two sub-

divisions of morphology in the narrow sense (hereafter referred to simply
as morphology) and syntax,

Morphology is limited to the structure of

words. whereas syntax includes the structure of larger linguistic units such
as phrases, clauses. and discourses,
Gothic that this study deals.

It is with the morphology of Bible

The subject is presented in three sections:

morphophonemics. morpheme inventory, and morpheme distribution.

Since

all discernible morphemes of Gothic occur in its words, the treatment of
morphology embraces the total inventory of morphemes, and the treatment
of their distribution is limited to their distribution in words.
In the discussion of the morphemes, however, phonology cannot be
ignored. as the morphemes ultimately consist of phonemes and are perceived

ZThis conception of the morpheme as well as the distinction between
the two aspects of distinctive features is based on suggestions of Robert B.
Lees. A common but divergent view of the morpheme is that presented
in Leona rd Bloomfield, Language, \2nd ed. (1.-0ndon,, .1935), · p; 161; and
Eugene A. Nida,· ~fo;)hology: The Descripti"·e Analysis oi Words, 2nd
ed.. (Ann Arbor. I 94Y , pp. 6- ~
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in phonemic form.

Two kinds of phonological changes affect the morphemes.

One kind transforms the morphemes into their basic phonemic shapes,
according to the morphological environment, and the other kind changes
individual phonemes in these basic forms, according to the phonological
environment.

These N.·o kinds of phonological changes in morphemes,

accompanied here by the inventory of distinctive features and phonemes,
constitute together the morphophonemics of Gothic.
Two sets of rules produce the phonological changes.

The morpho-

logically conditioned changes are effected by the morphological rules, and
the phonologically conditioned changes by the phonological rules.

Since,

however, the morphological rules convert the abstract morphemes into
their basic phonemic shapes (the morphologically conditioned allomorphs),
the morphological rules are in this grammar presented with the morpheme
inventory.

Only the phonological rules are included in the morphophonemic

section.
As the morphemes are abstractions and remain so after being combined according to the patterns of morpheme distribution, it is the function
of the morphophonemics to transform these abstract combinations into
their spoken or written forms.
s~ructural

This transformation involves two abstract

levels of language: the underlying level and the resultant level,

both of which lie behind the concrete phonetic facts.

The resultant level,

being founded on phonemic contrasts and distribution, lies directly behind
the phonetic or

acoustic events, whereas the underlying level, being based

on morphological evidence, is less immediate.

The underlying level consists

in turn of two secondary levels: the morphological underlying level and the
phonological underlying level.

On the morphological underlying level, the

morphemes are completely abstract, lacking any phonological form.

On

4

the phonological underlying level,_ the morphemes appear in the underlying
phonemic shapes of their morphologically conditioned allomorphs.
Two examples from English, in addition to the evidence to be found
throughout this grammar, may serve to illuminate the nature of the underlying level.

Nowhere in English is the sound combination fmn/ found at

the end of a word.
termination:

Yet there are morphemes in English which possess this

(himnJ,

(::>t3mnJ, and ldaemnJ among others.

The evidence

for the underlying forms of these morphemes consists of such words as
/h\mnal/, /;,t1mna l/, and /daemn~r~n/.

If a grammarian of English seg-

ments these forms between the /m/ and /n/, he must list those forms
which combine with the special suffixes /-n3l/ and /-nesan/, but if he
recognizes the /n/ as part of the stem, such a list is unnecessary.

The

presence or absence of the /n/ may then be predicted by the phonological
rule which states that when /mn/ occurs finally, the /n/ drops.

Thus

(himn} /himn/ is an underlying form in English, of which /him/ is a
·resultant one.
A similar example in English of the relationship between the underlying and resultant levels of language is afforded by the /ng/ combination.
Although the words /l:rn/ : /I;;,9/ show a contrast on the resultant level only
between /n/ and /Tj/ and therefore exhibit two different phonemes at this
point of contrast, the morphemes underlying these words exhibit a greater
difference.

Underlying the form /bq/ is the morpheme {l.:>ng).

shape is indicated by the derivative /bfjgar/.

Its

That. {spring} similarly ur.der-

lies /spriq/ is shown by /sprinj/, one of a group of derivatives that includes
/stink/: /sten~/. /draeg/: /drej/, and /spijk/: /spijc/.

In the first of

each of these pairs, the final stop is changed to the corresponding affricate,
sometimes with accompanying vowel changes.

From this evidence it is

5
clear· that there is no /r'j/ phoneme on the underlying level of E•1glish,
although this phoneme does occur on the resultant level as a derivative of
the underlying sequence of phonemes /ng/.

When this sequence of phonemes

occurs medially and finally before all suffixes except the comparative and super-

'

lative, the /g/ drops, giving rise to the phoneme lfJI on the resultant level,

(1)] at the underlying level being an allophone of /n/.
The phonological significance of forms such as /him/ : /himncJl/ and
/spriTj/ : /sprin)/ is apparent only when they are viewed in relation to the
morphological system of the language.

The same is true of the relation-

ship between Greek Bf'tHt (nom,) and TftJ<o s (gen.), the underlying form of
which is• {Jf c.
law.

x: - , a common example of a morpheme affected by Grassmann• s

To determine the underlying forms in such instances, we apply the

technique of internal reconstruction to the morphological patterns of the
language.

These patterns reflect historical developments in the phonology

more fully than does the phonology itself.

The underlying level, con-

sequently, tends to resemble, in some of its features, an earlier stage in
the historical development of the language.

Some of the rules are likewise

similar to historical changes which have occurred prior to the period
represented at the resultant level.

The effects of many earlier changes

are still part of the language and must be accounted for by morphophonemic
rules.

Uncommon forms, such as Gothic nvammeh and nvanoh, which pre-

serve earlier features, prpvide hints as to how these rules should be
formulated.

When all such data are analyzed and the rules are formulated

and ordered, we find that the rules recapitulate in part the history of the
. language.

Thus the utilization of the historical method of inkrnal rccon-

struction is necessary for a full descriptive statement of morphology.
In his analysis of Menomini, bloomfield employPd

~n

approach to

6
morphophonemics similar to that used here.

That he used an underlying

level and ordered rules and that these paralleled an earlier stage and its
later development is apparent from his introduction:
The process of description leads us to set up each
morphological element in a theoretical basic form, and
then to state the deviations from this basic form which
appear when the element is combined with other
elements. If one starts with the basic forms and
applies our statements, .• in the ord~r in which we give
them, one will arrive finally at the forms of the words
as they are actually spoken. Our basic forms are
not ancient forms, say of the Proto-Algonq4ian parent
language, and our statements of internal sandhi are
not historical but descriptive, and appear in a purely
descriptive order. However, our basic forms do bear
some resemblance to those which would be set up for
a description of Proto-Algonquian, some of our state ments of alternation ••• resemble those which would
appear in a description of Proto-Algonquian, and the
rest ••• as to content and order, approximate the
historical development from Proto-Algonquian to
present-day Menomini. 3
This similarity of approach is due primarily to the similarity of the
materials studied.

The morphophonemics of both Gothic and Menomim

represents a process which is often most efficiently

describ~d

by following

the natural evolution of the language.
Morris Halle has theorized that languages develop through the
process of adults' adding rules to their grammars,

The grammar of a

language at any one time contains rules which have been added in a chronological sequence and which, consequently, are ordered,

States Halle,

"It can readily be seen that in cases where the addition of such a rule does
not affect the over-all simplicity of the grammar, the order of rules
established by synchronic considerations- -i. e, simplicity- -will mirror
properly the relative chronology of the rules, 114

This theory, which helps

3 Leonard Bloomfield, "Mcnc-?':'lini Morphophonemi<;s," Travaux du
Cercle linguistique de Prague, VIII (1939), 105-106.

411 Phonology in

Generative Grammar," Word, XVIII (1962), 66,
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to explain why a description of a language at one stage may parallel its
historical development up to that stage, may help to integrate historical
and descriptive linguistics.
The transformational view of phonemics also tends to reconcile the
descriptive and historical approaches.

Although the interests of the

transformationalists are primarily synchrrmic, a sympathy toward the
historical approach has accompanied their desire for a general theory of
language, their view of language as a process, and their use of ordered
rules, morphology, and distinctive features in order to achieve both a
more abstract and a more general view of phonemics.
from that of the current structuralists.

This view differs

The members of both schools

agree that their goal is to elucidate the abstract patterns that lie behind the
raw phonetic perceptions. 5

They disagree, however, about the degree of

abstractness that is desirable.

The recent structuralists, as represented

by Charles F. Hockett and H.A. Gleason, Jr., the authors of two standard
structurally

oriented grammars,6 try to stay close to the phonetic facts.

For instance, they rely on minimal pairs and contrasts, such as tht> contrast
between (nJ and [')] in the minimal pair [l:>n] and [l,,9], and discriminate
carefully the glides after vowels.

The transformationalists, on the other

hand, stress simplicity and predictability.

fT}J

According to their view, the

of [l.:>q], or of any other native word in which it is final, can be predicted;

that is, it can be derived regularly from /ng/ or fqg) according to
grammatical rules.

Because [')J in final position is predictable, it is con-

SH.A. Gleason, Jr., for example, in his An Introduction~ Descriptive
Linguistics, 2nd. ed. (New York, 1961), p. 285, characterizes phonemic
analysis as "an analytic process which seeks to penetratl' behind the acoustic
or phonetic facts to the linguistic structure."
6Hockett, ~ Course in Modern Linguistics (New York, 1958 ); and
Gleason, An Introduction~ Descriptive Linguistics.

8

sidered not to contrast.

The reliance on predictability in terms of the

total linguistic structure rather than on phonetic contrasts renders this
approach more abstract than that of the current structuralists.
structuralists, such as de Saussure,

Early

Sapir, and Bloomfield, also stressed

the importance not only of using a deep underlying level and ordered rules,
as may be seen in the passage from Bloomfield' s "Meno!'Tlini Morphophonemics" quoted above, but also of seeing specific features in relation
to a total linguistic system.

In this respect they are closer to the trans-

formationalists than to the current structuralists.
The distinction between the underlying and resultant levels is in part
a reflection of these two views of phonemics.
lying level and the
approach.

rulf~s

The formulation of the under-

which operate on it are based on the transformational

By applying all of the rules, we arrive at the resultant level.

Since the exact nature of Gothic pronunciation is inaccessible to us, it is
impossible to formulate the resultant level in terms of the actual phonetic
facts.

The phonetic evidence is stificient, however, for a statement of the

phonemes on the resultant level in terms of structural phonemic analysis.
Since the spelling of the text is believed to be approximately phonemic and
since the scholars who have studied Gothic phonemics have used the
structural approach, it seems desirable to use the phonemic inventory
obtained by this type of analysis for the resultant level.
The underlying level of Gothic differs from the rt 1ltant one both in
phonology and morphology.

There are several more phonemes on the

resultant level than on the underlying level, but each of these can be derived
from one or more of the underlying phonemes.

At the same time, a

simpler, more transparent view of the morphemes and their combinations

is possible on the underlying level, as they are at this level free of the

9
many phonological variations which obscure the forms on the resultant
level.

As this grammar is concerned chiefly with the forms at the under-

lying level, all morphemes and constructions will hereafter usually appear
in their morphological or phonological underlying shapes.
Internal, descriptive evidence, when available,

~~.J.s

been used in

determining the underlying phonemic shapes, but external, historical
evidence has been used when an arbitrary decision between two equally
logical alternatives has been required.

Forms such as nvammeh and

llvanoh, for example, with protected /e/ and /o/ indicate that /e/ and /o/
underlie resultant /a/ in final position.

As there is no internal evidence,

however, to suggest which of these two alternativt-s underlies the /a/ of
the masculine and neuter dative singular, the historically correct form
/e/ has been chosen to appear on the underlying level in these inflections.
Sometimes an underlying form does not coincide with any historical form.
For example, the underlying form of~ (/kw ap/ + /t/) never existed
historically, but this form is suggested, nevertheless, by internal evidence.
Also, when two forms, such as the first and third persons preterit
singular, do not contrast on the resultant level and lack internal evidence
of a contrast, no contrast has been established on the underlying level
even though these forms may be known (as in the cases cited) to have con. trasted at an earlier period in the history of the language.
It is the purpose of this morphophonemic section, therefore, to

provide a series of rules which, when applied to forms on the phonological
underlying level, will transform them into the proper shapes on the
resultant level.

Although all phonological variants of morphemes are

allomorphs, only those changes which give rise to variants which are
phonologically conditioned are accounted for by the phonological rules.

Tht.'
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rules are also intended to be structural and comprehensive.

That is, they

are based on observed data in the language as recorded in the Gothic Bible
or are deduced from such data, and they have as an objective "the most
general and the simplest description which is adequate to describe the
totality of linguistically significant features. 117

The rules are generative in

that they produce the surface structure of the language from a deeper one,
and they are ordered in that they must be applied in a fixed sequence.
Having once operated, a rule cannot be applied again unless it is specifically
restated.

The morphophonemic portion of the grammar, therefore, may

be thought of as a kind of machine through which all the morphological
constructions of the language at the phonological underlying level must pass
and in which they are moulded into the appropriate shapes at the resultant
level.
Section 2:

The Grapheme s and Their Phonetic Values

The morphophonemics of Gothic includes the writing system, the
phonemic systems on both the underlying and resultant levels, and the
morphophonemic rules.

Our knowledge of the phonemes of Gothic is

based on the phonetic values of the sounds, for which there is only external
evidence, and on their distribution, for which the evidence is internal.
As the entire corpus of Gothic consists of written records, the writing
system is our only source for determining the phonemic system.

Since the

text is a translation from Greek, the linguistic patterns of Gothic and those
of Greek which may appear in foreign names or words must be carefully
distinguished.

Where a clt"ar distinction is impossible without the danger of

distortion, the evidence is included, but with notation of its rarity or
uniqueness.

7Gleason, p. 285.

L
l=-
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The Gothic writing system consists of twenty-seven graphemes
modeled chiefly after the Greek alphabet, although some letters were
apparently borrowed from the Latin and the runic alphabets.

The series

follows the order of the Greek alphabet, with each symbol having a
numerical reference

the first nine designating the

the decades, and the third nine the hundreds.

~.mils,

the second nine

When used as numerals, the

graphemes are set between dots or topped by a bar.

Two symbols, those

for ninety and nine hundred, have only numerical reference.

The remain-

ing twenty-five designate vowels and consonants, one of these,<
occurring only in Greek and Hebrew names.

The grapheme

X> ,

<Y>

signifies

[w) in native words, but repre::ients a vowel in a number of Greek words,
where it regularly renders Greek V and Ot , both pronounded ( y) in the
fourth century. 8

The velar nasal [q] is, according to the Greek convention,

designated by the grapheme <r>, which also signifies [g) , and by the
allographs

rr

and

N

.9

The rest of the graphemes have unambiguous

vocalic or consonantal reference.
consistently marked.

No other phonological sub-systems are

As two dots are used over < l > when it begins a word,

the main root of a verbal compound, or a syllable which is preceded directly
by a vowel, these dots mark certain junctures or stresses.

Morphological

units are not marked, but cola 10 are indicated by spaces, periods, and colons.
Our knowledge of the phonetic values of the graphemes comes from
three sources: the values of the characters used in the Gothic alphabet in-

8 Edgar H. Sturtevant, The Pronunciation of Greek and Latin, 2nd
(Philadelphia, 1940), p. 52.
9 The allograph N
for its irregular forms.

,

ed.

however, occ'-lrs only in Luke, which is noted

lOcola are clauses or groups of clauses written as lines, or taken as
standards of measure in ancient manuscripts or texts -- OED.

F
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sofar as these are known for the sources of the letters, the rendering of
Biblical names and Greek and Latin words in Gothic, and the rendering of
Gothic names in Greek and Latin.

Comparative and internal evidence is

useful, but it is not conclusive. 11
Although the approximate phonetic values of most of the grapheme s
are agreed upon, scholars are still disputing the values of those Gothic
graphemes transliterated~. ~. ~'
literaterl ai, au, and iu.

g_,

~and~·

and the digraphs trans-

The alternation between

vocalic position indicates that in pre-Gothic.!?

~

and~

: !:_and

~

: l!_ in post-

represented voiced

spirants in this position although they were voiced stops elsewhere.

Whether

they had retained these values in Gothic or had become stops in all positions
is uncertain.

The value of the grapheme

several reasons.

transliterated~

is questionable for

It occurs in native words as the consonantal alternate

of~·

but in a few words, such as gaidw, it appears in the same environments as
u.

In a number of foreign words,

~renders

GreekOlandv, both represent-

ing a sound which was probably a spirant when it occurred after a vowel but
which was certainly a vowel when it occurred between consonants or before
juncture. 12

The exact pronunciation of~ in these environments is not clear.13

The phonetic values of /h/ and /g/ are also uncertain.

The contrast

of the forms maht 'power• and magt •you {sg.) can' may be variously inter11 In his unpublished dissertation (Michigan, 1955), "The Sounds and
Phonemes of Wulfila's Gothic," James W. Marchand examines in detail
the various criteria proposed for determining the phonetic values of the
Gothic sounds.
l2Wilhelm Braune, Gotisc:he Grammatik, 16th ed., rev. Ernest A.
Ebbinghaus (Tubin.gen, 1961), p. 35.
13see William H~ Bennett, "The Phonemic Status of Gothic ::y nv ~·II
XXXV (1959), 427-432; Marchand, Sounds; and Albert M.
Sturtevant, "Postconsonantal *win the Two Gothic Types skadus •Shadow'
and triggws 'Faithful'," Germanic Revi<!w, XXXII (1957), 31-1-318.
La~~·

13
preted.

This contrast may indicate that /h/ was a velar fricative (x]

which contrasted with a stop [k) /g/ or that /h/ was a glottal fricative [h)
which contrasted with a velar fricative [xJ /g/.

Voice could not have been

the contrastive factor here because only voiceless consonants (excluding
resonants) occur before /t/ in Gothic.

From the difference in spelling,

which is cons.istent (cf. Braune-Ebbinghaus, par. 66, n. 1), we can assume
that /h/ and /g/ were not both velar fricatives.

The first interpretation

seems unlikely because etymological and internal evidence indicate that /g/
was a fricative, except after a nasal, where it was a stop.

The fact that the

letter g_ occurs in both medial and final position in contrast to ~and

i•

which

are replaced in final position by _Land£_ respectively, is evidence of the
fricative value of /g/, because /b/ and /d/ as voiced fricatives had
corresponding voiceless-fricative phonemes with which to alternate.

Had

I g/ been a voiced stop, it might have been unvoiced in final post-vocalic
position to /k·/.

The unvoicing of /g/ in final position, had /g/ been a

voiced fricative, would not have been indicated in the spelling since the
variation would have been allophonic and not phonemic.

Native speakers

would presumably have been unconscious of this phonetic variation.

If the

second interpretation is correct and /h/ is a glottal fricative, the alternation
between /g/ and /h/ in mag : mahta, briggan : brahta may be considered an
earlier change which took place when /h/ was still a voiceless velar
fricative {.x1 and before it had become a glottal fricative (h].

We may

conclude, therefore, that in Bible Gothic /h/ was probably a voiceless glottal
fricative [h) in all environments, whereas /g/ was most likely a voiced
velar fricative (y) in most environments with the positional variants
(allophones) (g) after a nasal and possibly after /r/, /1/, and /z/, and
(x] between a vowel and juncture,

Is/, or /t/.

t
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The phon"eti<;: value of <X > has been disputed.

According to Max

Jellinek (Geschichte der gotischen Sprache (Berlin, 1926]. pp. 31 and 33),
Greek X was a voiceless velar spirant in the fourth century and had no
counterpart in Gothic.

On the other hn:I, in The Pronunciation of Greek and

Latin, E. H. Sturtevant demonstrates that "standard pronunciation treated

0, B,

and X as aspirates in Hellenistic and Byzantine Greek until the ninth

century A. D.

11

(p. 85 ).

In the light of Bishop Wulfila 1 s education and his

association with Constantinople, it is highly probable that he used standard
Byzantine Greek.

<X>

The fact that Gothic <K"> was used more commonly than

to transliterate Greek

X

seems to support Sturtevant 1 s findings; con-

sequently, Gothic <X> was probably pronounced [kh] .14
Gothic has four digraphs, which are transliterated ei, ai, iu, and
au.

The first, ei, is universally accepted as (i].

The third, iu, is

generally thought to have been a diphthong (Iu], altho1,1gh a few scholars
have attempted recently to prove that it was a monophthong. 15
ai

and~,

however, have caused the most controversy.

chiefly American, regard them as monophthongs only.
European, interpret ai

and~

The digraphs

Some scholars,
Others, chiefly

as representing not only monophthongs, but

also diphthongs, on the basis primarily of etymological evidence.

Etymo-

logical evidence, however, is conclusive only for an earlier period; and
since ai

and~

are consistently used, that is, since no alternative spellings

occur which might indicate that each of these

di graphs was being used for

two di&dnctly different sounds, it seems probable that both were monophthongs only.
14see also Wolfgang Krause, Handbuch des Gotischen lMunchen,
1953), p. 63.
15see, for example, Oscar F. Jo:les, "Gothic iu,
(1958), 353-358.

11
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Phonetic values, however, are pertinent only on the resultant level.
O.ir aim on the underlying level is to present the phonological and morphological patterns as simply and clearly as possible and in such a way that th,_.
resultant level may be derived from the underlying level.
~may

Although

:J. ;ind

be regarded as always representing monophthongs on the res...ilt; nt

level, the fact that they alternate

with~ and~

respectively under regular

conditions makes it desirable to consider them diphthongs everywhere on
the underlying level.

The varying value of each on the resultant level can

then be derived under specific conditions from the basic underlying value.

By such a procedure it is possible to specify clearly the relationship between
the monophthongs represented by ai and au and the sequences represented
by ~and~·
Section 3:

The Underlying and Resultant Phonemic Systems

The phonemic system on each level is based on the distinctive features
at that level.

The

phc~cmcs

are bundles of these features and are usually

presented in a branching diagram or in a chart of matrices.

Each phoneme

is distinguished by its possession or lack of possession of certain distinctive
features or by the degree to which it possesses a certain feature.
phoneme, such as English

One

/{JI for example, may be distinguished from

others because it is continuous whereas they are interrupted, and from
still others because it is tense whereas they are lax.

Of the approximately thirteen or fourteen distinctive features
believed to exist, there are ten on the underlying level of Gothic and eleven
on the resultant level.

The selection of the relevant features for Gothic is

based on the phonetic contrasts between sounds and on the phonetic features
common to groups of sounds which function alike under certain circumstances.

16
Since, for example, the basic phonological didtctomy on the underlying level
seems to be between resonants and non-resonants, the feature of resonance
is the chief distinctive feature on this level.

The resultant phonolcgical

system has a basic distinction between vocalic and non-vocalic sounds
instead of a resonance

I non-resonance distinction because at this level

there are no resonants with t.oth vocalic and consonantal functions.

The

additional feature on the resultant level is tenseness, which distinguishes th.:
members of three pairs of sounds:

e,

e;

o,

o;

and T, 'i'.

As only one member

of each of these pairs is found on the underlying level, no distinction in
tenseness is relevant.
One advantage of the distinctive features is the economy which results
from their use in morphophonemic rules. 16

The distinctive features not

only are more basic than phonemes, but also serve to classify the phonemes.
This classification is both more flexible and more precise than the conventional classification into such groups as consonants and vowels, and
fricatives, stops, liquids, and nasals.

Each feature defines that particular

class of phonemes which possesses that feature and which may bt: called a
natural class.

When the features are presented in a hierarchy from the

most basic feature to the least significant features, the arrangement defines
the chief natural classes of the language and the various subclasses within
them.

One can thus treat these entire classes and subclasses, which reflect

the structure of the phonological system, simply by specifying the pertinent
feature or features ""'hich define them and ignoring the irrelevant ones.
This procedure is more efficient than the alternative of specifying separately
each phoneme involved.
16see Morris Hath~, "Phonology in
XVIII (1962), 54-n.

Generative Grammar," Word,
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The simplicity criterion is thus satisfied by the use of distinctive
features because the more general the rule, the fewer features need be
specified.

When one voiced phoneme, for example, is replaced by a

corresponding voiceless phoneme, no economy is effected whether phonemes
or distinctive features are used to state this rule; but when

clas!;~·s

of

sounds undergo similar changes, the use of distinctive features simplifies
the statement of the rules.

Often a rule may involve a change in only one

feature in a group of phonemes.

This change may in some instances be

phonemic and in others only allophonic.

Both kinds of change may be treated

simultaneously when distinctive features are used, but they must be treated
separately when the phoneme is regarded as the minimal unit.
The economy provided on the underlying level by the use of the
distinctive features in stating the rules, is not the only one achieved on
that level.

There are five fewer phonemes on the underlying level of Gothic

than on the resultant level, /j/, /w/,
the resultant level.

All of these are later derived by rules from the phonemes

on the underlying level.
and /u/.

/e/, //5/, and /1/ appearing on only

The phonemes /j/ and /w/ are derived from /i/

The derivation of /w I is made possible by the replacement in the

underlying forms of certain vowels after /u/ which are later lost.
phonemes /~/and /t5/ have three sources each:

The

/i/ and /u/ before /r/,

/h/, and /rl'v/; /e/ and /o/ before vowels; and the monophthongization of
/ai/ and /au/ respectively.
phthongization of /{i/.

The phoneme /"'i./ is derived from the mono-

These derivations make possible not only a simpler

phonemic system on the underlying level, but also a simpler presentation of
ablaut or vowel graduation.

With the aid of the four diphthongs /{i /, /ai/,

/(u/. and /au/, it is possible to reduce the first five ablaut series to one
series, as in Inda-European. I U6£.ti~,6iafitse diphthongs later become mono-

18

phthongs, only /fu/ remaining a diphthong.

On the following three pages are charts which present the hierarchy
of distinctive features on the two primary levels of ::-'.ntr.ic as well as on
two intermediate levels, and the phonemes wi1i.ch contain tht: se features.
Certain rules among the phonological rult:s pruvidt> tht-" transition from one
phonological system to another.

rd·~.;

Phonological

from the underlying phonemic system to the fi.r sL

':

'l-11 produce

th~

cLange

!ermediatt: one: rules

ZZ-Z8 from the first intermediate system to the seconci; c.nd !'U1!'"s 32 and
35 from the second intermediate system to the

re~'ultant

fohono10gical system.

The phonemic interpretation of ce~tain sou.:-is c.. nd. sound sequences
in Gothic may not be clear from these charts.

T~ .,-

rharts also do not

include the subsystems of juncture, stress, 3.:.d , ,-,...;re 1.
be discussed below.

As the velar nasal

Ci))

~r1dati..ln,

which will

occurs only before velar con-

sonants and does not contrast with /m I or /n/, it may be con side red an
allophone of either one of these phonemes.

[q] is here regarded as an allophone of /n/.

In accordance with tradition,
The contrast of /i/ and /j/

on the resultant level is found only in initial position before /u/.

The

contrast between /u/ and /w I is found only between a consonant and word
juncture or between a consonant and /s/ plus word juncture.
The phonemic status of /kw/, /hw /, :rnd ! ~.w I requires extended
comment.

It has been debated whether the graphemes transcribed S.

17
flv designate one phoneme or two phonemes each.

and

The sequence ~· on

the other hand, has been assumed to be two phonemes.

Yet because of the

17For summations of the arguments and ccunterarguments as well as
for further references, see William Bennett; P. C'd.-..ne -.Cboin:~haus, pp. 46
and 48; :t.nd Herbert Penz!, "Orthography and Phonemr~ s in \'i ulfila 1 s Gothic,"
~. XLIX (1950), 217-230.
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similar roles of

s_, hv,

and~ in the phonological structure of Gothic, it

seems desirable to consider all three together.

When~

differently, a serious gap occurs in the phonemic system.
concerning the phonemic shtus of <.l!

nv,

~seems

is treated
As no suggestion

conclusive, and as most

of the arguments have counterarguments, no final answer appears possible.
To the argument, for example, that lfv is treated as a simple consonant in
reduplication (hvaihvop), 18 one may reply that!!_ and sk are 2lso so trF:ated
(staistald, skaiskaip).

To Bennett's suggestion that post-consonantal':!:! in

native words was probably a vowel which would contrast with the labial
element in hv, one may reply that we have no way of knowing whether either
was vocalic.
Certain arguments are persuasive, however, in favor of .9.•
representing single phonemes each.

nv

and

~

The dissimilation in arhvazna 'arrow'

indicates that the labial element in nv is voiceless, which would be unlikely
19
were the element a distinct [w1 •

In addition, all three occur parallel to

unit phonemes in classes of roots that otherwise terminate in a resonant
plus single consonant or in a single consonant after a vowel (drigkan :
sigqan : siggwan; sitan : saim:an).

Finally, there is the fact that /kw I and

/hw / are indicated by special graphemes in the text.

That there is no

special letter for /gw I may be accounted for by its very limited distribution.
It occurs only after /n/ and possibly /g/ except in the word bidagwa
18Braune-Ebbinghaus, p. 48.
19The form arnvazna is an example of that kind of dissimilation in
Gothic called Thurncyscn 1s law. According to this law, in suffixes beginning
with a vowel plus spirant immediately following a stC'm, the spirant of the
suffix is voiceless (If/, /'p/, Is/, or /h/) if the stem ends in a voiced consonant, and is voiced (/b/, /d/, /z/, or /g/) if tht• stem ends in a voiceless
consonant. This rule is limited in its operation, however, to only a few
suffixes, and the alternation of /h/ and /g/ is very rare.
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(John 9:8), which occurs only once.

In this study, therefore, /kw/, /hw /,

and /gw I are assumed to be unit phonemes.
None of the vowels appear to contrast in length,20 but some ui the
consonants do.

Since these seem to function like other clusters, as in the

traditional third class of strong verbs, it is probably preferable to ir1ttrprct
them as clusters also.

The contrast of double or long consonants is

illustrated by such pairs as in : inn,
mat : skatt, and skal : all.

~: ~'

as well as is : wiss,

The double consonants which occur a re /11 /,

/rr/, /nn/, /mm/, /ss/; /bb(, /kk/, /tt/, /pp/, and /dd/.

The first

five of these are common; the second five are comparatively rare,

The

rare consonants occur in the following words, excluding derivatives:
/bb/ in abba 'father• and sabbato •Sabbath'; /kk/ in smakka •fig' and
'sackcloth'; /tt/ in atta •father' and ~katts •money, coin';
•or,•~

/pp/

~akkus

in aippan

•but,• and mippanei •while,' as well as by assimilation of

/h/ -t- /p/ to /pp/ in nippan, etc.; and /dd/ in daddjan 'to nurse, suckle,'
iddja (suppletive preterit to gaggan •to go') 'I went,' twaddje {genitive of
twai •two'), and waddjus •wall.•
As may be seen from the forms cited, double /d/ occurs only before

/j/.

In a few of those words in which written,&& occurs before"::!.• the gg_ is

historically a long (g]: bliggwan 'to beat, hit,' glaggwo, glaggwuba
'exactly,' skuggwa 'mirror,· and triggws 'true, faithful.•
and

~

developed from earlier ij and ":!!.::!:!, a phenomenon known variously as

Holtzmann's law, Verscharfung,

and 'lengthening." In the remaining

Gothic words which contain the written

sequence~·

historically [qgw) and /ngw I in Bible Gothic.

20

The sequences ddj

this sequence is

The common assumption that

See James W. Marchand, "Vowel Length in Gothic," General
Linguistics, I (1955). 79-88.

24
~

in Bible Gothic represents /ggw l and not /ngw I in the examples of

Holtzmann's law rests on etymological evidence alone, like the similar
assumption

that~ and~

represent both long and short vowels.

that the two developments fell together as /ngw /.

It is possible

Where no distinction is

made in the orthography and where there is no evidence, other than
etymological evidence, for a distinction, we have no sound basis for making
one in an analysis. 21
Although juncture and stress are not marked in the writing system,
we can draw a few conclusions about them from morphological t>vidt"nce.
Two criteria have been applied to determine Gothic juncture:

the independence

of forms in constructions and the morphophonemic changes involving forms
in juxtaposition.

Two kinds of juncture have been established through the

application of these criteria.

One kind is the phonological or external

juncture, which is found between words, such as in ahmin unhrainjamrna
(Mark 5:2) in contrast to in unhrainjarnma ahrnin {Mark 1:23); between prepositional and adverbial compounding elements and their bases; and between
derivational prefixes and their bases, such as ~-laubjaip {John 10:38) in
contrast to

~-~-laubjats

{Matthew 9:28).

The external juncture is also

marked by special morphophonemic changes at the ends of words, as in
hlaif (John 13:26) in contrast to hlaiba {John 13:27) and hvamrna (Mark 11:28)
in contrast to nvamrneh (Luke 2:41).

The other kind of juncture is the

morphological or internal juncture which occurs betwet"n a word and an
enclitic, such as ab-~ (John 18:34) in contrast to af {Luke 8:14, etc.) and
af-etja (Matthew 11;19 and Luke 7:34); between roots and their derivational

giw

I

Zl For the suggestion that
has only one pronunciation,
am indebted to James W. Marchand, " her ai au im Gotischen," PBB {Halle),
LX?CXI (1959), 4-U-442; arid rev. of Fernalla Mosse, Manuel de la languc
gohque, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1956), Language", XXXIII {1957 ), 23b.

ZS

and inflectional affixes (excluding derivational prefixes), such as ufsnaist<
ufsnaip .. !_ (Lukt> 15:30) in contrast

to~

taujan (Mark 3:4 ); between two

such affixes, such as salbonds < salbo+ands (2 Cor. 1:21); and between the
two constituents of compounds (except those in which one immediate constituent is a prepositional or adverbial element), such as aina-baur in
contrast to ains.
uh-~

and
~t

An especially revealing example is dizuhpansat <dis-sat

(Mark 6:8), in which is shown both the separability of dis- from

and the difference in juncture between dis-sat {external juncture) and

diz -uh (internal juncture).
The few exceptions to the criterion of morphophonemic changes are
ummahteigam =
uzetin

= ~-etin

~-mahteigam

(1 Cor. 9:22 -- possibly a scribal error);

(Luke 2:7, 12, 16); ~=us-on (Mark 15:37, 39);

!_ret{un) =fra-et(un) (Luke 8:5, 15:30; Mark 4:4); tuzwerjai = tus-werjai
(Mark 11:23 ); idweit = i.l>_-weit (Luke 1:25; Timothy 3 :7), idweitjan = i.E_weitjan (Matthew 11:20, etc.); and the group of words containing~ (as
prepositional compounding element)+;:_=

USTE_,

which includes urreisan and

its derivatives, urrinnan and its derivatives, urredan, urrumnan, and
urrugks.
as~

Belonging with this group is the preposition

riqiza (2 Cor. 4:6).

~+riqiza

Most of these exceptions should probably be

regarded as rare instances of external sandhi in Gothic.
type

~and

which occurs

In forms of the

idweit, it is also possible that the juncture had shifted to

2.#lzon and _!_l#dweit (cf. NE newt < ME neute < an eute and NE twit ..: OE
~-wi'tan).

Stress appears to be regular in Gothic,

All the evidence, however,

consists of such morphophonemic contrasts as the verb andJpagkjan 'to
remember' with the adjective 'anda-pahts •reasonable,' a kind of evidence
which is valid only for pre-Gothic.

From such forms as these we can conclude

26

that at least in pre-Gothic, the first syllable was stressed in all words
except verbs, '' hich were stressed instead on the first syllable of the root
morpheme.

On the underlying level of this grammar, two kinds of stress are
distinguished, word stress and syllabic stress.

Word stress designates the

syllable in a word which is pronounced with emphasis and is the type of
stress illustrated by the pair and-'pagkjan and •anda-pahts, just discussed.
This kind of stress, having been provided in the construction rules, plays an
important role in the operation of Verner•s Law (PR 1).

Syllabic stress

designates not z ;yllable but the phoneme which is the peak or syllabic of a
syllable.

On the underlying level, the resonants /r/, /1/, /m/, /n/, /i/,

and /u/ may function as either vowels or consonants.

In any series of

these resonants in one syllable, the resonant bearing the syllabic stress
functions as the syllabic or "vowel."
The number of such sequences, however, is rather limited.

Some-

times an initial /i/ of an /ii/ or /iu/ sequence of a non-gradation root or
non-root syllable requires specification as a syllabic in order that underlying

/{if or /{u/ may yield resultant /T/ or /iu/. Apart from such cases as
these, it is only in the gradaticn roots that the marking of syllabic stress
is necessary and then only among the roots of the _!,-gradation series, in·
which the syllabic liqu.ids and nasals occur.
be left unmarked.

Elsewhere syllabic stress may

In /uurd/, for example, the ./r I cannot be syllabic

because the root is a non-gradation root.

The initial /u/ regularly becomes

/w/ by non-vocalization before a vowel {PR 11), leaving only the second /u/
as the syllabic.

An underlying /a/, /e/, or

/o/ in a syllable is always

syllabic, as these phonemes have no consonantal function and therefore ·do
not occur in sequences within single syllables.
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The presence of syllabic stress at the beginning of the underlying
phonological level makes possible a reduced inventory of phonemes at this
level and the subsequent generation of /j/, /w/,

/f/, /e/,

and/~/. that

is, the non-vocalization of /i/ and /u/ (PR ll) and the monophthongization
of /li/, /ai/, and /au/ (PR 26-33 ).

After the completion of monopb-

thongization (PR 33 ), no syllabic stresses are necessary since the syllabic
<-1.nd non-syllabic functions of the phonemes are distinct.
The syllabic in the first syllable of every root in Gothic which exhibits
gradation (gradation root) belongs to one of three series of vowel gradation
(ablaut).

A particular gradation root may contain at any one level only the

vowels in its series and no others, as in underlying /b(r- : bar- : ber-

bl-/ in contrast to /bor: b&r/, which are not possible forms of this root at
this level.

As the maximum number of distinct grades in any group of roots

is four, four grades are recognized in each of the three series on thf' basis
of morphological parallels, even though roots in two of.thL· series do not
exhibit more than two different gradation vowels.

Grade 1, the basic iden-

tifying grade, is that found in the present tense of those verbs that use
gradation to form the past tense.

Grade 2 is that found in the past singular

of such verbs; Grade 3, that found in the past plural; and Grade 4, that found
in the past participle.

The three series are defined by the three different

vowels which regularly occur in the present stems of these verbs, as
illustrated by rikan, sakan and tekan.

These three series on the underlying

level are as follows:
Grade:
Series:

2

3

a

e,0

4
i' 0

a

a

0

0

a

e

e

0

0

e
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In Grades 3 and 4 of the i_-series, the alternatives are phonologically
defined, the phonemes immediately following the syllabics determining
which of the two alternates will occur.

Although 0 is the more common

alternate in both grades, /e/ and /i/ are used in the absolute phonological
underlying level because it is easier to derive 0 from manifested phonemes
than to derive phonemes from

Section 4:

0.

Introduction to the Phonological Rules

This grammar contains three groups of rules.

They are the

phonological rules, determining the phonologically conditioned allomorphs
through the operation of sound changes or processes such as assimilation;
the morphological rules, rPgulating the occurrence of morphologically
conditioned allomorphs; and the construction rules, governing the combination
of morphemes into constructions and the order of the morphemes in these
constructions.

The phonological rules will be presented here in Chapter I:

Morphophonemics, the morphological rules in Chapter II:
Inventory, and the construction rules in Chapter III:

Morpheme

Moipheme Distribution.

By means of the construction rules, the various morphemes needed
to form a word are brought together and assembled in their proper order.
Word stress and syllabic stress are usually predictable, and vowel
gradation {ablaut) often is.

Where predictable, stress and vo~el gradation

are provided for by rules, but these features must be added to any construction in which they are not predictable,

The morphemes in the con-

struction rules are still completely abstract and have no phonological form.
Phoneme symbols are used in the morpheme symbols, for example (dec:Ji],
in order that the morphemes may be easily identified; but any other arbitrary
symbol, such as a number or letter, could have been used instead of the
phoneme symbols.

The morpheme construct ion at the end of this first series

Z9
o{ rules is on the morphological underlying level and is consequently a
morphological underlying form.
When the morphological construction passes through the morphological
rules, it receives a "concrete" phonemic form.
o~

Every morpheme consists

a class of allomorphs, each of which differs from the others phonologically

and distributionally, but not semantically.

Often the occurrence of a particular

allomorph of a morpheme is determined by certain other morphemes in the
same construction.

H,:re, too, there is ue1..1ally a fixed order in the determi-

nation of allomorphs.

Since each allomorph occurs in its underlying phonemic

shape, the construction at the end of the second set of rules is on the
phonological underlying level and is thus a phonological underlying form.
After the morphemes have been transformed into morphologically
defined allomorphs in their underlying phonemic shapes, the construction is
changed by means of the phonological rules into the phonemic form as we
know it from the Gothic texts.

The underlying phonemic forms of the allo-

morphs on which the phonological rules operate

are often hypothetical,

being reconstructions based on analysis of the extant forms and on the underlying patterns which these forms reveal.

The phonological rules derive

the phonologically defined allomorphs from the phonological underlying forms,
but each allomorph is not derived individually.

Rather, groups of allomorphs

which result from the same sound processes are derived simultaneously.
These allomorphs, consequently, are by-products of the phonological
processes in Gothic.

The phonological rules describe these processes while

transforming the morphological construction into its final form on the
resultant level.
The criterion of simplicity in grammar is a basic assumption under lying the rules.

According to thi~ rriterion, the simplest statement of the
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rules is probably the most accurate one. 2 2 In the phonological rules,
simplicity is achieved by the ordering of the rules and by the use of
distinctive features in their statement.

The descriptive tenet that grammars

have ordered rules is similar to the historical tenet that although certain
types of change may persist in a language, individual changes, when once
completed, do not usually recur.

In this grammar, for example, the

presence of~ before !: as in puhta and juhiza does not require the assumption
of a different quality or quantity for
other

~·s

which change

bugjan and siuks).

to~

the~

in these forms in contrast to

before!:· such as in bauhts or sauhts (cf.

The change of~ >~before!: occurs in this grammar

before the dropping of the nasal in puhta and juhiza (cf. )>ugkjan and
Since the nasal still stands between the

~and

ju~gs

E_ when the change from

~

).

.,. au

occurs and since this change does not occur again after the nasal has been
lost, the presence of uh in words like puhta and juhiza is a natural consequence
of the order of the rules.
Forms such as bauhts /b'tShts/ and puhta /puhta/ which undergo
several changes from the underlying phonological level to the resultant
level are irr1partant aids in determining the order of all those rules which
apply to them.

These forms may also serve as illustrations of the process

of ordering the rules.

The underlying phonological form of bauhts tbohts/

is /bugdaz/, as suggested by the related form bugjan and by numerous other
considerations.

Comparison of the underlying and resultant forms reveals

that only the initial /b/ remains unchanged.

The only point at which ordering

in this form alone is relevant, however, is in the change of

I u I > Io I,

ZZMorris Halle, "On the Role of Simplicity in Linguistic Dt.:scr~ptions,"
Proceedings of Symposia in Applied Mathematics, Vol. XII: Structure~
Language and Its Mathematical Aspects (Providt.>nce, Rhode Island, 1961),

89-94.

--
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because this change cannot take place until I g/ has become /h/.

Using

this fact and other criteria derived from the study of all the forms in the
language, we can determine the sequence of changes as follows:
buhdaz .,, buhtaz > buhtz.,, bohtz

7

b()hts/.

/bugdaz>

Thus a series of five changes

occurs in this single form between the phonological underlying level and
the reoultant level.
The form which underlies puhta on the phonological level is /p6kde I
(cf. the inf. pugkjan /punkjan/), which differs from the derived form in

all segments but the fir st one,

/'p/.

From this example it is clear that the

change of /u/ > /($/, which occurred in bauhts, must take place before the
dropping of the nasal here.

As the nasal drops before /h/ but not /k/, the

/k/ must become /h/ before the nasal can drop out, and in addition the /i'i./
must be expanded to /6.n/ before the loss of the nasal.

From the previous

example, however, we know that the change of the velar obstruents to /h/
must occur before the change of /u/ >

/o/.

On the basis of the evidence of

these two examples, then, it is clear that these four rules must have the
following order:

/g/, /k/ > /hf;. then /rf./ > /(m/ (the order of this rule in

relation to those immediately preceding and following it is immaterial here);
then /u/

> /of;

then /n/ >

J'. Similarly the dropping of certain vowels in

end syllables, as in /buhtaz/

>

/buhtz /, must occur before the change of

final I e I > /a I in /pnkde / in order to prevent the loss of the I a I which
results from this change; but the order of this series of changes in relation
to that just discussed is indeterminant here.
phonological rules, in

w~ich

Even in the total body of

all pertinent material for the whole language has

been considered, there are some rules whose order is relative.

There may

be limits between which a certain rule must occur, but these limits may be
fairly broad and there may be no compelling factors to determine exactly
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where within these limits the rule should occur.

Since the decision is

then arbitrary, other factors, such as the similarity of rules, may be used,
The complete sequence of changes which yields puhta, therefore, is
/pnkde > p6hde > p6hte > punhte > punhta > puhta/.
The use of distinctive features simplifies the description by making it
possible to state son.e phonological rules by changing a single feature in one
rule rather than by changing several phonemes in what would actually be
several rules.

The rule of permitted finals in Gothic, for example, involves

the change of one feature -- voice -- in all final voiced fricatives.

One

distinctive-feature rule which changes voicing in these sounds to voicelessness performs the same function in a more efficient and accurate way than
the five separate rules which would be required to change each of these
sounds into its corresponding voiceless phoneme, where one exists, or into
its voiceless allophone, where no corresponding voiceless phoneme exists.
The question may well arise as to how the distinctive-feature
presentation deals with the situation in which there are voiced phonemes
with no corresponding voiceless phonemes.

The distinctive features, as

presented in a branching diagram of the phonological system, distinguish
between phonemes, not allophones, and therefore those distinctive -feature
bundles which lack a voiced /voiceless distinction are not marked for voice.
This problem is resolved by a characteristic of the distinctive features.

All

the distinctive features are binary and reflect the assumption that the human
mind tends to organize linguistic data in terms of binary oppositions.

A

point of articulation is not characterized as front, middle, or back, but
rather as either peripheral (grave) or medial (acute).

In order for the binary

nature of the phonological system to be maintained, therefore, it is requisite
that rules apply not only to phonemes which are marked for a specific feature,
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but also to those which are unmarked for that feature, as long as these
phonemes share the other features which are given in the particular rule.
Otherwise the system would be trinary, as there would be phonemes
marked as having a particular feature, phonemes marked as having the
opposite of this feature, and phonemes not marked at all for that feature,
In this way those voiced fricatives which have no voiceless counterparts
when the rule of permitted finals operates and which are thPrefore unmarked
for voice are nevertheless unvoiced by the rule.

The grammarian must,

of course, either insure that no undesirable changes come about in this way
or else provide for their correction at a later stage in the grammar.
The phonological rules themselves are of two kinds:

overt and covert.

The overt rules are those which effect changes in the phonemic shapes of
the forms..

All the changes in bauhts and puhta were of this kind.

In order

for the phonological rules to generate the resultant forms from the underlying ones, however, the phonological system must change.

In the early

rules, for example, /g/ has a corresponding voiceless phoneme /h/ with
which it alternates in Verner 1 s phenomenon, in dissimilation, and in
assimilation.

That /g/ no longer has such a voiceless correlative later,

however, is indicated by the lack of any such relationship in the spelling,

g_

occurring in both medial and post-vocalic final position.

By the time the

rule of permitted finals operates, therefore, /h/ must no longer be the voiceless correlative of I g/, but rather must occupy a different position in the
phonological system,

The rules which effect such changes as this are the

covert rules.
The rules which bring about the transition from the underlying
phonolo~ical

system to the resultant one constitute an important part of the

phonological rules.

They are interwoven with the overt rules and must, of
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course, occur prior to or simultaneously with the overt rules which
necessitate them.

The first and most important covert rule to occur is

that which changes the chief distinctive feature in the underlying phonological
system from resonance to vocality.

·When the liquids and nasals share

syllabic function with the vowels, all these resonants are best classified
together.

Once the liquids and nasals no longer have this function, however,

a vocality/non-vocality distinction is necessary.

The conversion to this

type of distinction also facilitates the change under certain circumstances of
/i/ ~nd /u/ to /j/ and /w/ and the change in position of /h/ and /hw /.
Another important covert rule is that which adds the feature of tenseness
to the system, thereby making possible the monophthongization of the
diphthongs and other processes which result in the development of three
additional vowels:

/1/, /e /, and /o/.

The covert rules are consequently of

vital importance to the grammar even though their effects are less conspicuous than those of the overt rules.
All of the phonological rules, whether overt or covert, are stated as
formulas, in such a way as to make possible clear, e:cplicit statements in
a consistent form.

This specific technique of stating the rules is part of the

attempt to fashion a grammar that is general, simple, and precise, goals
which are also attained by the use of ordering and distinctive features in the
statement of the phonological rules.

The rule of permitted finals {PR 41 ),

for example, has the form

[+vcc!)

~

fvcd] if:

r~vcil
L:cn~

This formula states that the feature of voice changes to one of voicelessness when it is par~ of any distinctive feature bundle or matrix which a~so
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contains the features of nm-vocality (-vcl) and consonantality (tens).

These

three features of voice, non-vocality and consonantality define the subclass
of voiced consonants, excluding the liquids and glides.

Furthermore, the

rule operates only when this feature matrix is bounded on the left side by
any matrix containing the features of vocality (+vcl) and non-consonantality
(-ens), that is, any vowel but not a liquid or a glide, and on the right side by
an external juncture or a sibilant (/s/ or /z/) plus an external juncture.
The

!,!'

followed by a colon precedes the statement of the pertinent environ-

ment and means "if in the following environment."

The bar - - - in the

statement of the environment occupies the position of the feature or feature
matrix to be changed.

Square brackets enclose each feature or feature

matrix under consideration, and when one such bracketed feature or matrix
is placed directly beneath another, either of these two alternatives may fill
the particular point in the environment which is indicated.

When a bracketed

feature or matrix is also enclosed in parentheses, the sounds indicated by
the material so enclosed may or may not occur as part of the environment.

A more complex formula than the last is the following, by which certain
vowels are dropped in end syllables (PR 12):

~

0

if:

x-@~~~
in which xi• no•

#1

~m~

This rule i;tate s that /a/ and /i/ are lost before external juncture or a
sibilant plus external juncture and after any sound except another /a/ or /i/.
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The two aspects of this rule that require special note are the statement of /a/
and /i/ and the use of X.

Since /a/ and /i/ do not constitute either the total

class of vowels

r-vcll or a natural subclass, such as the non-compact
[:en~
vowels, one would have to state the complete matrices for both of these were

not some special economizing device used.

Consequently, the features shared

by these two vowels are stated first; then the features peculiar to each are
stated separately and put in their own brackets,

These are put together in

braces, however, to indicate not only that they are alternatives, but also that
they are each part of the larger matrix of vowels.
a single pair of brackets.
designation,

The whole is then put in

The symbol X may be used for any special

Ht"re it is used to mean all sounds but the two specified,

since the other alternative would be to state explicitly all of the other sounds
except the two designated here,

The fact that these two sotnds do not form a

natural subclass, as noted above, would make such a statement especially
cumbersome.
are preferred.

Those formulations which require the fewest specifications
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Section 5: Phonological Rules
General restriction on all the rules: a syllabic which terminates a monosyllabic root cannot be lost.

1.

Verner's Law
[-vcd]

--+

if:

(+vcd]

(-rsn]

'S

+cnt

2.

Dissimila ti on
(-vcd]

if:

(+vcd]

~

a)

Hz

[-rsnJ
-vcd

[+rsnJ
-ens

[rsJ

and b) in DS

3.

Assimilation (first member)
a)

(-cnt]

~

b)

B'vcd]

~

c)

[+cnt)

~

1-grvl
-str

tvcd]

if:

a)

[~rsJ

#z

1-grvl
+str

r-rsn]
-grv
-str

and b) not in /-hugd-/ of {hug}

4.

f P1}

Assimilation (second member -- irregular)
(-strJ

--..

r-rsnJ

[-rs~
-vcd

if: a)

+str
-vcd

Hz

[rsnJ
-grv

and b) A S - -

5.

Assimilation (second member)
[+cnt]

6.

~

Addition of

[-cnD

/z/

[:~:~l
+vc~

if:

f-rsnl
t.:-vcdJ

IL,
-rsn]
-grv
[ -str

between vowels

if: a) {exc.

~pr}) rrr~:::Jll
[-:::]
~+cmpV
+d£s

P

and b} -

~~~~i~
{Z3}
(i1}

-grv

It

r+rsnl
2.

-cnsj
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7.

Addition of /i/ between vowels

~. ~•rs]
-ens

0

if:

•dfS
-grv
8.

~

1

r s~

ens
dfs
grv

lz ·r;.rsril
[:.en~

if not

f.dfsl

tgnj

Addition of vowel before syllabic. liquids and nasals, with shift
of syllabic

(+r~nl
(!cnsJ

9.

10.

~

r~n]

-ens
dfs
grv

f. rsnl

~cnsJ

Change in phonological system from resonance to vocality
a)

~rs~

~

b)

Ersn]

~

Change in phonological system -- addition of consonantality to nonvocality

[-vc~
11.

Fvc1l

~cn!J

Non-vocalizing of /i/ and /u/
if: a)

orb)

12.

f+vcil
(:en~

fi

t-J
-ens
•dfs

r~vc1l
(!en~

r+··cll
l:cn~

Loss of /a/ and /i/ in end syllables

i[l

•vcl~
-~:el

f+dfs
l.:grv

if: a) X - -

~ vc~
ens
str

in which X is not

~f~~

and b) not in {iz 2} except after [minnJ and [uirs}
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13.

Vocalizing of I j/ and /w I

[-vc~

~

tvc~

if: a)

tens] •1

EvcI]

-grv

orb}

~~~~ R

[-vcl]

~vcl]
•ens

+grv

and c) not in /lasiw-/ of
14.

flasiu}

Change of final /e/ and /o/ to /a/
temp]

---t

Ecm~

a)

if:

##1

[vcl]
-ens
-dfs

or b)

fp}

#2

[vcl]
-ens
-dfs

15.

Loss of vowels after /o/

Fvc!l
~en~

r; vcll

if: a)

l:cn~

~vcl~il
-ens

x

-dfs
•gr
in which X

= anythir:.g

but /i/ after /i/

and b) not {seJ - (uezl
{le}

16.

Loss of /ai/ before /a/, /of,

~ vclJ ~vclJ
-ens
•cm

17.

-4

0

if:

/ai/, and /au/
--

~ 0

~

fi[l

dfs]
•grv

Loss of /i/ after /ai/
vcl]
-ens
[ +df s
-grv

+vcl

-~:p]

-ens
•dfs
-grv

if:

*2 - ens
-ens
vclJ
[vcl~
•cmp
+d fs

~

-grv

f~vc9
~~~:J

Eve]

#1
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18.

Loss of /i/ of enclitic after /i/

~

v:l]

~

vclJ

~

0

~

if:

-ens
.dfs
-grv

19.

--t

if:

0

llz

r+vcq

l:cn~

Loss of /u/ of enclitic after vowels

rJ

~

0

if:

#2

f.vcll
l:cn~

-ens
•dfs
•grv

21.

12

Loss of /a/ before vowel of enclitic

-ens
cmp

20.

:c1J

-ens
.dfs
-grv

-

bvcij

Loss of final /n/
lnslJ
-grv

~0

if:

r;nsll
[!gr:::J

Hz

zz.

Addition of non-nasality to /p/, /bl, a'.lo /f/

fem~

FcmP}
l:nsl

23.

~;:~

if:

J

f-vcll

L+cnsj

Transference of /m/

1

f-vcl
1.:-cmpj

if:

~

ens]

+nsl
+grv

Z4.

Addition of non-nasality to /t/, /'p/, and /d/
[-str]

ZS.

-t

f strl
l:nslJ

Transfer'ence of /n/
Fvci)
l: strJ

if:

tcnsJl
+nsl
-grv
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Z6.

Change in phonological system -- addition of tenseness and laxness
a)

[-df~

__,

~dfsJ
•tns

if:

r..clJ
-ens

b)

(-dfSJ

---+

[df~
-tns

if:

[•vclJ
-ens

Z7.

Shift of syllabic in diphthongs

rvc~
~v~~
-ens
-ens
ZS.

~

I

tv~~
-ens

~ve~
-ens

~dfsJ
-grv

if not:

Loss of tenseness of /e I and /o/ before vowels
~tns]

Etn~

if: a)

CJ

r+veq

teni:J

L-ci£;_

and b) not /-so-/
/-wo-/

of {se}
{uei}
{le)

I -Io-/
Z9.

~tdf~
+grv

"Breaking" of /i/ and /u/ before /r /, /h/, and /hw I

(~:cl]

if: a) X

-ens
-tns

·

[:~~:~
-ent

J

~vcl
+emp
+cnt
-vcd

in which X is any phoneme except /i/
and b) not in /bruh- / of
/fidur-/ of
/hir-/
of
/skur-/ of
30.

Monophthongization of /ai/ and /au/ - - I

~ vclJ
-ens
+crop

[-]
+vcl
-ens
-tns
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31.

Monophthongization of /ai/ and /au/ - - 2

tvcl J

~

0

if:

-ens
•emp

32.

-ens
~vc1
-tns

l
rJ

Monophthongization of /ii/ - - 1
ftns]

33.

--

Etn~

~

if:

-ens
•dfs
-grv
-tns

[•vcl

-ens
+dfs
-grv

Monotf1bongization of /ii/ - - 2

~vclJ
ens

~

0

if:

~vclj
-ens

--

•tns

34.

Loss of nasal before /h/

r]

~

0

ri
l

if:

+ens
-grv
-str
nsl

35.

•ens
+emp
•cnt
-vcd

Change in phonological system -- transference of /h/ and /hw I

~ensJ
grv

~

fen~

if:

[-vcl

•emp
+ent
-ved

36.

Assimilation of /z/ to following /r/
-grv
rVCJ
+str

~

~vcD
cnt

if:

~vcl] ~en~]
-ens
+dfs
•grv

l!VCd

37.

Loss of final /z/ after /s/, /z/, and /r/

rl
+ens
-grv
• str
•vcd

__, 0

if:

~m] r~
ens
grv
str

-ens
~vcl~
-tns

+ens
tvc~
-cnt

II

~

vcl~

ens
cnt
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38.

Loss of final /s/ after tense vowel plus /s/

!

-

.,

if:

~ Vclj
-ens
+tns

en
vcj
gr
str
vc

•ens
~VC~
-gr
+ str

39. Simplification of double consonants before consonants

xx

~x

if: a) - -

Fvcll
~en~

but not -

Iii
~vcll
•ens

unless in fizz!

-grv
•str
•vcd
and b) XX:: any sequence of two identical phonemes

40.

Permitted final consonants - - 1
if:

-vcl]
•ens
[ -grv
•str

41.

Permitted final consonants -- 2
[4vcd]

~

Eve~

if:

[•vclJ
-ens

tvc!J
•ens

rel~
+ens
-grv
+str

'1
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Section 6:

Commentary on the Phonological Rules

All the phonological rules are subject to the general restriction that
a syllabic which terminates a monosyllabic root cannot be lost.

Thus in

the combination ga-~-laubjats, neither the /a/ of ga nor the /u/ of u is
dropped.

Were /u/ to be lost, of course, no evidence of the morpheme

{uz} would remain.

Also in sah from~+ uh, the /a/ of~ remains, in

contrast to that of pa ta, which is lost in j:>atuh.

Since the /a/ of sa remains,

the /u/ is subsequently lost according to PR 20 ..

PR 1 and 2:

Verner's Law and dissimilation

These two rules and the three following ones are placed together
partly because they involve some of the same phonemes and partly because
the last three are closely related.

The first three must occur before the

change of position of /h/ in the phonological system (PR 35) be<.:ausc in these
rules /h/ is the voiceless counterpart of /g/, whereas after this change it
is not.

These five rules arc arbitrarily placed at the very beginning of

the series rather than later {but within the bounds imposed by the quality of
/h/) because they either produce changes which are likely to obscure the
relationships between forms, as with PR I, 2, and 4, or affect a large
number of forms, as with PR 3 and 5.
By Verner's Law a voiceless-fricative phoneme becomes voiced when
the word stress follows the voiceless phoneme.

Historically, the conditions

were more complex, but for the purposes of a generative grammar, it is
necessary only for the word stress to be supplied in the construction rules
from a list of those morpheme combinations in which word stress tnust
follow certain voiceless phonemes.

When the root {iunhl, for example, is

used with a stem-formative morpheme directly following it, the stemformative receives the word stress.

This combination thus results in the
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voicing of /h/ and the resultant stem I jung(a)- /, as aeen in ~and
jugga-laups.

Wh~n

the comparative suffix follows, however, the word

stress is normal and the /h/ is not affected by PR l.

On the resultant

level, this combination appears as juhiza, with loss of /n/ by PR 34.
Some Gothic suffixes which contain fricatives have two different
phonologically determined allomorphs, the distribution of which varies
according to the quality of the consonant terminating the preceding syllable.
This variation is based, therefore, on dissimilation.

When the terminating

consonant is voiced, the fricative of the suffix is voiceless, and when the
terminating consonant is voiceless, the fricative is voiced.

In all such

constructions, a vowel belonging to either the stem or the suffix occurs
between the two consonants involved in the dissimilation.

In this grammar

the allomorph with the voiceless fricative has been chosen as the base
form and the other derived from it by this rule, because it is simpler to
state the voiceless consonants, which are non-resonant and non-voiced,
than the voiced ones, some of which are non-resonant and voiced and some
of which are resonant and consonantal.

PR 3-5: Assimilation
These three rules represent three steps in one process, that of the
assimilation of two contiguous consonants at a morpheme boundary.
order among the three is determined by simplicity.

The

As the first member

of the two contiguous phonemes is in each instance one of ten phonemes - /b/, /p/, /{/, /d/,

/'p/, /t/, /s/, /g/, /k/, and /h/ -- which are reduced

to three phonemes -- /f/, /s/, and /h/ -- by the operation of the rules,
a simpler statement is possible if these ten phonemes are reduced in
number before the second member is affected.
of only three phonemes, /d/,

This member is always one

/'p/, or /ti. Were the order reversed, all
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ten phonemes of the first member, instead of just the three phonemes
present after the first rule has operated, would have to be stated as part
of the environment of the second member.
follow PR 3.

For this reason PR 4 and 5

PR 4 precedes PR 5 because it deals with certain exceptions

that need to be removed before the general rule stated in PR 5 can opt'rate,
The assimilation of /h/ to a following ccrrscnant, usually

/p/, has not

been incorporated into this grammar because the change is not regular
and its appearance varies in different manuscripts.

It occurs least in the

Codex Argenteus, but even in the Codices Ambrosiani, where the change is
more frequent, there are a number of parallel passages in which the
assimilation is present in one text, usually Codex A, but absent from the
same point in the other, for example, 2 Cor, 8:10
ragin (B), and 2 Cor. 8:18

~-ragin

~-E,-pan-mip-sandidedum

{B) but

{A)

but~

~-_!!-pan

mip-Cga] sandidedum (A),23

PR 6 and 7:

Addition of /z/ and /i/ between vowels

These rules separate two contiguous vowels at a morpheme boundary
by inserting /i/ and /z/, the /i/ later becoming /j/ (PR 11).

It would be

simpler to assume that the resulting consonants, /j/ and /z/, were part
of the stem and that when they occurred between other consonants, the /j/
and /z/ were lost, but since /j/. from underlying /i/ does occur on the
resultant level between consonants, the only feasible course seems to be
to consider these sounds as additions.

The scope of these two rules is

limited because the added phonemes occur only after /i/ and not before /i/.
As the addition of /z/ takes place only before the genitive singular and

Z3Krause, Handbuch, pp. 125-126; Braune-Ebbinghaus, Grammatik,
p. 47; and Wilhelm Streitberg, Gotisches Elementarbuch, 5th and 6th ed.
(Heidelberg, 1920), p. 53.
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plural and the dative singular morphemes and after certain distribution
classes, this rule is placed first, with the more general rule following.
These rules must precede the change of /i/ to /j/ (PR 11); otherwise the
/i/ which precedes the added phoneme would become a consonant and no
phonemes would be added.

PR 8: Addition of vowel before syllabic liquids and nasals, with shift
of syllabic
Like the two preceding rules, this rule inserts one type of phoneme
between two contiguous phonemes of a different type.

In the preceding

rules a consonant was added between vowels; here a vowel is added
between consonantal sounds.

At the same time, the consonantal resonants

which have been functioning as vowels cease to do so.

This rule must there -

fore precede the change in the phonological system from resonance to
vocality {PR 9), and as the addition of a vowel before syllabic liquids and
nasals is an important preparatory step toward this change, it is desirable
for the present rule to be as close as possible to the rule changing resonance
to vocality (PR 9 ).
PR 9:

Change in phonological system from resonance to vocality

Once the syllabic liquids and nasals have been replaced in their
syllabic function by vowels and have become non-syllabic, a resonance I
non-resonance distinction is no longer

neces~ary

in the system.

Its

presence earlier made possible a simpler statement of vowel gradation,
but a vocality/non-vocality distinction is necessary for the generation of

/j/ and /w/

(PR ll)and the transference of /h/ and /hw/ (PR 35).

The

present rule, therefore, is placed before the rules producing these changes
{PR 11 and 35).
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PR 10: Change in phonological system - - addition of consonantality to
non-vocality
After resonance has been converted to vocality (PR 9 ), it is still
necessary to add the feature of consonantality to that of non-vocality.

This

feature is already present with the vocalic phonemes and serves to divide
them into the two subclasses of liquids and vowels.

The presence of this

feature with the non-vocalic phonemes makes possible the division of these
into the subclasses of consonants and glides, the latter being non-vocalic
and non-consonantal.

When the phonological system has this character,

the generation of the glides /j/, /w/, /h/, and /hw/ (PR 11-35) is possible.
The addition of consonantality must precede the non-vocalizing of /i/ and
/u/ (PR 11), and as this addition is not required earlier, it is preferable
that it immediately precede the non-vocalizing of /i/ and /u/.
PR 11: Non-vocalizing of /i/ and /u/
When non-syllabic /i/ and /u/ are non-vocalized, /j/ and /w I are
produced.

Since it is possible to generate these sounds, /j/ and /w/ are

not necessary on the underlying phonological level.

They gain phonemic

status as the result of later changes which bring them into structural
contrast with /i/ and /u/.

The non-vocalizing rule cannot operate until

resonance has been changed to vocality {PR 9) and until the consonants,
that is, the non-vocalic, consonantal phonemes, have received the distinctive
feature of consonantality (PR 10).

On the other hand, this rule must operate

before the loss of vowels in end syllables {PR 12), before the mon 0

phthongization of diphthongs {PR 30-33 ), and before the change of

/of before vowels {PR 28).

/e I

and

The first of these changes is the most

important because it immediately follows the non-vocalizing of /i/ and /u/
and is in itself narrowly bounded.

The vowels in end syllables must still be
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present when /i/ and /u/ are changed to /j/ and /w/ as those /i/'s and
/u/'s which precede these vowels must also be changed.

Since the /i/ or

/u/ which is the second member of a diphthong is changed to /j/ or /w/
when the diphthong precedes a vowel, as in -qiwida /kwl'w't'da/ (;

inf.

-qiujan /kw'fujan/ ), the diphthongs cannot yet have been monophthongized,
The change of /i/ and /u/ {PR 11) must precede the change of /e/ and /o/
before vowels to

/e/ and /'6/ {PR 28), because the /j/ and /w/ which result

from the change of /i/ and /u/ are among the consonants which prevent
the change of (e I and /o/, as in tojis /toj'rs I in contrast to taui /tor/.
PR 12:

Loss of /a/ and /i/ in end syllables

This rule accounts for the absence from end syllables of certain stemf ormative allomorphs and other instances of /a/ and /i/ when related or

parallel forms retain the /a/ and /i/ in syllables which are not final.

As

there. are a number of rules which are closely related to this one, the
position of this rule in the total series is very narrowly defined.

The change

of /i/ and /u/ to glides when before a vowel (PR 11) and then back again to
vowels under certain circumstances (PR 13) requires that the vo,·vels in end
syllables be present for the first change and absent for the second.

The

loss of /a/ and /i/, therefore, must take place between these two rules.
must also occur before the change of

Ie I

and

Io/

It

to ia/ {PR 14) so that the

/a/ which results from the latter rule is not lost (daga); before the loss of
final /z/ after /s/, /z/, and /r/ (PR 37) so that the /z/ of an underlying
form such as the nominative singular /uiraz/ may be contiguous with the
/r/ of the stem and thus be lost (wair); and before the simplification of
double consonants before consonants (PR 39) so that the /z/ of an underlying
form such as the comparative adverb I minniz I may be juxtaposed to the
/nn/ and thus cause the loss of one /n/ (mins),
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This rule does not apply to the /i/ of the comparative morpheme
(izzJ as in framis except after the two roots (minnl and (uirs), which yield
mins and wairs.
PR 13:

Vocalizing of /j/ and /w/

The glides /j/ and /w/ appear regularly in Gothic before vowels, whereas the vowels
and glides.

/i/ and /u/ appear regularly before consonants, liquids,

There are three exceptions to this general rule:

(1) the initial

or syllabic member of a diphthong is not affected by the rule; {2) initial
/u/ before a liquid becomes /w/; (3) /w/ in final position or before final
/z/ remains /w/ after a long syllable or after an unstressed syllable·
terminated by a consonant.
vowels to /j/ and /w/.

PR 11 changed all instances of /i/ and /u/ before

This rule also changed sequences of non-syllabic

/ii and /u/ to non-vocalic sequences and changed initial /u/ before liquids
to /w/.

Then PR 12 eliminated the /a/'s and /i/'s of end syllables, some

of which formed the non-vocalizing environment of /i/ and /u/.

The

present rule operates after these changes and vocalizes the /j/'s and /w/'s
which are no longer before vowels, includmg the initial members of
sequences of

/j/ and /w /. This rule must operate not only after

PR ll and

12 but also before the monophthongization of diphthongs (PR 30-33) in order
that both members of a diphthong be vocalic when the monophthongization
takes place.
_!>R 14: Change of final /e/ and /o/ to /a/
This rule accounts for the appearance of /e/ and /o/ in forms such as
hvammeh and nvanoh, in which the inflectional endings /-mme- / and /-no-/
are followed by an enclitic, in contrast to the more common forms with /a/,
such as nvamma and hvana, in which no enclitic occurs.

The order of this
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rule is determined in part by PR 12, the loss of /a/ and /i/ in end syllables,
as the /a/ which results from the change of /e/ and /o/ is not lost in end
syllables.

The present rule must therefore occur after PR 12 has operated.

The change of final /e/ and /o/, on the other hand, must precede the loss
of final /n/, since the /e/ and /o/ of underlying forms such as /dagaen/
and /tungon/ are not changed to /a/ after the /n/ has been lost, as is
shown by the resultant forms dage /dage I and

~

/tungo/.

The change of final /e/ and /o/ has one important modification.
~.lthough

this change usually takes place before final juncture, it occurs

also before an enclitic when the root preceding the
demonstrative

{p4).

Ie I

or

Io/

is the

The /a/ which results is lost before the vowel of the

enclitic, as in pammuh, a fact which requires that the change of /e/ and /a/
occur before the loss of unstressed /a/ before /u/ (PR 19).

The contrast

which results from this modification is apparent if one compares the
following resultant forms:

hvammeh:hvamma, hvanoh:hvana; but pammuh:

pamma, panuh:\>ana.
PR 15-20:

Loss of vowels

These six rules account for the loss of various vowels and diphthongs
when they occur on the boundary between two morphemes.
rules in this group are those concerning /o/ and /ai/.
for these rules is the role of

Io/

Three important

The chief motivation

and /ai/ as derivational suffixes in forming

the traditional second- and third-class weak {suffix) verbs.

These two

classes, which appear to deviate markedly from the other classes of verbs
in their present-tense inflection, may be shown to have exactly the same
inflection on the underlying level as all other verbs in Gothic.

The loss-of-

vowel rules concerning /o/ and /ai/ account for the differences in these
forms on the resultant level.

Thus nasjip, salbop, and habaip contain the
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three stems /nasi-/,

I salbo- /, and /habai-/, to which the single inflectional

ending /-id/ is appended.
The elision that occurs between enclitics and their bases provides
the main motivation for the remaining three rules of this group, by which
/a/, /i/ and /u/ arc lost under certain circumstances.

When, for example,

the enclitic (unh} is attached to the inflected forms of the demonstrative
pronoun {p4}, the /u/ of {unh} is lost after every vowel except the final /a/
of an unstressed syllable, in which case the /a/ drops.

The results of these

changes appear in the resultant forms hvammeh from /hwamme
sah from Isa + unh/, and patuh from /'pa ta + unh/.

t

unh/,

The loss of /i / appears

to occur only after a preceding /i/, as in nist from /ni + ist/.
There are a number of factors which determine the order of these rules.
The change of /e/ and /o/ to /a/ (PR 14) must take place before the /a/
preceding the vowel of an enclitic is lost (PR H), as in patuh.

If this latter

rule, in turn, occurs before the loss of /u/ (PR 20), a simpler statement of
the loss of /u/ is possible.

When viewed without reference to the order of

the rules, /a/ is lost before all vowels, whereas /u/ is lost after all but
/a/.

When, however, the rules are ordered and PR 19, the loss of /a/,

occurs first, /a/ is lost before /u/ and is no longer part of the environment
of /u/.

It is then possible to state that /u/ is lost after all vowels.

loss of /a/,

The

/ii, and /ai/ (PR 16-19) must also occur before the mon-

ophthongization of /ai/ (PR 30-31) as there is no rule which causes vowels
to disappear after /~ /, and as the form /pataist/ must not become /pate st/
but /patYst/.

Similarly, /a/ must be dropped before the monophthongization

of /au/ (PR 30-31) for /pataunh/ to yield the resultant form /patuh/ instead
of /pat~h/.
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PR 21:

Loss of final /n/

Although PR 14 changed all final /e/'s and /o/'s to /a/'s, there are
final /e/'s and /o/'s on the resultant level.
final /n/.

These arise from the loss of

The presence of this /n/ on the underlying level is suggested not

only by the final /e/•s and /o/'s on the resultant level, but also by paradigmatic parallelism, such as ~ (nominative singular) beside tuggons
{genitive

singular, and nominative and accusative plural), tuggon (dative

and accusative singular}, tuggono (genitive plural), and tuggom (dative
plural), most of which contain a nasal on the resultant level,

This rule

accounts not only for the absence of an /n/ in forms such as tuggom, since
the rule causes /n/ to be lost before /m /, but also for the presence of only
one /n/ in the masculine accusative plural of forms such as gumans in
which the inflectional morpheme fnz} is added to the stem-formative {an11,
each of which is represented on the underlying level by its common allomorph.
The loss of final /n/, /n/ before /m/, and /n/ before a morpheme
boundary plus /n/ must take place after the change of final /e/ and /o/ to
/a/ (PR 14) in order that the final /e /'s and /o/'s which result from the loss
of /n/ may remain unchanged.

The loss of final /n/ (PR 21) must also

occur after the loss of /a/ and /i/ in end syllables in order that the /a/ of
/guman/ may remain after the nasal has dropped and therefore ceased to
protect it.

If this rule occurs before the transference of the nasals in the

phonological system (PR 22-25), fewer features need be specified than if
the loss of final /n/ occurs after the transference of the nasals from the
consonantal resonants to the consonants.

PR 22-25:

Addition of non-nasality to the labial and dental stops and
fricatives and transference of the nasals
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These four rules produce changes in the phonological system which
are necessary consequences of the change from a resonance/non-resonance
phonological system to a vocality/non-vocality system.

When resonance

was the distinctive feature, the resonant phonemes included the vowels and
the liquids and nasals.

This grouping was necessary in the early part of

the phonological portion of the grammar because the liquids and nasals
sometimes func:tioned as syllabics, like the vowels.
both resonant and consonantal.

These sonorants were

With the change to a system based on a

vocality/non-vocality distinction (PR 9), a reapportionment of the phonemes
is required.

The liquids are vocalic and consonantal, but nasals are non-

vocalic and consonantal.
the other consonants.

As a result, the nasals must be placed among

In this process of transferring the nasals, the stops

and spirants with which the nasals are to be closely associated are designated
non-nasal, the nasals already having the distinctive feature of nasality.
In this way the nasals become part of natural subclasses among the consonants, /n/ joining the subclass of non-grave, non-strident consonants
and /m/ joining the subclass of grave, non-compact consonants.

Yet each

is distinguished from the other members of its subclass by the feature of
nasality.
These rules must, of course, follow the change of resonance to
vocality {PR 9), and when the rules follow the loss of final In/ (PR 21),
this loss of /n/ may be stated more economically as ..:ewer features need
be specified for /n/.

Since these changes involving the nasals, however,

are the consequence of the earlier change from resonance to vocality, it is
desirable that they be effected as shortly after the earlier change as
possible so that the new phonological system may quickly achieve its proper
form.
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PR 26-33: Addition of tenseness and laxness, shift of syllabic in diphthongs,
loss of tenseness of /e I and /o/,

"breaking" of /i/ and /u/,

and monophthongization of diphthongs
These eight rules are significantly related, since by means of them
three new vowel phonemes, Ii/, I ~I. and I<!>/, are introduced into the
phonological system.

Before this series of rules operates, there are five

vowel phonemes -- /a/, /e/, /of, /i/, and /u/ -- and four diphthongs -/ai/, /au/, /ii/, and /iu/.

After these rules have taken effect, there are

eight vowel phonemes -- /a/, /e/, le/, lo/, /of, Ii/, /'(/, and /u/ -- and
one diphthong, /fu/.

The phonemes /i/, I e /, and I of of the old system

become 1r1, /e /, and /o/ in the new.

The lax quality of /i/ and the tense

quality of /e/ and /o/ did not earlier require specification because there
were no pairs of vowels distinguished by the feature of tenseness.
The first step in the derivation of these new phonemes, and, consequently, the first rule in the series, is the addition of the feature of tenseness to the system by the designation of /e/ and /o/ as tense, and /i/ and
/u/ as non-tense or lax.

The specification of /u/ as lax is only incidental

to the specification of /i/, since /u/ is never a member of a pair of
phonemes distinguished by tenseness.

The three diphthongs !~XI, /!rn/,

and /{rt then change from falling to rising diphthongs, /at/, /ai1/, and tdl,
in order that the second members of these, having become the syllabics,
may undergo subsequent alteration, after which the first members are
dropped.

The next four rules produce /~/and fl',/ by (1) changing /e/ and

/o/ before a vowel

to/~/ and

/r/, /h/, and /hw/ to

/lS/; (2) changing syllabic /'I./ and /u/ before

/U and /8/; (3) changing those /f/ 1 s and /u/•s after

/a/ which are not before /r/, /h/, and /hw/ to
the /a/ before /~/and /l!,/.

/e/ and /'d/; and (4) dropping

The final two rules in the series transform

!di
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to

/i/, first by changing /ii/ to /if/ and then by dropping the non-syllabic

/if.

The non-syllabic is dropped by a rule that causes all lax vowels to

be lost before tense ones, thereby providing also for the loss of stemformative vowels before the

Te!

as in /dagae I to /dage I and

I gas tie/ to I gaste/. The combination / oo/,

and /o/ of the genitive plural morphemes,

as in /giboon/, was reduced to /o/ by PR 15, /giboon/ thereby yielding
/giblS/ on the resultant level.
The order among these rules is determined by considerations of clarity
in their presentation and of logic and simplicity.

Their order in the total

body o{ phonological rules, however, is fixed by several other rules.
non-vocalizing of_ /i/ and /u/ to
change of /e/ and fOI to/~/ and

The

/j/ and /w/ (PR 11) must occur before the
/'6/ (PR 28) and before the monophthongi-

zation o{ diphthongs (PR 30-33) in order that contrasting phonemic sequences
such as -~-

/-c>j-/ and -awi- /-awi'-/ in taujan /tojan/ and tawida /taw'r.da/

may result from the same s_equcnce, for example, underlying /aui/ in
/tauiann/

and /tauide/.

The loss of vowels after /o/ (PR 15) must also

occur prio.- to the change of
vowel~

/o/ to ft!,/ before vowels (PR 28) because the

after /o/ which must be lost in order for the proper resultant forms

to be produced, would otherwise cause the /o/ to change to / o/, and these
vowels after /o/ would therefore not be lost.
and /u/ to/~/ and

Before the change of /i/

/'5/ (PR 29) takes place, assimilation (PR 3-5) must

occur so that the /k/ and /g/ in underlying forms such as /sukdaz/ and
/bug<lc/ will have changed to /h/ and thus result in forms such as sauhts
/sl:Shts/ and bauhta /b'6hta/ with /~/ from /u/.

When the change of /i/

and /u/ to/~/ and /t!,/, on the other hand, occurs before the loss of
/n/ before /h/ (PR 34) and the assimilation of /z/ to /r/ (PR 36), we
are able to account for the presence of /u/ before /h/ and /r I on the
resultant level in words which have undergone the loss o{ /n/ before /h/
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and the change of /z/ to /r/, such as /juhiza/ from /ilinhizan/ and
/urrisan/ from /uzrfisann/ ..
PR 34:

Loss of nasal before /h/

Five sets of related words in Gothic have common underlying roots
containing an /n/ followed by /g/, /k/, or /h/:
•go,' (pink) 'think,• [hunhr] 'hunger,

1

(bring} 'bring,• (gang}

and [iunh] 'young.•

The /g/ or

/k/ terminating the first three is subsequently changed to /h/ by assimilation
(PR 3} in constructions where it is followed by a dental phoneme.

The /h/

of the last two roots, on the other hand, is converted to /g/ by Verner•s
1.aw {PR 1) in constructions where the word stress follows the root, but is
retained elsewhere.

Whatever the source of the /h/, the /n/ preceding it

is dropped by means of the present rule.

This rule is responsible for the

contrast on the. resultant level between a form containing /ng/ or /nk/
and one containing /h/ when both forms are derived from the same root.
The instances of this contrast are briggan /brrngan/ :brahta /brahta/;
gaggan /gangan/;-gahts /gahts/ (adjective and noun); pagkjan /pankjan/:
pahta /pahta /, -pahts /pahts/; pugkjan /punkjan/ :puhta

/p uh ta/, -puhts

/puhts/, puhtus /puhtus/; huhrus /huli.rus/:huggrjan /hungrjan/; and
juhiza /juhYza/:~g_~_Jjur..gs/.
The loss of the nasal must take place after the operation of Verne r's
1.aw (PR 1), assimilation {PR 3 ), and the change of /i/ and /u/ to /e I and
/~/ before /r I, /h/, and /hw I (PR 29).

The first limitation on the sequence

of the rules is necessary in order that /n/ may be present when Verne r's
Law operates and therefore be part of the resulting /ng/ combination which
appears in huggrjan /hungrjan/ and jug gs / jungs/.

The second restraint

on the order aosures the loss of /n/ before that /h/. which is produced by
assimilation.

The third restriction (change of /u/ to /Ml) makes possible
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the generation of words such as puhta, with unchanged /u/ before /h/,
since the /n/ still separates the /u/ and /h/ in these words when /u/
becomes

/o/ before /h/ in other forms.

In all words, therefore, which

show unchanged /u/ before /h/ on the resultant level, the sequence /uni +
/h/, /k/, or I g/ is posited on the underlying level as in the enclitic (unh)
(resultant /uh/).

An /n/ is not considered present in the underlying form,

however, when there is clear evidence to the contrary, as is the case with
bruhta, since the infinitive brukjan has no /n/ before the /k/.

Finally,

it seems desirable that the loss of the nasal precede the transference of
/h/ and /hw I so that /n/ may be lost before its homorganic fricative rather
than before a glide.
PR 35: Change in phonological system -- transference of /h/ and /hw I
This rule constitutes the last change in the phonological system to occur
before the resultant level is attained.

When Verncr's Law (PR 1),

dissimilation (PR 2), and assimilation {PR 3-5) take place, /h/ and /hw I
are the voiceless counterparts of /g/ and /gw I.

Once these rules have

operated, however, and the other changes in the phonologkal system have
occurred, /h/ and /hw I must change their positions in the phonological
system.

It seems most reasonable that the change utilize feat<tres already

in the system by transforming the consonants /h/ and /hw I into glides.
The order of this rule is determined further by the first two changes in the
phonological system (PR 9 and 10) and also by the loss of /n/ before /h/
(PR 34).

Before it is possible for glides, which are non-vocalic and non-

consonantal, to be generated, the phonological system must contain a
vocalic /non-vocalic distinction and a consonantal/non-consonantal distinction among the non-vocalic phonemes.

If the loss of /n/ occurs before

the transference of /h/ and /hw /, the /n/ is lost before its homorganic
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fricative rather than before a glide.

PR 36: Assimilation of /z/ to following /r/
This phonological change occurs in Gothic under very limited cir cum stances.

When the preposition (uz} occurs before a word beginning

with/r/. usuallyaspartofacompound, the /z/of (uz} becomes /r/, as
in urrists, urrinnan, and ~ riqiza (2 Cor. 4:6 ).

This rule must occur after

the change of /u/ to /o/ before /r/ (PR 29) so that th::- /u/ of {uz} may not
change to /'O/ after the /z/ has become /rt. 24

Yet the rules of permitted

finals (PR 40 and 41) may not precede the assimilation of /z/ to /r /, for
if they did, there would be no final /z/ to change to /r/.

PR 37:

Loss of final /z/ after /s/, /z/, and /r/

A final /z/ in Gothic is lost after /(s)s/, ft./, and /r/ when the /r/ is
preceded by a lax vowel.

The evidence for this rule consists of forms with-

out endings, such as the nouns drus, usstass, and wair, and the compa-:-ati,·e
adverb :wairs, in classes in which all other members have a final /s/ from
an underlying /z/.

The final /s/ in drus, usstass, and wairs, on the other

hand, is part of the stem and is followed on the underlying level by a /z /.
That these /s/ 1 s are part of the stem may be seen by comparing the forms
above with the genitives drusis and usstassais and the comparative adjective
wairsiza.

The loss of final /z/ must follow rules which produce stem-

terminating /s/, /z/, or /r/, such as Verner•s Law (PR I) and assimilation
(PR 3 and 4), as is shown by the example of usstass, the /ss/ of which
results from the assimilation of

/pp/.

The vowels /a/ and /i/ must also be

lost in end syllables (PR 12) before the loss of final /z/ so that the /z/ may
be contiguous with the preceding consonant, such as /s/, /z/, or /r/, as

24cf. Krause, Handbuch, p. 81.
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in wair /wer I from /w~rz I from phonological underlying /uiraz /, and as
in wairs /w~rs/ from /wersz/ from phonological underlying /uirsiz/.
The limits after which the loss of final /z/ cannot occur are set by the
loss of /s/ (PR 38) and the rules of permitted final consonants (PR 40
and 41).

In the word -weis /w1s/, for example, from underlying /u{itpaz/,

the /z I of the intermediate stage /wissz I must be dropped before the loss
of final /s/ in order for the second /s/ of /Wiss/ to appear in final position
and be droppPd also.

If the rules of permitted finals were to operate

before the loss of final /z/, all final /z/'s would become /s/'s and would
therefore not be subject to the loss of final /z/.

PR 38:

Loss of final

Is I

after a tense vowel plus

Is I

When the combination /ss/ follows a tense vowel in Gothic, one /s/ is
dropped.

Thus the word unweis /unwis/ •uneducated' with a tense vowel

and one /sf contrasts with the r:>lated word unwiss /unw'rss/ 'unknown' with
a lax vowel and two /s/•s.

The loss of final /s/ must follow the loss of

final /z/ {PR 37) so that the second /s/ of the intermediate stage /unwissz/
may become final and be dropped.

Assimilation must also precede the loss

of final I sf, as the underlying I ss I in words such as unweis is produced
by assimilation (PR 3 and 4 ).

PR 39: Simplification of double consonants before consonants
The double-consonant combinations of Gothic remain intact in final
position~), before final /z/ (skatts), and before

/j/ (fulljan); but they

are simplified elsewhere before consonants, as in ra~ and ~~!~-~_from
the root (rinn} seen in rinnan.

The contrast between skatts and ~

is significant because the /s/ of skatts is from an underlying /z/, but that
of urruns is from an underlying /s/, as revealed by the genitive singular
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urrunsis.

One exception to this contrast, however, is the /z/ of {izz1.

since the form mins from /minniz/ with loss of /i/ does show simplification
of the stem /minn-/.

In order that this distinction between /z/ and /s/

may still be present when the simplification occurs, this rule must precede
the rules of permitted final consonants (PR 40 and 41), which would unvoice
the /z/ to /s/.

This simplification must, on the other hand, follow the

non-vocalizing of /i/ and /u/ to /j/ and /w/ (PR 11) if /j/ is to be a significant part of the environment.

PR 40 and 41:

Permitted final consonants

Voiced fricatives do not regularly occur in final position after a vowel
or between a vowel and a final sibilant in Gothic.
occur in the text, most of which are of
final~

for..!. and seven of

final~

for

~·

final~

for

A number of exceptions

e_,

with only twenty of

That the majority of these deviations

are restricted to specific portions of the text, chiefly the Gospels of Luke,
especially the first ten chapters, and of John, especially Chapters 10-19,
suggests that these instances should be regarded as scribal errors and not
as reflections of the speech of the translator, Wulfila. Z5
The imvoicing of final voiced fricatives must occur in two steps, since
/z/ is unvoiced not only after a vowel but also after a consonant, which
itself may be unvoiced, such as frops (: frodamma) and ~ ( : hlaiba).
Final /z/ must therefore be unvoiced first, and then /b/, /d/, and /g/
after a vowel and in final position or before final /s/ must likewise be unvoiced.
These rules provide a strong argument in favor of the use of distinctive
features.

Of the four phonemes involved -- /b/, /d/, /g/, and /z/ -- all

ZSBraune-Ebbinghaus, Grammatik, pp. 43-44, 53, and 58; Krause,
Handbuch, p. 124.
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but /g/ have correlative voiceless phonemes.

If the rules of permitted

final consonants were to be stated in terms of phonemes rather than
distinctive features, a common rule for all of these phonemes would be
impossible.

One would have to state which three phonemes were to be

replaced by their voiceless correlates and which phoneme by its voice less allophone.

By the use of distinctive features, however, we can treat

all four phonemes alike and simply replace the single feature of voice by
voicelessness.
Earlier in the grammar /g/ had a correlative voiceless phoneme /h/,
which was later changed from a consonant to a glide.

As /g/ does not

have such a correlate when the rules of permitted final consonants operate,
these rules must occur after the transference of /h/ (PR 35).

They must

also follow the assimilation of /z/ to /r/ (PR 36) since it is phonetically
more plausible for the voiced phoneme /z/ to become /r/ than for /s/ to
do so, and they must follow the loss of final /z/ (PR 37) because final Is/
is not lost.

Chapter II
Morpheme Inventory

Section I:

Classes of Morphemes

The purpose of the morpheme inventory is to note the individual
morph·emes without spedfic regard to their distribution, the meaning and
form of these morphemes, and the allomorphs and their distribution.
Morpheme distribution cannot be completely disregarded in dealing with
these matters, because the most important classifications of morphemes
are based on distribution.

The justification, therefore, for the morpheme

distribution classes which are referred to here is presented in the next
chapter.
A morpheme represents a class of phonemic forms, consisting of
one or more phonemes.

These forms have a characteristic distribution

and semantic identity, and they cannot be further subdivided into smaller
meaningful units.

Each member of the class differs from every other

one phonologically and alistributionally, but not syntactically.

The class

membership is determined by the fact that the phonologically different but
syntactically identical morphs are in complementary distribution {do not
contrast) and in parallel structural series.

Whether the range of meaning

of a morpheme is narrow or broad, all the allomorphs share this range.
The two chief classes of morphemes are the roots and affixes.

There

are only a few more than a hundred it:iflectional and derivational affix
morphemes but thousands of root morphemes.

The reason that the root

morphemes far exceed the affix morphemes in number is that the root
morphemes are the chief carriers of the content or lexical meaning of an
utterance, whereas the affix morphemes express grammatical relationships
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among roots and add to or alter the lexical meaning of the roots.
The morphological distinction between the inflected roots, which
include the substantives and verbs, and the non-inflected roots or
particles is roughly parallel to the semantic distinctinn between contentive
roots and functor roots .1

Most inflected roots, such as fgum} •man' and

-(gib) •give,· are contentives; that is, they denote some portion of the
speaker's world, experience, thought, or feeling.

The specific range of

meaning of each one of the contentive roots is its semantic field

The

boundaries of this field can be circumscribed only by careful study of all
the occurrences of the root, a prospect which is beyond the scope of
morphology.

Our limited materials in Gothic, however, would severely

restrict the validity of the results of such a study for the whole language.
Furthermore, in a living language the semantic field of a root or word is
altered somewhat every time it occurs in a different context.
Although most inflected roots are contentives, some are functors.
These roots have at least partial grammatical meaning, usually as markers
of verbs.

The largest group is that of the preterit-presents, which have

the grammatical function of modal auxiliaries.

These roots constitute a

special class in that their present stems must have the second ablaut grade.
They are (uiit1}

1

know.' fliis] •know.' fdaug} 'it is good for,' {kinn 1)

'know,• (pirf) 'nt.'ed,' {dir s) 'dare,' {skil) 'shall, ' {min} 'think, ' (nih)
'be enough,' {mag1l •can,", fmotJ 'be able,• {ag} •fear,· and (aih} 'have.'

Of these,

(minJ and {skil} are used to indicate future time, in addi.tion to

{ginnJ 'begin' and {haf} ' lai£\ •have, ' which also occasionally have this·
function; the future is usually indicated simply by the use of the present tense
1 The terms C"Onh'ntive and fundor are borrowed from Charles F.
Hockett, A~ in Madan Li~-s (New York, 1958), p. 264.
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and various adverbs or other devices which may indicate futurity.

The

roots {uisi) 'be• and (uirp1} 'become• are also used grammatically to
form the past tense of the passive.

These grammatical functions give

these roots an especially great significance.
Whereas most inflected roots are contentives, many of the noninflected roots are functors.

The prepositions and conjunctions are the

two chief groups of functor roots.

Most prepositions not only have

connective functions in syntactical constructions but also convey relational
meanings akin to some of those expressed by the inflectional morphemes.
T.he connective function of the conjunctions is also one of relating portions
of an utterance to one another.

The interjections, on the other hand, are

"phrase words," such as Gothic (o 4} •oh:·.
complete utterances in themselves.

These morphemes constitute

The adverbs, a large group of non-

inflected roots, have primarily contentive meanings, in contrast to the
remainder of non-inflected roots.
The enclitics are a small group of non-inflected roots which always
hang parasitically on other constructions.

Some of these modify the forms

to which they are attached, whereas others ha\•e no direct relationship to
their "hosts." The latter is the case with the interrogative particle (uz},
which when attached to the first root of a clause, turns the clause into a
question.

The conditionai particle {bo 2} seems to be attached likewise to

the first root of a clause, but we cannot be absolutely certain of this as the
root occurs only once, in gabadaupnip •should he die• (John 11:25).

The

conjunctive particle {unh} ·and• has the same function as the more common
conjunction {iah} ·and,' but it can also act as an intensifier like the particle
[i 1oJ, which occurs, for example, in~ ·yes, indeed• and sai •listen, look:'.
The morpheme {unh} is very common in its intensifying role. being added
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to the demonstrative pronoun

{t>41

(sa, so, pata) to form a stronger

demonstrative and to the interrogatives ?Yas, Brarjis, and
the indefinites •each,' 'every,' and 'each of two.'

(ain)~·apar

to form

The particle {huna} also

forms indefinite pronouns, being added to several substantives in our texts,
such as manna, fi.reila, ains, and liras.

The particle {ii} differs from all

the other enclitics in that it is both an enclitic and a free form.

It is an

enclitic when used to form relative pronouns, in which case it is added to
the simple demonstrative

(~.

so, pata), to the personal pronouns, and to

a few forms of the anaphorical (third-person) pronoun.
is a conjunction with the meaning 'that.

1

As a frt>e form {ii}
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Section 2:

Meanings of Morphemes

The meanings expressed by the inflectional morphemes are chiefly
those of the generic categories of Gothic.

It is mainly through these

morphemes and their grammatical meanings that the grammatical
relationships among roots are indicated.

Most of these categories are

restricted to the inflectional morphemes associated with either substantives or verbs, the two chief distribution classes whose roots are
inflected.

Thus the generic categories of case and gender are peculiar

to those inflectional morphemes which occur with substantives, whereas
the generic categories of tense, mood, person, and voice are peculiar
to those which occur with verbs.

Number, on the other hand, is a

generic category of both substantival and verbal inflectional morphemes.
The substantival inflectional morphemes differ from the verbal ones
not only in the generic categories which they convey but also in their
degree of synthesis.

All three categories of case, person, and number

are combined in the substantival morphemes, but the verbal categories
are discrete, with only person and number being combined in single
morphemes.

Number, therefore, the only category shared by both sub-

stantival and verbal constructions, is never expressed alone by a single
morpheme.
The personal pronouns (the pronouns of the first and second person)
are peculiar in several respects, two of which are the generic categories
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which they convey and the distribution of these categories.

The generic

categories expressed by these pronouns are those of number, person, and
case.

The first of these is found in both substantival and verbal inflectional

morphemes, the second in verbal ones only, and the third in substantival
morphemes only.

Furthermore, the grammatical categories of number

which are expressed include not only the singular and plural, which are
shared by the substantives and verbs, but also the dual, which is peculiar
to the verbs, even though these pronominal constructions function
syntactically like nouns.

The second of the oddities of the personal

pronouns is the fact that each construction consists of two morphemes,
both conveying only grammatical meanings.

The first usually expresses

person and number, whereas the second usually expresses number and
case, the morphemic overlap being another characteristic peculiarity
of these forms.

Although on the basis of the structural parallelism of

these forms with the substantives and verbs, one may properly speak of
the first morpheme as the "stem" and the second as the "ending," it is
also true that on the basis of the semantic parallelism with the inflectional
morphemes of the substantives and verbs, one may regard both morphemes
as inflectional.

These pronouns thus bridge the division between the

substantives and verbs, a feature which is reflected also by the fact that
while they function syntactically like nouns, the meanings of t"ne nominative
forms may be completely expressed by verbal constructions.

These
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peculiarities undoubtedly stem from the fact that the persons to whom
these forms refer are the two basic figures in the speech act, the speaker
and the hearer.
Each of the generic categories discussed thus far includes one or
more grammatical categories.

The generic category of case in Gothic

consequently includes the grammatical categories of nominative. accusative,
genitive, and dative.

There are three genders -- masculine, feminine,

and neuter -- and three numbers -- singular, dual {verb and personal
pronoun only), and plural.

The grammatical categories of tense are the

present and past, the present being explicitly marked, however, in very
few forms.

The three moods are the indicative, the subjunctive (or

optative), and the imperative; the three persons are, of course, the first, the
second, and the third.

Only one grammatical category of voice is marked,

that being the passive; the active is indicated by the absence of the passivevoice morpheme.
The morphemes which express these categories are as follows
(Numbers 1-40 are the inflectional morphemes of Gothic.):
Substantives:

Case

·Gender

Number

---

1.

fz1}

Norn.

Masc.

Sg

2.

fno}

Acc.

Masc.

Sg

3.

fza1}

Gen.

Masc., Neut.

Sg

4.

{mme}

Dat.

Masc., Neut.

Sg

5.

{zz}

Nern.

Masc.

Pl

6.

{nz}

Acc.

Masc.·

Pl

7.

[en1]

Gen.

Masc., Neut.

Pl

8.

{mi)

Dat.

Masc. , Neut. , Fem.

Pl

9.

{to}

Norn. ,Ace.

Neut.

Sg

10.

{01}

Norn. ,Ace.

Neut.

Pl
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Substantives:

Case

Gender

NumbC'r

11.

{01}

Norn.

Fem.

Sg

lZ.

{02}

Acc.

Fem.

Sg

13.

{z3}

Gen.

Fem.

Sg

14.

{ il}

Dat.

Fem.

Sg.

15.

{z4}

Norn.

Fem.

Pl

16.

[zs}

Acc.

Fem.

Pl

17.

{on 1}

Gen.

Fem.

Pl

Verbs:

Tense, Mood, Voice

18.

{i2l

Present tense

19.

(ded1)

Past tense

20.

{aiJ

Indicative mood

21.

(ai 1J

Subjunctive mood

22.

[au1}

Imperative mood

23.

(oz}

Passive voice
Person
-1

Number
Sg

Z4.

(m2l

25.

{z6}

2

Sg

2.6.

{d1}

3

Sg

27.

{ue1}

1

Du

28.

{ts}

2

Du

Z9.

{m3}

l

Pl

30.

{dz}

2

Pl

31.

{nd\

3

Pl
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Pronouns
(Personal, Reflexive):
Case

Number

Person

1) Inflections
32.

{ 03)

Norn.

Sg

33.

( ino 1}

Gen.

Sg

34.

[zaz}

Oat.

Sg

35.

fk1}

Acc.

Sg

36.

{t}

Norn.

Du

37.

{ iz 1J

Norn.

Pl

38.

{aroJ

Gen.

Du, Pl

39.

{iza 1}

Dat.

Du, Pl

40.

{iza 2 }

Acc.

Du, Pl

2) Stems 2
a) Personal
41.

{mi}

42.

{ui}

43.

Sg

1

Du, Pl

1

(unk}

Du

1

44.

{uns}

Pl

1

45.

[puJ

Sg

2

46.

{iu1}

Du, Pl

2

47.

{inkWJ

Du

2

48.

{izu}

Pl

z

Sg, Du, Pl

3

Norn.

Norn.

b) Reflexive

49.

(si\

2 Morphemes 41-49 are structurally roots.
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Although mo_st of the morphemes just cited express only one
grammatical category of each of the generic categories of Gothic, there
are a few inflectional morphemes which express more than one grammatical
category within the same generic category.
example, conveys the meaning not only

o~

The morpheme (mme}, for

masculine gender but also of

neuter, and {to} denotes both nominative and accusative case.

This unity

of what might appear semantically to be two morphemes is based on the
fact that in every paradigm and con&truction the same forms are used to
express both meanings.

Those morphemes which denote more than one

grammatical category within one generic category have wider semantic
fields than the other morphemes in thci.r classes.
Neither of the meanings of the morphemes just discussed seems to
• e more basic than the other.

There are morphemes, however, which

usually have unambiguous meanings, but which under certain circumstances
have important extensions of meaning.

Those case endings of the personal

pronoun which are used regularly in the singular only, arc used with the
reflexive morpheme (si) to indicate all three numbers -- singular, dual,
and plural.

The vocative has no independent existence in Gothic because it

has no distinct form.
for this function,

Rather, the nominative or accusative form is used

In addition, the masculine and neuter genitive singular of

adjectives is sometimes used adverbially, as in allis.
Extensions of the semantic field are especially important among the
verbs.

The most striking instance is that of the preterit-present verbs,

in which past-tense forms of the gradation type are used to express the
present tense,

Similar to these is the verb wiljan, the present tense of

which is morphologically a past subjunctive.

The imperative-mood

morpheme occurs only with the second person singular, the third singular,
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and the third plural.

The remaining forms are provided by the indicative

forms used with imperative meaning.

The verb wisan has no distinct

imperative, all imperative meanings being expressed instead by the
present subjunctive.

In the passive the third-person singular forms, which

contain the common allomorph /-d-/ of the third-person singular morphl'me
{d 1}, are extended to include the meaning of the first person singular, which
lacks any other form here.

Furthermore, the third-person plural forms

of the passive are used to indicate all persons of the dual and plural.

When

forms such as these have more than one mean:ng, phonemic shape takes
precedence over meaning in the identification of the morphemes.
Although form is the decisive factor in the identification of morphemes,
some morphemes are seldom manifested by overt allomorphs, the most
common shape of these morphemes being zero.

The first-person singular

morpheme {mz} is represented by zero in all constructions except im,
the first per5or. singular indicative of wisan 'to be,' where it is manifested
as /m/.

The present-tense morpheme (i

z} is manifested both as /i/ and

as /n/, Lut these two variants occur with only fourteen roots and three
roots respectively, and in one of the three roots the /n/ is infixed rathe!"
than suffixed to the root.

All other verbal stems have a zero allomorph

of the present-tense morpheme.

Of the four stem-formative morphemes,

only fui} and {an 1} regularly occur as overt forms on the resultant level.
The stem-formative morphemes {az} and {i 3} appear regularly on the
resultant level only in the dative plural, although they are often found in
the accusative plural also.

The feminine nominative singular and feminine

accusative singular morphemes, {0 1) and [0zl. are most commonly
represented by zero.

Overt forms do occur, however, such as the /z/

allomorph of {0 1] and the

/i/ and /o/ allomorphs of {0z]. The morphemes
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which are usually not overtly manifested are only a small portion of the
mc;>rpheme's of Gothic and probably represent morphemes which wt:-re in
the process of dying out.
The meanings of the roots may be changed or added to by the meanings
of the derivational affix morphemes.

The total meaning of such a morpheme

consists in part of the change which it effects in the lexical meaning of the
root or stem to which it is affixed, and in part of the change in distribution
class which may result from the

cornbinc~tion.

Some derivational mor-

phemes serve only to change the distribution class of the roots or sterns to
which they are added, such as Gothic (bo 1}, which transforms adjectives
into adverbs without otherwise changing the meaning.
phemes such as these are abstract governing affixes.3

Derivational mor A governing affix

may be considered a grammatical or functor affix; when a derivational
affix both governs its stem and changes the lexical meaning of the stem, the
affix has both grammatical and lexical meaning.
The stem-formative morphemes {a 2}, {i3}, {ui}, and lan11 are a
special group of derivational affixes that have the grammatical function of
forming subclasses within the class of substantives.

These morphemes

are, for the most part, in complementary distribution, but they contrast
with a few roots, as in kaurn (kurn) {ai\ {to} and kaurno fkurn)
and also determine which inflectional allomorph may follow.

{an 11

{to},

The stem-

formatives differ from other derivational affixes in occurring with members
of all subclasses of substantives -- nouns, adjectives, and pronouns -- and
in occurring immediately prior to the inflection after all other substantival derivational affixes.

3

Hockett, pp. 264-265.
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There are some roots without any overt suffix which occur in more
than one distribution class.

One class is established as the basic dis-

tribution class for each root, and when the root occurs in another class
without an affix, it is said to be derived from the first class by means
of a zero affix.

There are two types at zero-affix derivatives which

should be distinguished.

One is the giba type, in which the derivative

undergoes no change of meaning other than the change of distribution
class.

Thus the noun giba <underlying phonological I gibo/ < und(' rlying

morphological fgib}
giba 'l give.'

f''1J

(0 1} 'gift' is derived by {0 71 from the verb

(az)

The other kind of zero-affix derivative is the godei type,

in which the derivative not only belongs to a different distribution class
than the base, but also undergoes a change of lexical meaning.

An example

of this type is the noun godei<. underlying phonological /godlin/ <.underlying
morphological {god}

{-'61

J {0 1)

(an 1

'goodness,' which is derived by a

zero suffix from the adjective gops ·good.'

There are a considerable

number of words in Gothic formed with these two types of zero affixes.
The majority of the derivative formations in Gothic, however, are
constructed with derivational affix morphemes which have both lexical and
grammatical meanings.

Two of the most common lexical mC'anings are

personality and abstractness.

The derivative morpheme (i }, for example,
4

adds the meaning •person' to a non-personal root, as in baurgja 'citizen'
{:{burg) baurgs 'city'), afdrugkja 'drunkard• {: Wrinkl 9_rigkan 'drink'),
hairdeis 'herdsman• (:{bird} hairda 'herd').

In the same way, the

morpheme {ip1} changes adjectives into abstract nouns, as diups 'deep'
to diupipa •depth,' weihs 'holy' to weihipa 'holiness,

1

Because the

semantic aspect of words and word elements is the least fixed of all
linguistic aspects, however, one cannot expect complete uniformity in the
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meanings of derivational affixes.

Two nouns with concrete referents but

with suffixes which are used otherwise to form atstract nouns, are
aupida and bairgahei.

Aupida 1 desert 1 is derived from the adjective aups

'barren, waste• by means of the morpheme

(ip1}, whereas bairgahei

'hill country' is derived by a zero suffix from the non-extant adjective
•bairgahs 'hilly.

1

Such semar.tic aberrations as these are easily understood

and may be compared with English wilderness.

Because of the considerabk

diversity of meaning and the large number of derivational morphemes as
well as the small number of allomorphs as compared with the inflectional
morphemes, the meanings and allomorphs for the dcrivational affix
morphemes will be listed together.
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Section 3; Morpheme Inventory and Canonical Forms
The allomorphs or conditioned variants of morphemes may be
phonologically or morphologically determined.
this study

In the first chapter of

were presented those phonological processes, such as

assimilation, which yield the phonologically defined allomorphs.
Reference to these allomorphs will be made here only when it is felt
that certain ones may not easily be recognized.

Morphologically defined

allomorphs are those variants of a morpheme which occur only in the
presence of certain other morphemes, such as the allomorph

/-~n/

of the

English plural morpherrc (-z 1), wr,ici1 occurs only with the morpheme {aks}.
The only group of morphemes in Gothic the members of which
have numerous morpho.logically determined allomorphs is that of the
inflectional affix morphemes.

As the derivational affix morphemes do

not usually form structurally parallel series like the infler.tional ones,
it is difficult and hazardous to attempt to group together non-phonologically
conditioned affixes as members of the same morpheme.

According to

morphological theory, potential allomorphs not only must be in
complementary dis.tribution, but also must be structurally parallel. 4
Contributing to the danger of classifying two or more different affixes as
one morpheme is the fact that the privileges of occurrence of most

4
Eugene A. Nida, Morphology: the Descriptive Analysis
Words,
Znd ed. (Ann Arbor, 1949), p. 42; and H.A. Gleason, Jr., An Introduction
~Descriptive Linguistics, 2nd ed. (New York, 1961), p. 88.

oI
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derivational affixes are quite limited,

It is always possible that only

chance has kept two such suffixes from being attached to the same
root and therefore from contrasting.

In addition, the scope of the

grammarian's knowledge is also a factor: it is possible that he has
overlooked contrasting pairs of affixes.
are two derivational affixes,

[it>11 and

In Gothic, for example, there

(061,

which derive abstract

nouns from adjectives, and another derivatiO'Bl affix, {i 6'}, which
derives abstract nouns from stems of various distribution classes,
including adjectives,

The meanings which result from the affixation of

the first two of these elements seem to be the same. and those from the
third are similar when not the same.

One might be tempted to combine

these affixes into a single morpheme were there not a number of pairs in
which {-'61 and {i'p1J, and {061 and {it,} , contrast, such as hauhei and
hauhipa both 'height' (:hauhs 1 high') and barniskei and barniski both
'chi~dishness'

(:barnisks 'childish').

All three of these affixes, further-

more, contrast in the words weitwodei, weitwodipa_, and weitwodi all
•testimony' (:weitwods 'witness').
A problem of morpheme identity arises when two derivational
morphs have identical phonemic shapes but occur with different stemformatives.

The underlying morph /'p/ is found with (i

1

3

in constructions

such as~ 'power' and with (u11 in those such as puhtus 'conscience.'
As both of these formations occur with the roots (uahs} {uswahsts
'growth' and wahstus •stature, growth') and (kius} (gakusts 'test• and

kustus

1 test 1 ),

morpheme.

each morph is recognized as representing a separate

The underlying morph /i/ appears with (azl in words such

as brakja •str.ife 1 and with (an1) in words such as sakjo 'strife,

t

whereas

the morph /n/ appears with {i 3l in sokns 'search' but with (a 2J in liugn
'lie, falsehood.

1

Since with these formations, however, no one stem

occurs with one pair of morphemes and both stem-formatives, each of
these two pairs of morphs is identified as representing one morpheme.
The restrictions which apply to derivational affixes when they arc
being classified into morphemes apply equally to the roots.

The con-

sequence is that there are very few morphologically conditioned allomorphs
among the root morphemes.

Most of the roots with morphologically

conditioned allomorphs are those which have suppletive forms.

These

occur in three distribution classes in Gothic: the class of verbs and the
subclasses of adjectives and pronouns,

The most important of these is

the root fuis 1} 'be,' which has the alternates /uis(gang} •go• has the allomo~phs

oo

si- o0i-/.

The verb

I gang- eo id-/. Four adjectival roots have

suppletive forms in the comparative and superlative:
•good,• (ubil} /ubil-co uirs-/ 'bad,
(liitil} /liitil-oa minn-/ 'little.•

1

(god} /god- oobat-/

(mikil} /mikil-ao ma-/ 'big,

The demonstrative pronoun

1

and

{p 4 }

/p-cio s-/ 1 the, that' has an alternate like that of the anaphorical pronoun
[i )
9

/i-oo si-/ 1 he, she, it.•

The evidence for suppletion in these forms

is the absence of the expected base form in certain constructions and its
regular replacement by the alternate.
Almost every inflectional affix morpheme has several morphologically
conditioned allpmorphs.

Of the thirteen verbal inflectional morphemes, for
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example, all but one, ~s}, have at least two such alternates.

Any

variant other than the most common one is usually determined by the
morpheme immediately preceding it in the construction.

Which allomorph

of the past-tense morpheme (dedJ is chosen, for example, is determined
chiefly by the stem which precedes the past-tense morpheme.

A verb

belonging to the class of suffix verbs receives either the suffix /-ded-/ or
the suffix /-d-/, unless it is the single stem {gang], in which case it
receives either of the suffixes /-died-/ or /-di-/.

A stem belonging to

the gradation class of verbs has its syllabic changed from Grade l to
either Gr!!de 3 or Grade 2 of vowel gradation, whereas one belonging to
the class of reduplicating verbs has the general reduplication syllable /Xai- I
prefixed to it, which general syllable is later transformed by a phonological
rule into the appropriate reduplication.

When two allomorphs appear with

the same stem, the distribution of these js determined by the mood and
person/number morphemes which follow (dedJ.

If the indicative-mood

morpheme (ail occurs with the fir st-per son singular, second-person
singular, or third-person si.1gular morphemes, (m6l • (~61
allomorphs /-d- I, /-di- I, and Grade 2 of gradation occur.

•

and (di}. the

With any

other combination of mood and person/number morphemes, the other
alternates appear -- /-ded-/, /-died-/, and Grade 3.

The morphological

rules, consequently, are so ordered that the transforming of the morphemes
into their allomorphs occurs from left to right, that is, from the innermost layer of the structure to the outermost one.
The inventory of allomorphs of the intlectional affix morphemes
follows:
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Substantives
1.

{zl} /-z -

-0 I

-za -

2.

{no~ /-no -oo -0

3.

{zai) /-za/

4.

{mme} _/-mme

5.

(zzl /-z -

6.

00

oo

-i/

10.

(01} /-of

11.

{011 /-000 -z/

12.

{0il /-0 eo

-i

{z3) /-z

-oz/

- i - - it 13 .

-e -

-0/

p0

Qo

-of

14.

{i } /-i oo -ai oo -0/
1

{nz} /-nz/

15.

[z.iJ /-zoo -oz/

7.

£en1} /-en/

16.

(zs} /-zoo-ozoo

8.

{mil /-ml

17.

{on~ /-onoo -en/

9.

{to] /-to

oo

-nz/

-'/JI

Verbs
18 .

{i 2} I - i - oo - n - oo - 0 - I

19.

(dediJ /-ded-- -d-oa G 3

2 0.

{a 1} I - a - oo - u - oo - e - oo - i - oo - o - co - 0 - I

21.

(ai 1} /-ai-

22.

(au 1}

23.

foz] / -o

24.

(mz} /-0-

2 5.

(z 61 / - z - oo - z a - co - 0- oo - t - oo - st I

26.

(d 1} /-d-

27.

fue1l /-ue

28.

[ts) /-ts/

29.

(m 3) /-m-oD -me-/

30.

[dzl /-d-/

31.

{nd} /-nd-

oP

oo

Gzco Xai-cio-died-oo-di-/

-au- oo -ii- oo -iau-/

/-au oo -01
oo -au/
oo

-m-/

oo -st oo
o0

o0

-z

o0

-ne-

-0-1

-0/

eg

-n-/

8Z

Personal and Reflexive Pronouns
2) Stems5

1) Inflections

a)

Personal

32.

0'3) /-0/

41.

{mi} /mi-

33.

{ino 1} /-ino/

42.

{ui) /ui-/

34.

{zaz} /-za/

43.

{unk} /unk-/

35.

{ki} /-k/

44.

{uns} /uns-/

36.

{t} /-t/

45.

ltm}

37.

(iz } /-iz I
1

46.

[iu1} /iu-/

38.

{aro} /-aro/

47.

(inkwJ /inkw - I

39.

{izai) /-iza co

-0/

48.

{izu} /izu- /

40.

{iza 21 /-iza oo

-0/

00

ik/

/p- oo pi-/

b) Reflexive
49.

[si} /si-/

In contrast to the inflectional affix morphemes, the deri vational
affix morphemes rarely have more than one morphologically conditioned
allomorph.

The reasons for this phenomenon -- the lack of structurally

parallel series and the limited privileges of occurrence -- have already
been discussed.

Some of those derivational morphemes which do have

more than one morphologically determined allomorph -- namely, the past
participle {d ), the comparative {iz ) , and the superlative {ist) morphemt>s,
3
2
together with the stem-formatives -- are near the borderline between
inflection and derivation.
The following inventory of derivational affix morphemes includes
their meanings and morphologically determined allomorphs:

5These morphemes are structurally roots but have meanings
conveyed elsewhere by inflections.
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Suffixes
Substantives
1) Nouns
{i4l /-i-/

Personal nouns from nouns, verbs,
hairdeis

(arii} /-ari- /

1 shepherd':

and adjective

hairda 1 herd, flock.

Personal nouns from nouns and verbs
bokareis •scribe' : boka 'letter.

{anzl /-an- ao -in-/

1

Personal noun from noun - piudans 1 king 1

ffad) /-fad-/

1

piuda 'people.

:

1

Personal nouns from nouns -hundafaps •centurion• : hunda (pl.) 'hundreds.

{is} /-i- /

1

Feminine nouns from masculine nouns
piwi •maid-servant• : pius •servant.'

{il} /-il- _, -1-/ Diminutive nouns from nouns -barnilo 'little child' : barn 'child.'
{irn} /-irn-/

Noun from noun - widuwairna 'orphan' :

~

1

widow. •

fin1} /-in-/ Abstract nouns from suffix verbs - laiseins 'doctrine' : laisja 'l teach."
{inz} /-in-/

Concrete noun from verb - aigin 1 property 1

[ip1} / -ip-

#V

-j.d- (PR 2)/

:

~i_h

'l possess.•

Abstract nouns from adjectives
diupipa 1 depth' : diups 1 deep,

f\>1} /-p-..., -d- (PR 1)"' -t- (PR 5)

cv

-s- (PR 4)

cio

1

-st-/

+ G4 Abstract
nouns

(feminine!_) chiefly from gradation verbs, also suffix verbs
and adjectives --

~-baurps

lbfrth 1

:

baira 'l bear.

1
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(l>2} /-'p- -

-d- {PR 2) ~ -t- (PR 5) I + G4 Abstra~t nouns {masculine~)

from gradation verbs and suffix verbs in (o 3} - kustus

1

test 1

:

kiusa 'I test.'

{ed} /-ed-/ Abstract noun from noun
faheps 'happiness' : cf. fagino "I am happy.•
(e'pi} /-e'pi-/

Collective noun from noun -~-

awe pi 'flock of sheep' :
la'p} /-a'p-iv -ad- (PR 2)w -t-/

'sheep' in awistr

1

sheepfold. •

Concrete nouns from verbs and preposition -mitaps 'measure, bushel' : mita 1 1 measure.•

{i } /-i-/
6

Abstract nouns from nouns, adjectives, and verbs -piubi 'theft' : piufs 'thief.•

{i 7} /-i-/ Concrete nouns from nouns
tainjo 'wicker basket' :

~

{ufnij /-ufni- ~ -ubni- (PR 2 )/ -t G 4

'branch.'

Abstract nouns from verbs and
adjective - waldufni 'power'

fa'pu} /-ap~-/

walda 'l rule.'

Abstract nouns from verbs -fijapwa 'hatred• : fija

1

I hate. '

(assj /-ass- oo -inass-/ Abstract nouns from adjectives, personal nouns,
preposition, and verb -ibnassus 'evenness' : ibns 'even.'
(dup} /-dup-/ Abstract nouns from adjectives -mikildups 'greatness' : mikils 'great.'
{is} /-is-"' -iz- {PR 2)/ Abstract nouns from verbs -hatis 1 ha'tred' : hata 'l hate.'
~~

(n } /-n-/
1

~-

Nouns from verbs and adjectives -liugn 1 lie, falsehood' : liuga 1 1 lie.'
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(sn} /-sn-/

Nouns from verbs, :-ioun, and adjective -filusna •multitude' : filu 'much, many.•

{sni} /-sni-/ + G4 Noun from verb -fulhsni 'secret• : filha 'I conceal.•
{r1} /-r-/

Concrete noun from verb -ligrs 'bed, couch' : liga 'I lie, recline.•

{tr] /-tr-/

Nouns from verbs -gilstr 'tax' : -gilda •I pay.

{istr} /-istr-/

1

Nouns from nouns
awistr 'sheepfold' : cf. awcpi •flock of sheep.

{lJ /-1-/

1

Nouns from verbs -11

p\vahl 'bath, baptism' : pwaha
[sl) /-sl- oo -zl-/

Nouns from verbs -preihsl 'affliction 1

[m 4 } /-m-/

wash.'

:

preiha 1 I press upon.

1

Nouns from adjective, noun, and Vt!rb -hiuhma •pile' : cf. hauhs 'high,

(om} /-om - I

1

~uhja

'l pile up.'

Noun from noun - aldomo 'old age' : alds 'age, generation.•

· (muni) /-muni-/

Concrete noun from adjective -lauhmuni 'lightning'

lauh- 'bright, flashing' in
lauhatjan 1 tO flash, lighten,

(tuliJ / -tuli- I

Noun from verb - ~·oftuli

{opli} /-opli-/

I

•boasting' : ~·opa 1 1boast.

1

Noun from noun -haimopli 'homestead' : haims •village, country plact>.

{uod1} /-uod-/

Noun from verb -weitwops 'witness•

-weita 1 1 set>.•

1
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[usi} /-usi-

-uzi- (PR 2)/

1\1

Nouns from noun and verb - berusjos (pl.)' parents•: baira 'l bear.•

{ann1l /-ann-/

Verbal nouns (infinitives) from verb,,;
faran 'to go' : fara 'l go.'

2) Adjectives
{and 1} /-and-/

Verbal adjectives (present participles) from verbs -libands 'living' : liba 1 1live.

{d } /-d- oo -an-/
3

Verbal adjectives (past participles) from verbs -meli~

{iz 2)

1

/-iz- oo -oz-/

'written• : melja 'I write.'

Comparative adjectives ?..nd adverbs from adjectives
and adverbs - managiza •more' : manags 'many, n1uch.'

{ist} /-ist- co -ost-/

Superlative adjectives and adverbs from
adjectives and adverbs - managists

(iin} /-i in-/

1 n1ost 1 :

manags 'many, much.'

Substance adjectives from nouns - airpeins •earthen, earthly' : airpa •earth.•

{hz

/-h- ~ -g- (PR l) oo -ih-/ Adjectives chiefly from nouns, also
adjectives and verbs - stainahs 'stony• : stains •stone.

{isk]

/-isk-/ Adjectives from nouns - mannisks 'human' : manna 'man.'

{r ] /-r-/ Adjectives from nouns and verbs
2
baitrs 1bitter• : beita 'I bite.

~~-

{kund] /-kund- /

1

-~-

Adjectives from nouns - gumakunds 1 male 1

:

gum~ ·~nan.•

1
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{k2\

/-k-/ Adjective from noun -• ajuk- 'eternal' in ajukdups

ling}

/ -ing- /

1

eternity'

aiws 'time.•

Adjective from noun - •

-~eni~g-

~

•expected' in

~niggo

•unexpectedly'

•expectation.'

{bli} /-bli-/ Adjective from noun -daupubleis 1 doomed to death' : daupus •death.•
{und 1} /-und-/

Adjectives from nouns and adverb - •netNund- 'near• in nt.>lirundja 'nt.>ighbor' : nt.>lv 'near.'

fi 11} /-i- /

Adjectives from nouns, verb, and adjecti\·e
alpeis

{ul} /-ul-/

1old'

:

~a

'l grow old, age.'

Adjectives from verbs - sakuls 'quarrelsome' : saka 'l dispute.'

(p3} /-p-/ Adjectives from verbs -hafts 'subject (to), affected (by)• : hafja 1 1 lift.
[apar} /-apar-/

1

Adjective from pronoun -KVapar 1which (of two)' : tvas 'who, \\·hat. '

fariz}

/-ari-/

Adjective from pronoun - llVarjis 'which (of many)' :

(kl} /-kl-/

~as

'who, what.

1

Adjectives from adjt•cth·es -ainakls 1lonely' : ains 'one.•

(um} /-um-/

Adjectives from adverbs and adjectin~s
innuma 1 inner 1

(fall>i} /-falp-/

:

inn 1 into.'

Multiplicative adjectives from numerals and adjectiw
of quantity - ainfalps

1 one

-fold, single 1

a ins 'one.'
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fiihn) /-{ihn-/

Distributive a~jective from numeral -tweihnai (pl.) 1 two

ea~h'

: twai 'two.

1

{d4} /-d- .,. -di-/ Ordinals from cardinal numerals
niunda 'ninth' : niun 'nine. '
bib} /-lib-/

Cardinals from cardinal numerals
twalif

1

tw~lve

~~-

{unn 2\

/-unn/

1

:

twai
---

1 two.

•

Cardinal numeral from noun
taihu~

'ten' : tigjus (pl.) 'decades.•

3) Stem-formatives
{a 2} /-a- oo -i- (i

l

3

-o- oo -ai-/ -- dagam •to the days.•

/-i- eo -ai- oo -ii-/ -- gastirn 'to the guests.•

(uiJ /-u-oo -au- oo -iu-/

-- ~'to the sons.'

(ani} /-an- oo -on- oo -in-., -iin-/

gun1ane

1

of the men.•

Verbs

(isl

/-i-/ ( i" Gz when from verbs) Causative verbs from verbs and
substantives - - satja 1 1 set' : sita 1 1 sit.•

{at 1}

/-at-/

Intensive verbs from adjective and nouns
swogat ja 1 1 sigh' : cf.

[o 3} /-o-/

~-swogja 1 1

sigh.'

Verbs chiefly from substantives and also from ,.t~rbs -fisko 'I fish' : fisk8

{inoz} /-ino-/

1 fish. 1

Verbs from personal nouns
skalkino 'I serve' : skalks 'servant.•

{llliz} /-ai-/

Durative verbs from substantives and \•erbs
armais 'you pity' : l'lrn1s 'poor, wretched.

1

,
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f'•

;.

(nzJ /-n- oo -no-/

( + G 4 when from verbs) lnchoa ti\·e

verbs from

verbs and substantives - fullna 'I become full' : fulls 'full.'

Adverbi'
{bo 1} /-bo/

Adverbs of manner from adjectives - bairhtaba 1 brightly 1

{onz} /-on/

:

bairhts 'bright.

1

Adverbs of manner from adjectives - galeiko 'similarly' : galeiks 'similar.'

{nn) /-nn/ Adverbs of time from pror;ouns and arljectives
litran 1when' : lwas 'who.'
fr 3J /-r oo -o/ Adverbs of location from pronouns, adjectives, and
adverbs -- !Nar 'where' : liras 'who.'
(apron} /-apron"° -aron/ Adverbs of origin from pronouns, adjectives,
and adverbs - innapro 'from within'
{anozl /-ano/

inn 'into.•

Adverbs of origin from adverbs -innana 'from within' : inn 'into.'
~~-

f dsl

~

/-d/ Adverbs of goal from pronouns and adjectives
jaind 'thither, to that place' :

{dren) /-dren/

~~

'tl1at.

1

Adverbs of goal from pronouns and adjectives
jaindre 'thither, to that place' : jains 'that.

{en )
2

/-en/ Adverbs from pronouns and aaverbs -nve

{a

J

3

1 with

What, how 1

:

ll\.·as 1 Wh0, What.

/-a/ Adverb from preposition
inn 1 into• : in 'in.

1

6see also {iz 2J and list\ under Adjectives, p. 86.

I

1
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Zero Change
Substantives
{04}

Personal nouns from weak adjectives and nouns
weiha •priest, holy one' : weiha 'holy.•

{05)

Personal nouns from verbal adjectives (present participles)
nasjands •savior' : nasjands 'saving.

1

(061 Abstract nouns from adjectives - siukei 'sickness' : siuks 'sick.
(07}

1

Nouns from verbs - giba 'gift': giba 'lgive.•

{0sJ

Adjectives from nouns and pronouns -pruts-fills 'leprous' : pruts-fill 'leprosy.'

{09}

Adjectives from verbs - siuks 'sick'

siuka "I am sick.

1

Gradation 1
Substantives
1) Nouns

(Gz 1\

Nouns from GI-gradation roots, chiefly verbs -saggws 'song' : siggwa

1

1 sing.•

7when gradation is the sole difference between two stems, o::ie of
which contains Gland the other G2, G3, or G4 of the same gradation series,
the stem that does not contain the basic Gl grade is held to be derived
by a gradation morpheme from the other. Gradation is not considered
morphemic, however, when it merely accompanies the addition of a
derivational suffix, such as (is1, to a gradation root.
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(G3 1}

Nouns from verbs - wegs 'violent movement' : ~-wiga

·[G1}

1

1 move, shake up.•

Nouns from verbs - baur 'son, child' : baira 'I bear.•

2) Adjectives

(GZzl Adjectives from GI-gradation roots, chiefly verbs - hnaiws 'low, humble 1

(G3 2\

:

hneiwa 'I bend down,

bow~

1

Adjectives from verbs -~~ 1 unspeakable 1 : ~ 'I speak.'

Prefixes
Substantives Only (including derivatives from substantives)
{unn1]

/unn- /

Adds meaning of 'opposite• to adjectives and nouns
~-~

{id] /id-/

1

without honor• : ~ 'honorable. 1

Adds pejorative meaning to noun - id-weit

1 reproach 1 :

cf. fra-weit •revenge.

1

{rnisso} /misso-/ Adds pejorative meaning to nouns and adjective
missa-deps 1 misdeed, sin' : cf.
(sui) I sui- I

~-deps

'deed.

Adds meaning of •openly' to adjective
swi-kunps 1 evident 1

:

kunps 'known.

1

{sildo} I sildo-/ Adds meaning of 1 rare, peculiar• to noun - ~-leik •wonder, astonishment' : leik 'body.

1

1
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Substantives and Verbs

{ga) /ga-/ Adds meaning of •completeness• or 'community 1 to verbs
and substantives
~-s.imam 1 we

assemLle 1

qima

:

11

come.'

Verbs Only (including derivatives from verbs)
{diz) /diz-/ ..\dds meaning of 1 fragmentation 1 to verbs -dis-taira 1 1 tear to pit."ccs 1
{fir} /fir- I

:

11

taira

tear,•

Adds meaning of -lcommunity 1 or •around' to verbs - fair-rinna

11

befit, attain 1

:

rinna 1 1 run,

1

{fral /fra-/ Adds pejorative or separative meaning to verbs -fra-~

1

1 curse' : ~ 1 1 speak.

1

{tuiz} /tuiz-/ Adds separative meaning to verb
twis-standa 1 1 separate' : standa

11

stand,

1

{tuz} /tuz-/ Adds mPaning of 'dissolution' to verb -~-werja 1 1

doubt' : cf.

~-werja 1 1

am displeased,

~-~'indignation.

1

1

{unpa} /unpa-/ Adds separative meaning to verb - unpa-}>liuha 'I escape' : pliuha 'I flee.

1

The canonical forms of the morphemes are the characteristic
phonemic shapes of the allomorphs, as the morphemes themselves have
no phonological form.
because of the

vari~blc

An exact tabulation of these shapes is difficult
forms involved,

The questions arise whether these

allomorphs should be examined at the underlying phonological level or at
the resultant level and whether phonologically conditioned allomorphs
should be counted as well as morphologically conditioned ones,

At any

level, however, the allomorphs of affix morphemes are predominantly
single phonemes, and this fact is especially true at the resultant level

9.3
after the monophthong:.z. ... Lion of rn:>st of the mcrrlying diphthongs.

The

allomorphs of the root morphemes, on the other hand, are commonly of
the following shape: consonant + vowel + consonant.

(The term consonant

here includes clusters and consonantal resonants or semivowels, and the
term

~

includes diphthongs, most of which are monophthongs on the

resultant level.) This pattern of the root morphemes is most clearly
seen in the verbal roots.

In a tabulation of 182 such roots, 170 had the

basic pattern, while the remainder had ·these patterns: consonant + vowel;
vowel

+

consonant.

An important group of roots which does not fit the

basic canonical form is that of the pronouns.
wh~ch

Those pronominal roots

clearly belong with the substantives but which are a distinct sub-

class (the interrogative {hw}, anaphorical {i9}, and both demonstrative

(p4 \ and {h 1} pronouns) consist primarily of single phonemes, /h w - I,
/i- co si-/.

/p-

oo s-/, and /h-/ respectivt>ly.

Other grammatical roots,

such as the prepositions and the personal pronouns, usually have shapes
which are of the consonant + vowel or vowel + consonant type.
the canonical forms in Gothic, however, is rigidly followed.

None of
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Section 4: Introduction to the Morphological Rules
The morphological rules convert the morphemes of Gothic into
their phonemic shapes by replacing each morpheme with that allomorph
which is appropriate in a given context.

Most of the morphemes of

Gothic have only one allomorph and these may be replaced everywhere
by that one phonemic form.

Each allomorph of a morpheme which

has more than one allomorph, however, occurs only in a specific
environment in which no other allomorph of the same morpheme may
occur.

The occurrence of each of these allomorphs is usually determint•d

by the other morphemes in its environment, although the occurrence
of a few allomorphs is determined by other factors.

The allomorph

/-za/ of {z1}• for example, may appear only after a stem which is a
noun or an adjective and which is followed by the stem-formative {a 2 },
but in addition, this noun or adjective must terminate in an /i/.
phonological factor is thus significant in this context.

A

The allomorphs

/-e-/ and/-¢-/ of {a 1} are determined in part by other allomorphs.
Both /-e-/ and/-¢-/ occur after {de~ } and before {z }, while /-e-/
1
6
appears also before (mz} and (d1}.

When {a 1 } is bet.ween {dcd1} and

{z6}• /-e-/ occurs if {ded 1J is represented by the allomorphs /-died-/,
/-di-/ 1 /-dcd-/, or /-d-/, whereas/-¢-/ occurs .if {ded 1} is
represented by any of its vowel gradations or by reduplication.

The

allomorphs /-i-/ and /-o-/ of {a1 } appear in certain morphemic contexts
only when the passive-voice morpheme {oz) and the imperative-mood
morpheme {au 1J are not part of these contexts.

Because there are no

other morphemes which occupy the same structural spot as these
morphemes and which have a contrary meaning, the absence of {oz} and
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(au1} is symbolized by the specifica.tion of their grammatical opposites,
active voice and non-imperative mood, even though these ca.tagories
do not have morphemic status.
A few morphological rules differ from the others in not converting
morphemes into allomorphs.

Thes~

rules supply syllabic stress and

transform the grades of vowel gradation into their phonemic shapes.
Syllabic stress is indicated with a few allomorphs in which it is necessary
and yet not predictable when these allomorphs are pre sentcd in the
morphological rules.

The syllabic-stress rules appear at the end of the

morphological rules and provide all the remaining syllabic stresses which
are necessary and predictable.

When morphemes have allomorphs which

require a change in vowel gradation, the ordinary morphological rules
simply indicate the grade which is to replace Grade 1, the basic grade.
At the end of the series, however, there are rules that designate by
means of distinctive features the phonological nature of Grade land the
changes involved in converting Grade l into the other grades.
In contrast to the rather rigid order of the phonological rules, the
order of the morphological rules is somewhat flexible.

The flexibility,

however, exists chiefly among the morphemes within the same structural
layer, such as among the rules transforming the root morphemes into
their phonological forms.

The order in which the three structural layers

and the allomorphs of the individual morphemes are treated is, on the
other hand, more strictly determined.

There are no factors which

prevent us from treating together all of the morphemes of any one
structural layer, but the relative order of certain morphemes in different
structural layers determines the order of the layers to which these
morphemes belong.

The occurrence of allomorphs of three of the

derivational and inflectional morphemes {MR 27, 33a, and 35a) is
determined partly by the phoneme terminating the stem and also, in one
instance, by the nature of the preceding syllable.

In order for these

phonological conditions to function in the operation of the : ules, the root
and derivational morphemes which compose the stems must have received
their phonemic shape.

The roots must therefore be treated first, then

the derivational morphemes, and finally the inflectional morphemes, an
order which proceeds from the innermost structural layer to the outermost one.
Among the allomorphs of the same morpheme, the other morphemes
in the environment usually determine the particular allomorph to occur.
The order in which many allomorphs occur, however, is determined by
the criterion of simplicity of statement.

Those allomorphs which are

the most limited in their occurrence and which require the briefest statement of context are presented first, and then the last allomorph of the
morpheme may be said to occur everywhere else.

When the allomorph

/-e-/ of {a1} is treated before the allomorph /-0- / of the same morpheme,
it is not necessary to state both that /-e -/ occurs after the suffix
allomorphs of [ded1} and that /-0-/ occurs after the gradation and
reduplication allomorphs.

Instead, after it has been stated that /-e- /

occurs after the suffix allomorphs of [ded 1}, it .need only be said that /-0- /
occurs after {ded1}, as at this point the only contexts available to allomorph /-,,-/ of {a 1] are those following the other allomorphs of {ded1}.
Furthermore, after the less common allomorphs_ /-u-/, /-e-/, /-~-!.
/-i-/, and /-o-/ of {a 1} have been presented, the most common allomorph
/-a-/ may be said to occur elsewhere, and no specific environment need
be stated.
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When two allomorphs have partially similar en..-ironments, it is
desirable that the allomorph with the more specific contextual restrictions
be stated first to insure a simpler statement.

The two allornorphs /-st/

and /-t/ of {z61 • for example, both occur after (ded 1J plus (aiJ.

The

first allomorph, however, is restricted in its distribution to constructions
containing the roots [se}

1 to

sow,

1

lue } •to blow,
2

1

and {le} •to revile.•

Unless the allomorph /-st/ is treated first, al~ instancf's of {z } in the
6
more general environment will be replaced by /-t/, which will in turn
have to be replaced in certain constructions by /-st/.

With the first

alternative, the morpheme is replaced directly by the two allomorphs;
with the second, it is replaced by one allomorph which must in turn be
changed to the other allomorph, requiring a statement not only of the
morphological context but also of the phonological character of the change.
Among the morphemes within the same structural layer, there is
rarely a compelling reason why one morpheme should be transformed into
its allomorphs before another.

An exception, however, is the relative

order of (ded 1} and (aiJ of the inflectional morphemes.

Since the allo-

rnorphs of {ded 1 determine which of two allomorphs of (a } is to occur,
1
1
the allomorphs of {ded1) must be produced before {a 1} is converted into
its allomorphs.
The rules providing syllabic stress, furthermore, cannot occur
until all the abstract morphemes have been replaced by their phonemic
shapes, as the syllabic-stress rules specify which phonemes are to
function as syllabics; and in order for the gradation rules to operate, the
roots must have received their phonological forms.

Since a simpler state -

ment of syllabic stress is possible when it applies to the Grade l vowels,
it is preferable for the syllabic-stress rules to precede the gradation rules.
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Syllabic stress must also be indicated after word stress has been
specified (CR 1. 3) and before the non-vocalizing of /i/ and /u/ to /j/
and /w/ (PR 11).

The position of the syllabic stress depends in part on

the position of word stress.

Neither /i/ of the sequence

/-ii-/ in

/'bidiiz/ (resultant bidjis), for example, receives a syllabic stress
because this sequence follows a short syllable with word stress, but the
initial /i/ of the sequence /-ii-/ in /'mikiliiz/ (resultant mikileis) does
receive a syllabic stress because in /'mikiliiz/ this sequence follows a
syllable without word stress.

The presence of the syllabic stress in

/'mikil{iz/ and the absence of it in / 1bidiiz/ are necessary when /i/ is
non-vocalized so that the initial /i/ of the sequence

/ii/ in /'bidiiz/,

being non-syllabic, may be non-vocalized to /j/, yielding bidjis /'bidjis/;
whereas the initial /i/ of the sequence /(i/ in /'mikil(iz/, being syllabic,
is not non-vocalized to /j/ and is therefore monophthongized t~ {[/,
yielding mikileis /•mikilis/.
In the statement of the morphological rules, certain conventions
are used for the sake of brevity.

When any of a particular group of

morphemes may form a significant part of a context, the whole group is
represented by a symbol which is defined in the list of abbreviations.
By this process it is not necessary that the group be listed as part of each
rule in which it occurs.

In addition, the morphological rules, except for

those defining gradation, are stated not in distinctive features, but in
phonemes.

As there are no sound changes, for which the use of

distinctive features provides economy of p_resentation, but simply statements of phonemes and phoneme

sequenc"'~.

the phoneme symbols are used.

Each of these is to be understood, however, as representing a distinctivefeature matrix.

Also, derivational and root morphemes which do not have

.....
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more than one allomorph are not treated separately in the morphological
rules unless that allomorph has a feature, such as syllabic stress, which
requires specification.

The one allomorph of each of these morphemes

which are not treated separately has the phonemic form represented by
the morpheme symbol.
Accompanying each morphological rule or important part of a rule
is an illustration which demonstrates the effect of the rule.

Each

illustration deals with a construction from the morphological underlying
level through the phonological underlying level to the resultant level,
thereby illustrating not only the morphological rule in question but also
a number of other morphological rules and some of the phonological rules.
First is presented a construction that is at the morphological underlying
level and that contains the morpheme to which the rule applies.

The

construction is next shown in its phonological underlying form followed
by a list of the morphological rules which produced this form from the
morphological underlying form.

Then the resultant form of the con-

struction is presented, preceded by a representation of the word as it
would appear in a text, when the spelling of the word differs from its
resultant phonemic transcription, and followed by a list of the phonological
rules which transformed the construction from the phonological underlying level to the resultant level.
The morphological rules pr!i!sented here deal with all the allomorphs
which do not have a unique distribution and even with a few unique allomorphs, such as /-di-/ and /-died-/ of {ded 1}, which appear only in the
suppletive past tense iddja

of~·

These unique allomorphs are

usually found in irregular words which have mixed inflectional paradigms
peculiar to them alone.

The treatment of every allomorph, however,
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would require a number of additional ad hoc rules similar to those
necessary for iddja and would tend to obscure the statement of the
general patterns of the language, with which the grammar is chiefly
concerned.

1

Section 5: Morphological Rules

Root Morphemes

1.

Z.

a) {uis1l -t

i if:

b) {uisi} _,

si if: -

c)

{uis1} ~

a}

{gang} ~

b) {gang}
3.

~

-

{i2} {ai} {m2}
lz6}
{d1}

li2}

uis if: elsewhere

id if: -

{ ded I}

gang if: elsewhere

fuis1} fi21fa1} { z9} > /i-¢-¢-za/ (MR la, 52c,
54c, 57b) :> /is/ (PR 12, 26, 40).
{uis1} {i2} {a1} { m 3 } > /si-¢-u-m/ (MR lb, 52c,
54a, 6l!J) > /sijum/ (J:.>R 7, 11, 26).
{uis1} ( dcd1} (al} { m 3 } > /u~s-u-m/ (MR le, 53b,
54a, 6Jb, 84a, 86a, 86d) > /w-;sum/ (PR 11, 26).
{gang} {dedl}{a1}{nd}> /id-died-u-na/ (MR 2a,
53e, 54a, 63a) > /iddj~dun/ (PR 11, 12, 26),
[gang }f i2}{a1J{nd}.:> /gang-¢-a-nd/ (MR 2b, 52c,
54f, 63c) > /gangand/.

a) A{i):
fgamain} __,. gamaini if: {a 2 )
{ hrain} _,. hraini
{kun) ~ kuni
{sel} ~ seli
{skiirJ _,. skiiri
{!- ruk} { P<)l ~ bruki
{siun}[~sJ-'> siuni
.
{liug} f nt} {G2~} ~ liugni + G2
{nim} fG31} {¢sJ .....,. nimi + G3
{sit} (G-~1} {¢sJ _, siti + G3

{hrain} (a 2 } {mi}, /hraini-ai-m/ (MR 3a, 33c,
42) > hrainjaim /hrenjem/ (PR 11, 26, 27,
30, 31).

8

A(u):
{agl} __, agli if: {azJ
. {angw} -+ angWi
{hard} ~ hardi
lkWirr} ~ kWirri
tmanu) _, manui
{si ip) _, siipi
{tulg) ~ tulgi
{plakw J _, plaki
lpirs} (G3z} ~ pirsi + G3
8
{tu} lazl · {lib} {uintr} ~ tualibuintri
b) Morphemes and stems in 3a ~ /gamain/,
etc. without /i/ termination if: elsewhere.
4.

5.

(hrain} (i 3} ltol (in predicate position)>
/hrain-i-0/ (MR 3b, 3Zd, 43a)>
~ /hren/ (PR 12, 26, 27, 30, 31).

a)

{god) ~bat if:
[ubil} ~ uirs
(mikil} __, ma
{Iii Lil} __, mi nn

b)

{god} -+god if: elsewhere
(ubil} ~ ubil
(mikil} ~ mikil
{liitil) ~ liitil

(ubil} {an 1} {m 1} > /ubil-an-m/
42) > /ubl'lam/ {PR 21, Z6),

a)

(abn) ~ab if: [uhsnJ ~ uhs
{namn} -7> nam
{uatn) ~ uat

(abn) (an 1} {71} > /ab-an-0/
> /aba/ (PR ZI).

b)

{abn} _, abn if: elsewhere
__, uhsn
{namnJ ~ namn
{uatnJ __,, uatn

f uhsn}

{iz 2 }
{ist}

fan1}

(ubil} {iz2l {an 1} {m 1} > /uirs-iz-!in-m/
(MR 4a, 2lb, 34d, 42) )' wairsizeim /w~r1Y.ztm/
(PR 11, 21, Z6, 27, Z9, 32, 33 ).

{abn} {a ~l {m 1} > /abn-a-m/
4Z) > /abnam/

(MR 4b, 34e,

(MR Sa, 34e, 3Sb)

(MR Sb, 33d,

80nly those adjectives are included which on the basis of the extant texts are certainly i- and u-stem
adjectives in Gothic. See Krause, Handbuch, pp. 170-171. For the evidence supporting the inclusion of
skeirs see W, H. Bennett, The Gothic Commentary on the Gospel of John (New York, 1960), p. 9~; and
Kraus~, p. 170, n. 1.
-- ---- --- - --

Fa

6,

a) {and 2 } ~ ando if:

{and 2) 1# 1 'lpank} {i 2 } {a 11 {d 1} > /and-# 1-•panki-i-d/ (MR 6b, 16, 52b, 54d, 58c, 84b) >
andpankeip /and 'pankip/ (PR 26, 27, 32, 33, 41).

b) {and 2 ) __,,and if: " -

7.

a)

ll>4} ~ s if: -

lz 1 }

{p4) {a2} {z 1 )>/s-a-0/ (MR 7a,33d,35b)>/sa/
(Note the general restriction on the phonological
rules),

{01l
b)

8.

lp4) ~ p if: elsewhere

a) {i9} ~ si if: -

{p4} {a2} {i1} .>/p-i-ai/ (MR 7b, 33a, 48b)>
pizai /pize/ (PR 6, 26, 27, 30, 31).
{i9} t01l > /si-'/J/ (MR 8a,4Sc) >/sr/ {Note the
restriction on the phonological rules),

[01}

b) {i9} ~ i if: elsewhere

9.

{i9} {02) > /i-o/ (MR Sb, 46b) > /rja/ (PR 7, 11,
14, 26 ).

a)

ffadrl ~ fadar if: lbropr} ~ bropar
(suistr) ~ suistar
{duhtr} ~ duhtar

b)

{fadr) ~ fadr if: elsewhere
lbropr) __,, bropr
{suistrJ _, suistr
{duhtr} ~ duhtr

10. a) lhaipi}

b)

~ haipiu

if: -

1

•(and2l #1 1 (l>ank} (d3) fa 21 (z 1} > /'ando-#1 1 -):>ankd-a-z / (MR 6a, 16, 20c, 33d, 35c)> / 1andapahts/
(PR 3, 5, 12, 14, 34, 40),

1-

{z1}
{no11
(01}
l0 2l

(isk}

{haipi) ~ haipi if: elsewhere

{fadr) {u1} {z1} > /fadar-'/J-0/ (MR 9a, 3lb, 35b)>
/fadar/,

{fadr} {u1} (nz}> /fadr-u-nz/ (MR 9b,3le,
40) '> /fadruns/ (PR 40).

{haipi} {isk] {a } (z 1l > /haipiu-isk-a-z/
2
(MR lOa, 30, 33d, 35c) > haipiwisks
/h~piwisks/ (PR 11, 12, 26, 27, 30, 31, 40).
{haipi} {a 2l l0 1) ::> /haipi-a-0/ (MR lOb, 33d,
45c)>haipi /hepi/ (PR 12,26,27,30,31),

....

0

v.>

ll.

12,

13.

a) (all} ~ al if: -

fbrinn} [l>1l
{mann}
{pirf} {G2 1}

{all} fa2} { brinn} {ll1l G4 { i3} {0 1} > /al-a-brrfost-i-z/ (MR lla, 16, 28a, 32d, 33d, 45b, 84a,
86a, 36b) ~ /alabrunsts I (PR 8, 12, 39, 40),

b) {all} --'tall if: elsewhere

(all} {a2l fuer} {06} {an1l {0 1} > /all-a-uer-0(in-0/ (MR llb, 16, 30, 33d, 34d, 45c) >
allvv·~rei /allawer'T./ (PR 11, 21, 26, 27, 32, 33 ),

a) {fiduor} ~ fidur if: in compounds
except with ltih} lunnz}

(fiduor} {dag} {G22l {a2} {z1} >/fidur-d6g-a-z/
(MR 12a, 16, 33d, 35c, 84a, 86a, 86c) >
/fidurdogs/ (PR 12, 26, 40),

b) {fiduor} ~ fiduor

(fiduor) ;> /fiduor/ (MR 12b) >/ffdwor/
(PR 11, 26),

if: elsewhere

a)

lahtau) -7' ahtu if: -

b)

lahtau}

~

[d4)

ahtau if: elsewhere

[ahtau} {d4} {an1} (z1} > /ahtu-d-an-0/>
(MR 13a,22b,34e,35b)
/ahtuda/ (PR 21),
fahtau}
(PR

14.

15,

> /ahtau/

(MR 13b )> ah tau /aht'O/

27 30, 31).
I

a) (biid} -+ bii if: lsn}
fbiud} G3 ~ biu + G3

(uz} # 1 {biid) {sn} {i3} (01} > /uz-#1-b(i-sni-z I (MR 14a, 16, 30, 32d, 45b, 84a, 86a) ~
usbeisns /usbTsns/ (PR 12, 26, 27, 32, 33, 40),

b) (biid\ --+bi id if: elsewhere
{biud) 93 ~ biud + G3

{uz} #1 {biid} {i 2) fa1} (m 2l > /us-#1-biid-0o-0/ (MR 14b, 16, 52c, 54e, 56b, 84a, 86a) >"
usbeida /usb'T.da/ (PR 14, 26, 27, 32, 33, 40),

a)

{iu 21 ~ ifi

h) liuk} ~ iuk

c)

d)

fiund} ~i6.nd

liunh \ ~ iunh

{iu 2l > /iu/ (MR 15a)> /ju/ (PR 11).
{iuk} [a 2J {to) > /iuk-a-0/
> /juk/ (PR 11, 12).
{iund} {a2l {i 1} > /i6nd-a-i/
> /junda/ (PR 11, 12).

(MR 15b, 33d, 43a)

(MR 15c, 33d, 48c)

{iunh) fizz} {an 1) (z1} > /iunh-iz-an-0/ {MR 15d,
Zlb, 34e, 35b)> /juhtza/ (PR 11, 21, 26, 34).

......

:i

16.

All other root morphemes ~ phonemic form
specified by morpheme symbol

l

See 6, 11, 12a, 14, 17-64, 86c, and 88.

Derivational Morphemes
1) Derivational Affixes

17.

(an2} -t in if:

b)

lanz} -+an if: elsewhere

(piud} (anz} (a 2} {z 1} :> /p(ud-an-a-z/
(MR 16, 17b, 33d, 35c, 84a) > /pi'udans/
(PR 12, 26, 40),

{ii}

(mag2} (u1} {il} {an1l (z1l > /mag-u-l-an-0/
(MR 16, l8a, 3le, 34e, 35b) >/magula/ {PR Zl).

18. a)

19.

20.

{piud] {an2l (ass} {u1} {zi\ > /p(ud-in-assu-z / (MR 16, 17a, 19b, 3le, 35c, 84a) >
/piudinassus/ (PR 26, 40),

a)

-l)

1 if:

{piud} -

{ass}

{maui} {mag 2 J £ui}

b)

lil} ~ ii if: elsewhere

{bir} (n1} G2 (il} {an1} {to}> /bir-n-il-on-0/
(MR 16, 18b, 30, 34c, 43a; 84a, 86a, 86d) >
/barnilo/ (PR 21, 26),

a)

lass} ~ inass if:

{uan} (ass} {u 1} f z1} > /uan-inass-u-z/ (MR 16,
19a, 3le, 35c) > /wan'inassus/ (PR 11, 26,40),

lblot} fuan}
ldriug}
{hor}
(lek}
{skalk}

{l>1}

b)

[ass} ~ ass if: elsewhere

a)

ld 3 }

~an

b) {d3} -

if:

Vg

Vr

p if: {kinn1}

G4

See 17a,
(bir) (d3} G4 {a2l {z 1} > /bl-an-a-z/ (MR 16,
20a,33d,35c,84a,86a,86b)> /borans/
(PR 8, 12, 26, 29, 40).
{kinn1} {d 3l G4 {a 2} {z 1} > /k~n-p-a-z/ (MR 16,
20b, 33d, 35c, 84a, 86b) > /kunps/ (PR 8, 12, 26,
39, 40),

......
0

\JI

c) {d }
3
21.

~

d if: elsewhere

a) {iz 2} ~oz if:
[ist} ~ ost

b)

(frap) 1 {G2z} tarm 2 }
{hlas}
{suinp}
(ga) (riht}
{uz} ldaud)
(unn1} l sui} lkinn1} W3)
(fram} (alp} 'l07} (rz}
[hand} lui} {hz}
lla siu}

liz2} ~ iz if: elsewhere
(ist} ~ ist

22. a) ld4}

~di

if:

(pri) -

b) (d 4 } ~ d if: elsewhere

23,

a)

{nz} ~no if: · - (ded1}

b) ln2} ~ n if: elsewhere

See 6a,
(armz} {izz) (an 1l {m 1} ']' /arm-oz-(in-m/
(MR 16, Zla, 34d, 4Z) > /armozTm/ (PR 21,
26, 27, 3Z, 33 ).

See 4a.
(pri} {d4} {an1} {z1} > /pri-di-an-0/ (MR 16,
2Za, 34e, 35b) > /prl'dja/ (PR 11, 21, 26).
(sihs] {d4} {an 1} [z 1} > /sihs-d-an-9'/ (MR 16,
2Zb, 34e, 3 Sb) >I s~hsta/ (PR 5, 21, Z6, Z9 ),
See also 13a.
{fulll {.n2} {dcd1l {a 1 J (nd} > /full-no-ded-u-na/
(MR 16, 23a, 53g, 54a, 63a) > /fullnodC'dun/
(PR 12, 26).

{run} {n2l {i2.l (a1} {nd) > /full-n-0-a-nd/
(MR 16, 23b, 52c, 54f, 63c)

24.

a)

(r 3 ) ~ o if: Adv -

b) {r )
3

~

r

if:

elsewhere

{inn} {r3} > /inn-o/
(PR 14, 26).

/fullnand/.

(MR 16, 24a) ~ /inna/

{p4l {a2) (r3} > /p-a-r/
/par I.

(MR 7b, 24b, 33d)>

.....
0

O'

ZS.

a) {apron} __..., aron if:

{aft} - -

b) {apron) ~apron H: elsewhere

Z6.

Z7.

28.

29.

a)

(ap} ~ t if: {liuh} -

b)

(ap}

a)

(hz} ~ ih if:

b)

fh 2l ~ h if: elsewhere

~

lisl

ap if: elsewhere

/i/ -

a) f\:>1} ~ st if: {brinn} b)

U>1l --+ \>

a)

{sl} -?> zl if:

b)

(sl} _...,. sl if: elsewhere

if: elsewhere

{suart} Lis} -

{aft} {apron)> /aft-aron/ (MR 16, ZSa)>
/aftaro/ (PR Zl, Z6).
{inn} (apron}> /inn-apron/ (MR 16, ZSb) >
/Tnnapro I (PR Zl, 26 ).
{Huh} la\:>} {isl {ann1l > /li"uh-t-i-ann/
(MR 16, 26a, 30, S4a, S6a) > /lfohtjan/
{PR 11, 21).
{liuh) (ap} {a2J (to}> /lfoh-ap-a-0/ (MR 16,
26b, 33d, 43a, S4a, S6a)> ;auha\:>/
(PR 2, 12, 41).
{ga) #1 {uir\:> 11 {i6l {hzl (azl {z 1l > /gaui'rp-1-ih-a-z/ (MR 16, Z7a, 30, 33d, 3Sc,
S4a, S4b, S6a),.. gawairpeigs /gawer\>Tgs/
(PR 2, ll, 12, 26, 27, 29, 32, 33, 40).
(stain) {a 2} (h 2 } {a 2} {z 1},.. /stain-a-h-a-z/
(MR 16, 27b, 33d 1 3Sc)> stainahs /st~nahs/
(PR 12, 26, 27, 30, 31, 40)-.- - See lla.
(gal #1 [bir} f\:>1} G4 {i3} {01} > /ga-b~-\:>-i-z/
(MR 16, 28b, 30, 32d, 45b, S4a, 86a, S6b)>
gabaurps I gab~rps/ (PR S, 12, 26, 2 9, 40).
{suartl (isl {sl} (a2l {mmc) > /suart-i-zla-c/ (MR 16, 29a, 30, 33d, 38a),.. /swartrzla/
(PR 11, 14, 26, 31).
{priih) (sl} (a 2 } {mme} > /pr(ih-sl-a-e/ (MR 16,
29b, 33d, 38a, 84a, S6a);> prc·ihsla /prihsla/
(PR 14,26,27,31,32,33).

....
0
-.J

30,

All other derivational morphemes (except
stem-formatives) ~phonemic form
specified by morpheme symbol

See 18b, Z9a, 3Za, 35a, 53e, 53g, 54b, and 88,

Z) Stem-formatives
31,

{uulp} (u1l _(hzl {az} lz1J .>/uulp-a-h-a-z/
(MR 16, 27b, 3la, 33d, 35c)> /wulpags/
(PR Z, 11, 12, 40 ),

a) {u1} _,,a if: {hz}
except lhand}

b)

(u1J _, 0 H:

(bropr}
{duhtr}

(fadr}
[suistr}
/men-op-/

fzi}

See 9a,

{no}
{za1J
{mme)
f 01}

f0z}
{z3J

{ii}
{en 1}
(on 1}
or if:

/men-op- I -

{zz}
{nz}

c) {u1} _, iu if: -

{zzl
(en 1}

[duhtr} (u 1} {z4) > /duhtr-iu-z/ (MR 9b, 3lc,
49b}? /dohtrjus/ (PR 11, Z9, 40).

lz4}
lon1}
d)

(u } ~au if: · - {za 1)
1
{mmeJ
Lz3}

See 38c.

0
00

liiJ
e) tu1}

~

u if: elsewhere

.....

See 9b, 17a, l8a, and 19a,

32,

a)

{i 3\ ~ o if: {is} (in 1l

b) {i 3} ~ii if: -

f Zz}
{z4}

c) {i3} -t ai if: -

lz3}

-

(hrain) (is} {in 1} {i3} (z4} > /hrain-f-in;..
o-z/ (MR 3b, 30, 3Za, 49b, 84b);,
hraineinos /hrcninos/ (PR 26, 27, 30, 31,
32, 33, 40),

{z 4 }
{on 1}

{uzJ H1 {riis} (p 1} G4 {i3} {z4} > /us-r!s-p1.i-z/ (MR 16, 28b, 3Zb, 49b, 84a, 86a, 86b)>
urristeis /urrtsIT.s/ (PR 5, 26, 27, 32, 33,
36, 40),
See 48a,

li1}
d) (i3} ~ i if: elsewhere

33,

a) (az} ~ i if:

See 3b, lla, 14a, 45b, SOb, and Sla.

1)

-

sil

Z) [

+ /i/ -

(za 1}

1,

Sec 37,

(z1}

2,

See 35a,

{m1}
(z3}

3,

See 7b,

l,

See 46c, 49b, and SOc,

2,

See 39b, 47b, and Slb.

A-ssJ

p

~)

li1 l

b)

taz) ~ o if:

I) -

{0 2 }
lz4}

lz5}
Z) N - - {zz}

[z3}
{on }
1
(m1}

3)

x-

{01}

where X is any
en vi ronmcnt but
SL + /i/

....0

3,

See 45c.

'°

c)

fa 2 t

~

ai if:

1)

[ A1· p

2)

lz2}

1.

See 39a.

2.

See 47a.

1

{m1}

A - - {en1}
{on 1}
{z3}

d)

34.

{a 2 }

~a

if: elsewhere

See 7a,17b,20a,29,35c,36a,36c,38d,41,43,
44, .and 48c.
(kwin} {an 1} {kund} {a 2} f z 1} > /kw(n-a-kunda-z I (MR 16, 30, 33d, 34a, 3 Sc, 84a, 86a) >
qinakunds /kWinakunds/ (PR 12, 26, 40).

a) {an1} ~a if: immediately following the
root of a derivative construction or the initial
member of a compound
~in·

b)

{an 1)

c)

{an1} ~on if:

if: -

{gum) {an1\ (mme} > /gum-in-i/ (MR 16,
34b,38b) >/gum'rn/ (PR 12,26).

{za 1 }
£mme)
1)

-

{to}l 1.

See 18b.

{01}
2) [N(an)-fem(on)l A(an)-on

J

{0 1} I 2. See 46a.
{02}
{z3}
{z4}

{z5J
fi1}
[onJ
{m1}

....
0

d) (an1J -+{in if:

[N(an)-fem(iinfl A(an)-iin

J

{01}

See 4a and Zla,

(0z}
{z3}
(z4}

(z 5}

lit}
lon 1l
{m1}
e)

(an1 l ~ an if: elsewhere

See 18a, 22, 36b, and 38b,

Inflectional Morphemes
1) Substantives
35. Nominative masculine singular
a)

f zi}

~ za

if:

N

A
with /i/ termination laz} b)

{z 1 }

___,

0 if: {an 1} -

(hird} {i4} {a2l {z 11 > /hird-(-i-za/ (MR 16,
30, 33a, 35a, 81b) > hairdeis /h~rdrs/
(PR 12, 26; 27, 29, 32, 33, 40).
See 5a, 7a, 9a, Ba, 15d, 18a; and 22,

{p4}
{fadr}
lbropr}
c) {z1}

--+

z if: elsewhere

See 6a, !Oa, l2a, l7, 19, 20, 27, 3la, and 34a,

36. Accusative masculine singular
a)

{no} ......, 0 if: N fazl

hl

f u1}
0

{l}laib) {a2} {no} > /hlaib-a-0/ (MR 16, 33d,
36a) > hlaif /hl~f/ (PR 12, 26, 27, 30, 31, 41),

....

=

b) {no} __, i if:

(gum} {an 1} {no}> /gum-an-i/
36b) > /guman/ (PR lZ).

(an1) -

{blind} {a 2l {no}> /blind-a-no/ (MR 16, 33d,
36c) > /blrndana/ (PR 14, 26).

c) {no} -+no if: elsewhere

37.

Genitive masculine and neuter

singul~r

(hlaib} {az} (za 1} ~ /hlaib-i-za/ (MR 16, 33a,
37) "~ /hlebTs/ (PR lZ, Z6, Z7, 30, 31, 40).

{za 1} ~ za
38.

Dative masculine and neuter singular

a) {mme} ~ e if: N fa2} {i3
b) {mme} ~ i if:
c) {mme) -~

0

See 29.

J

{ani} -

if: {ui} -

d) {mme) ~ mme if: elsewher~

39.

(MR 16, 34e,

See 34b.
(sun} {u1} {mmel

>~

I sun~/

> /sun-au-0/ (MR 16, 3ld, 38c)
(PR Z7, 30, 31).

{blind} (az} {mmel > /blind-a-mme/ {MR 16,
33d, 38d) > /bli'ndamma/ (PR 14, Z6).

Nominative masculine plural
a) (zz} -+ 0 if:

[Al

pj

la 2 } {i3}
{u1}

(blind) {a 2 } {z 2l > /blind-ai-0/ {MR 16, 33c,
39a)> ~ /b1rnde/ (PR 26, 27, 30, 31).

0
b) {z 2 )
40.

~

z if: elsewhere

{dag'} (a 2) {z 2 } > /dig-o-z/ (MR 16, 33b, 39b,
84a, 86a) > /dagos/ (PR 26,40).

Accusative masculine plural

{nz} ~nz

See 9b.

~

41,

Genitive masculine and neuter plural
{en1)

42.

Dative masculine, neuter, and feminine plural

{m 1}
43,

{dag} {az} {en 1} > /d!J.g-a-en/ (MR 16, 33d, 41,
84a, 86a) > /dage I (PR Zl, Z6, 33 ).

~en

~

See 3a, 4, Sb, and Zla.

m

Nominative and accusative neuter singular
a)

{to} -+

0

if:

(1) N

l.

See 3b and lSb,

z.

{hw} {a 2 } {to}> /hw ·a-0/ (MR 16, 33d,
43a) > l'iVa /hwa/
(Note the general restriction on the
phonological rules).

Ap
(2)

f hWJ

b) {to} ~ to if: elsewhere

44.

Nominative and accusative neuter plural
{uurd} {a21 {o 1J > /uurd-a-o/ (MR 16, 33d,
44) > waurda /worda/ (PR 11, 14, 29, 31),

[oi} -+ o
45.

(blind} (a2J 1to l ">/blind-a-to/ (MR 16, 33d,
43b) > /blfodata/ (PR 14, 26).

Nominative feminine singular
a)

{'h} ~ 0

b) [01} ~ z

c)

if:

{suistr} {duhtr J

if: {i3} {ui}

[01} ~ 0 if: elsewhere

{suistr) {u 1 } {0i} >I suistar-0-0/. (MR 9a,
3lb, 45a) >I sw1star I (PR 11, 26),
See Ila and 14a,

See lOb and llb,

:::
l..i

46.

Accusative feminine singular
a) {0z\ ~ i if: {an 1} -

47,

b)

f 0z}

~ o H: {i 9

c)

f 0z}

~ 0 if:

J-

elsewhere

(z

3} ~oz

if:

fAJ
p

[az} {i3}

{ui}
0
b) {z

{gib) (07} {a2} {0z} > /gib-0-o-0/ (MR 16,
30, 33b, 46c, 84a, 86a) >I giba/ (PR 14, 26),

3

J~z

elsewhere

if:

(blind} {a 2} {z. 3) > /blind-ai-oz/ (MR 16,
33c, 47a) > blindaizos /blindezos/ (PR 6,
26, 27. 30, 31, 40).

{gib} (07} {a2} {z 3} ::>- /gib-0-o-z/ (MR 16,
30, 33b,47b, 84a, 86a) >/gibos/ (PR 26, 40).

Dative feminine singular
a)

fkwen} fi3J fit}> /kw~n-ai-0/ (MR 16, 3Zc,
48a, 84a, 86a, 86d),. S;enai /kwene I (PR 26,
27,30,31).

fi1} ~ 0 if: N {i3)

l u1}
b)

li1 }

~ai

c) £i1 l -7 i

49.

See Sb,

Genitive feminine singular
a)

48.

{tung} lan 1l {0zl > /tung-on-i/ (MR 16, 34c,
46a) > ~ /tungon/ (PR lZ, 26),

See 7b,

if: P if:

elsewhere

See 15c,

Nominative feminine plural
a)

{z } ~oz

4

b) {z4}

~

if:

(i 9 l

-

z if: elsewhere

{i 9J

lz 4 } >

/i-oz/ (MR 8b,49a) >11jos/

(PR 7, 11, 26, 40).

See 3lc, 32a, and 32b.

....

~

~:

50.

Accusative feminine plural
a)

{z 5) -+oz if:

b) (z 5 \ ~ nz if:

li9J li 3J
( ul}

c) {z }
5
51.

~

z if: elsewhere

{i 9 } {z 5}.,. /i-oz/ (MR Sb, SOa)> /tjos/
(PR 7, 11, Z6, 40),
{kw en} (i 3 } {z 5 J > /kwen-i-nz/ {MR 16, 32d,
50b, 84a, 86a, 86d)> qenins /kwen'tn·s/
(PR 26, 40).
fgib} {07} (a2} [z5} > /g{b-0-o-z/ (MR 16,
30, 33b, 50c, 84a, 86a) >I g'ibos / (PR Z6, 40),

Genitive feminine plural
a) { on 1J ~ en if:

li3)
{. ui}

b) (oni.J ~on if: elsewhere

{kw en} {i 3 } £on 1} > /kwen-i-en/ (MR 16, 3Zd,
5la, 84a, 86a, 86d) > qene /kwene/ (PR Zl,
26, 33). (gib} { 07} {a2} [oniJ > /g{b-0-o-on/ (MR 16,
30, 33b, Slb, 84a, 86a) > /glbo/ (PR 15, Zl, 26).

Z) Verbs
SZ, Pre sent tense
a) ( iz} ~ n if: {1) (frih)

1,

lrrih} (i2} {al} {di}> /fr{h-n-i-d/ (MR 16,
52a, 54d, 58c, 84a, 86a)> fraihnip /frehn!p/
(PR 26, 29, 41),

(2) {stap}

Z.

[stap} {i 2 } 'ta 1) ldi} ;>/std-n-p-'i-d/
(MR 16, 52a, 54d, 58c, 84a, 85, 86a) >
/stand\p/ (PR l, 26, 41).

Vj -

{haf] l iz} £a 1 } {d 1 J > /haf-i-i-d/ (MR 16, 52b,
54d, 58c, 84a, 86a) > /hafjip/ (PR 11, 26, 41),

{kii)

b) { izJ ~ i if:

c)

[i 2 J ~ 0 if: elsewhere

See la, lb, 2b, and 23b.

.....
Cl

53.

Past tense
a)

{ded 1} ~ GZ if:

Vg -

la1} {mz}

{z6}

ldi}
b) {ded1} ~ G3 if:

c) {ded1} ~ Xai-

d) {ded 1} ~di if:

if:

{ma it} [dedi} (a 1J {nd} '?' /mai-mait-u-na I
(MR 16, 53c, 54a, 63a, 87) > /m~m~tun/
(PR 12, 26, 27, 30, 31).

Yr -

{gang} -

e) lded1} ~died if:
f) lded 1) ~ d

(liud} lded 1} lai1} (nd} > /16.d-{i-ne/ (MR 16,
53b, 55b, 63b, 84a, 86a, 86d) > /luc:ITna/
(PR 14, Z6, 27, 32, 33 ). See also le.

Vg -

if:

-

{liud} {ded1} (a 1 } ldi} >/lliud-a-0/ (MR 16,
53a, 54f, 58b, 84a, 86a, 86d) >/!Op/
(PR 12, Z7, 30, 31, 41).

Lai} lmz)
{z6~
ldi}

{gang} la1 Hmz}

(z6}
{di}
g) {dcd1l ~ ded if: elsewhere

{gang} {dedi} £a1} lm2) > /id-di-e-0/
(MR 2a, 53d, 54b, 56b) > /iddja/ (PR 11,
14, 26).
See 2a,
[rinnJ fis} G2 {ded 1l ( a 1 } (d1} >/rcinn-i-de-0/ (MR 16, 30, 53f, 54b, 58b, 84a, 86a,
86d)>/rannl.da/

(PR 14,26).

[rinn} (is} G2 {dcd 1 } (ai} (nd} > /rcinn-ided-u-na/ (MR 16, 30, 53g, 54a, 63a, 84a,
86a, 86d) > /rannictedun/ (PR 12, 26).
See also 23a.

;

54.

Indicative mood

a) fa1} ~ u iC: 1) {ded} -

{uc1}

l,

See le, Za, and Z3a,

2,

See lb,

[ts}
(m3}
{dz)
{nd}
Z) {uis 1 } {i 2 } -.- lue 1l

9 (ts}

(m3}

f d2}
b)

(a 1} _,e if: /-ded-/ /-d-/
/-died-/
/-di-/
if lded1)

c) (aiJ __, 0 if:

d)

{a1}

---1> i

if:

lmz)

See 53f.

{z6}
fd1}

I) {ded1} fz6}
2) {uis1} {iz} [m2}
{z6}
{d1}
{nd}

1) {i 2l

-

2,

See la,

1. {bir} {iz} [a 1 } {z6}> /b(r-0-i-za/
(MR 16, 52c, 54d, 57b, 84a, 86a),. bairis
/berl.s/ (PR 12, 26, 29, 40).
--

{2'.6} Act
{dz}

2) [ i 2 } -

> /bAr-0-t/ {MR 16,
53a, 54c, 57d, 84a, 86a, 86d) > /bart/,

l. {bir} (ded1} (a1} {z6}

1

{d 1 } [Act
n Impj

2.

See 6b, 52a, and 52b.

........

....i

9The morpheme {tsJ is not extant after {uis1} [i2} £a 1}.

•

e) {a 1}

f)

fa 1}

~o

if: {i 2 } -

tm 2 }

fAct 1

{uei} ~Im~

fbirl {i 2 } (a 1 } (m 2} > /bfr-'/J-o-0/ (MR 16,
52c, 54e, 56b,84a,86a)> baira /b~ra/
(PR 14, 26, 29).
-{bir} liz) {a 1 } (m 3 } ;> /b{r-'/J-a-m/ (MR 16,
52c, 54!, 6lb, 84a, 86a)> bair~ /beram/

--ta if: elsewhere

(PR 26, 29).

55.

Subjunctive mood
a) lai 1 } ~ iau if:

b) lai 1 } ~ {i if:

56.

(ded 1 } -

lm2)

lded1} (ai ll lm2l ') /bug-ded-iau-0/
(MR 16, 53g, 55a, 56b) > bauhtedjan
/boht0"djo/ (PR 3, s, n, 26, 21, 29, 30, 31).

f

{bug l {de<li} aii} { nd} > /bug-ded-fi-ne/
(MR 16, 53g, 55b, 63b) > bauhtedeina
/b~ht;.-dTna/ {PR 3, 5, 14, 26, Z7, 29, 32, 33 ).

{ded1J -

c)

{ai1} ~au if:

d)

(ai1} ~ ai if: elsewhere

li 2} -

l bug}

(m2} Act

(haf) {i2} {ai 1 \ lm2} >fhAf-i-au-0/
(MR 16, 52b, 55c, 56b, 84a, 86a) > hafjau
/hafjt5/ (PR 11, 26, 27, 30, 31).
[bug} Liz} {ai 1} lnd} ;:> /bug-i-ai-ne/
(MR 16, 52b, 55d, 63b) ~ bugjaina /bugj(foa/
(PR ll, 14, 26, 27, 30, 31).

First singular
a)

{m2} --t m

b)

£m2} ~ 0 if: elsewhere

if:

{_uis1} (i 2} [a1J

{uis 1) f i 2 J {ai} lm 2 } > /i-0-~m/
52c, 54c, 56a) > /lm/ (PR 26).

(MR la,

See 53d.

=

00

1

57.

Second singular
a) {z6) -t 0 if: b) {z6} _, za

See 64a.

{auiJ
rAct 1
ln Impj

if: {iz) lai} -

c) ( Z6} _,st if: {se J (ded1} {ai}
{ue2
{le}
d)

f z6} ~

[~;]

t if:

[se} lded1} [aiJ (z6} > /sai-s6-0-st/
(MR 16, 53a, 53c, 54c, 57c, 84a, 86a, 86c, 87)
> saisost /sesost/ (PR Z6, 27,_30, 31).

t

See 54c.

ldedi} {aiJ -

e) {z6J - t z if: elsewhere

58.

{far} fi2} (ai1} (z6} [oz}> /f'-r-0-ai-z-au/
(MR 16, 5Zc, 55d, 57e, 65a, 84a, 86a) >
faraizau /farezo/ (PR 26, 27, 30, 31),

Third singular
(uis 1J

a) {d 1) ~st if:
b) {d1} ~ 0 if:

{iz)

l<led1J laii)

{a1J

-

{uis 1} liz} (ai} (di}> /i-0-0-st/
54c, 58a) >/1st/ (PR Z6).

(MR la, 5Zc,

See 53a and 53e.

Act

c) {di} ~d if: elsewhere

59.

See la and 54d,

See 52a, 5Zb, and 52c.

First dual
a) tue 1}

~

z if: {i 2 } {ai} -

b) {uei} ~ 0 if:

c)

{ ue1} ~ ue

if:

~Act

J

nlmp

{gib} {iz} fa1} (ue 1h /g{b-0-o-z/ (MR 16,
52c, 54e, 59a, 84a, 86a) > /gibos/ (PR 26, 40).

{ded 1 } (a 1} -

(gib} {ded 1} (a 1} fue 1} > /geb-u-0/ (MR 16,
53b, 54a, 59b, 84a, 86a, 86d)>/gebu/ (PR 26).

elsewhere

fgib} [iz} (aii} (ueiJ> /g{b-0-ai-ue/ (MR 16,
52c, 55d, 59c1 84a, 86a) > .s.,ibaiwa /g'lbewa/
(PR 11, 14, 2o, 27, 30, 31). - - ·

:=

'°

,~'"'T'

!

60.

Second dual
{uiihz} {iz} {a 1 J {ts) ~ /u{ih-0-a-ts / (MR 16,
52c, 54£, 60, 84a, 86a) > weihats /wThats I
(PR 11, Z6, Z7, 32, 33 ).

(ts} ~ts

61.

Fir st plural
a) {m3} ~me if: {ai1} -

Act

{uiihz) {iz) {ai 1} [m 3} > /uHh-0-ai-me/
(MR 16, 5Zc, 55d, 6la, 84a, 86a) >
~~ /w"Thema/ (PR 11, 14, 26, Z7, 30,
31, 32, 33 ).

~

b) {m3}
6Z.

m

if: elsewhere

See lb, le, and 54f.

Second plural

l dz}

(uiihz) {ded1) {a 1l (dz) > /u{h-u-d/ (MR 16,
53b, 54a, 62, 84a, 86a, 86d)'> waihup /w~hup/

~ d

(PR 26, 29, 41).

63.

Third plural
a) {nd) ~ na if: {dedi) {a1 \ b)

lnd} -7 ne if: laii} -

c) {nd}
64.

·~

Act

nd if: elsewhere

See 2a, 53c, and 53g,
See 53b, 55b, and 55d,
See 2b, 23, and 65b.

Imperative mood
a) {au1} -7 0 if: {z6} -

b)

{au1} __.,au if: elsewhere

{bid {i 2 } (a 1 J ( z6l ( au 1} > /b{r-0-i-0-0/
(MR 16, 52c, 54d, 57a, 64a, 84a, 86a) >
bair /b~r I (PR 12, 26, 29).
{bir} l i2J (a1J (c1 1} {au 1} > /b{r-0-a-d-au/
(MR 16, 52c, 54(, 58c, 64b, 84a, 86a).>
bairadau /b~radl!J/ (PR 26, 27, 29, 30, 31),

.....
N

0

65.. Passive voice
a)

{oz} ~au if:

b) {oz}

fai 1}

-

-"> o if: elsewhere

[far} {iz} (ai 1} {d 1} {oz},. /far-0-ai-d-au/
(.MR 16, 5Zc,55d, 58c,65a,84a,86a)>
faraidau /far~d~/ (PR Z6, Z7, 30, 31),
{far} {iz} {a 1} {.nd} {oz] > /far-0-a-nd-o/
(.MR. 16, 5Zc, 54£, 63c, 65b, 84a, 86a) >
/faranda/ {PR 14),

3) Personal and Reflexive Pronouns

Stems:
66.

67.

Fir st singular
a)

{mi} ~ ik. if: -

b)

(miJ ~mi if: elsewhere

l 03) >

/ik-0/ (.MR 66a, 75) >/tk/ (PR Z6).

(mi} linoi} > /m(-ino/ (.MR 66b, 76)
meina /mTna/ >(PR 14, Z6, 27, 32, 33 ),

{ui} ltJ ">/ui-t/ (.MR 67, 79) >/wrt/
(PR U, 26),

First dual
{ unk} __,, unk

69,

{mi}

First nominative dual and plural

(ui} __,, ui

68,

{03}

{unk} (iza1} "> /unk-iza/ (.MR 68, 83b) >
ugkis /unk'ls/ (PR 1Z, Z6, 40),

First plural
{uns} ~ uns

{uns} {aro} >/uns-aro/ (.MR 69, 81) >
/unsara/ (PR 14).

....

N
.....

~'T'
70,

Second singular
if:

{ino1J

b) {pu} ~ pu if:

elsewhere

a) {pu) -:, pi

71,

-+ iu

/pu-'n (MR 70b, 7 5) > /pu/,

(iu1} {iz1} > /it'J-iz/
(PR 11, 12, 40),

(MR 71, 80) > /jus/

{inkw J (aro}>/inkw-aro/ (MR 7Z, 81)~
igqara /inkwara/ (PR 14, 26).

Second plural
[ izu} ~ izu

74,

l0 3 } >

Second dual
{inkw} ~ inkw

73,

lpu)

Second nominative dual and plural
{iu1}

7Z,

(pu) (ino1} > /p(-ino/ (MR 70a, 76)>
peina /pTna/ (PR 14, 26, 27, 32, 33 ),

{izw} {aro} > /izw-aro/ (MR 73, 81)>
/1zwara/ (PR 14, 26),

Third singular, dual, and plural

(eiJ

~ si

l;.

(si} {ino 1
I sf-ino/ (MR 74, 76) >
seina /sTna/ (PR 14, 26, 27, 32, 33),

Inflections:
7 5,

Nominative singular

{03) ~ 0
76,

See 66a and 70b.

Genitive singular
{ino 1J ~ ino

.....

See 66b, 70a, and 74.

N
N

77,

Dative singular
{za 2}

78.

l > /mi-za/ (MR 66b, 77) >
2
/mts/ (PR 12, 26, 40),

-+ za

(mi} lza

Accusative singular

f pu}

{k1} -+ k
79.

See 67.

Nominative plural
{iz 1 } ~ iz

81.

See 71.

Genitive dual and plural
(aro}

82.

See 69, 72, and 73,

-+ aro

Dative dual and plural
a)

(iza 1} ~ iza .£!_ 0 if: { uns) -

b) {iza } -1' iza if:

1

83.

(MR 70b, 78) > /puk/,

Nominative dual
{t}-+t

80.

(ki} ::> /pu-k/

elsewhere

{ uns} liza1} > /uns-iza/ (MR 69, 82a)
/uns'f.s / (PR 12, 26, 40),

;>

See 68,

Accusative dual and plural
a)

liza2) ~ 0 ~ iza if: {uns)

b) {iza 2 }

~

iza if: elsewhere

{uns} {iza2}

> /uns-0/

(MR 69, 83a) > /uns/.

lizw} {iza2} '}' /izw-iza/ (MR 73, 83b)
/'i.zwl.s I (PR 12, 26, 40),
......
N

l,,.i

Syllabic Stress, Gradation, and Reduplication
84.

a) (applies only to gradation roots and unmarked
/ii/ and /iu/ sequences of non-gradation
roots)

/X/

~ X if:

X =initial

ti~~

but ifbegins
root [+rsnJ
-ens
+dfs
-grv

[+rsnJ
-ens
+df s
··grv

of root

~+rsnlli
[+ens~
r-ens1
L+dfsj

See le, lla, lZa, 14, 17, 18b, ZOa, ZOb,
Z6,Z7a,Z8b,29b,32b,34a,39b,41,
46c,47b,48a, SOb, SOc,51,SZa, SZb,
53a,53b,53e, 53g, 54, 55e,57,59,
(-rsn] 1 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 84, and ·as.
f•rsnl
l! cnsJ

~rsnJ
-ens

then X =- Znd

+dfs
-grv
b) /ii/ - t {i if:

85,

1)

f SL]

Z)

/ii/ of {is} {in1)

1

l•s

-

except {za1}
lmmeJ

l,

See 35a,

{hrain} lisl {in1} {i3} {01} >
/hrain-(-in-i-z I (MR 3b, 30,
32d, 4 Sb, 84b) hraineins >
/hr~n1ns / (PR 12, 26, 27, 3033, 40).

Change of position of {iz} allomorph with {stap)
/pn/ ~ np if: I sta-/ -

of

ls tap}

See 52a2,

.....

N

~

1
86.

Gradation (applies only to gradation roots)
a) Gl
1) Gl-i

= [+r:n]
-ens

1.

See le, lla, 14, 18b, Z.Oa, Z.Ob, Z.6, Z.7a, Z.8b,
Z9b, 3Zb, 34a, 46c, 47b, 48a, 50b, 50c, 51,
52al, 53a, 53b, 53£, 53g, 54, 59, 60, 61,
62, 64, and 88,
See lZa, 39b, 52.aZ, 52.b, 55c, 57e and 65,

+dfs
-grv
Z) Gl-a

=

t

z.

3) Gl-e

= ~rsnJ
-ens

3.

See 57e.

l,

See ZOa, ZOb, and 32.b.

Z.

See 20a, ZOb, and 3Zb.

1.

See lZa.

2,

See 12a and 57e,

rsnJ
-ens
+emp

-dfs
-grv
~

b) If Gl

G4

1) Gl::: G4

Z)

~

rs·n]

-ens
•dfs
-grv

c) 1£ Gl

1) (a

~
~

--+ 0

if: -[+rsn]

GZ-a, GZ-e, G3-a, G3-e
e)

~emp] ~ Ecmp]

if:

!r•j
-ens
-dfs

-grv

...
N

Z) (e

~o)

fgrv] ~ Egrv]

if:

rr·J
-ens
-dfs

\.11

d) If GI
1) (i

~

G3-i, G2-i
1,

~e)

[_+df s]

~

(-df s]

if:

~

rsn~

See le, 18b, 53a, 53b, 53£, 53g, 54b, 54c,
59b, 62, and 88.

-ens
-grv

2) (e _, a)

fem~ ~ j!cm~

if: a)

2,

See 18b, 53a, 53£, 53g, 54b, and 54c,

3,

See 53b and 88.

t··j
-ens
-dfs
-grv

and b) GI __.., G2

rJ

3) {e ~0)

ens
dfs
grv

87,

~0

if: -

[.+rsn]
or

[-r sril

~rs~
+ens

Reduplication

/X/

~ initial [-rsnJ ( [-rsn]) of root

See 53c and 57c.

r. rsnl

I.! ens J
,...
f)!.

88.

Addition of /t/ between

/'/JI

~ t

if: a)

/frais-/ -

b) /'purs•/ c ) I ua s - / -

89.

1

Is I and vowel
/-ufni-/
/-iin-/

{'pirs} {G3 2) ('/J6) {an 1) U 1J > /'purs-'/J-t-{in-'/J/
(MR 16, 30, 34d, 45c, 84a, 86a, 86d, 88) >
paurstei /'porsIT/ (PR Zl, Z6, 27, Z9, 3Z, 33).

I -i - I

Loss of /i/ before certain suffixes
/ii~

'/J if: -

tis}
{n2}
{iz 21
{i st J

{fra} 11 1 \kwist} f nz} {iz} {ai} {m3} ~
/fra-kwist-n-'/J-a-m/ (MR 16, 23b, 30, 52.c,
54£, 6lb, 89) > fraqistnam /frakwrstnam/
(PR 26).

....

N

-..J

Chapter III
Morphem_e Distribution
Section l:

Introduction

The morphemes and allomorphs. which were identified and described
in the last chapter according to type and meaning, are combined in Gothic
into morphological constructions of various types.

There arc rather rigid

limitations in the grammar of the language concerning the kinds of morphemes
which may combine and the order of the elements in a combination.

At the

same time, the characteristic distribution of certain morphemes makes
possible their classification into groups, all the members of which share
basically the same distribution.

With the use of different distributional

criteria, subclassification is also possible.

The distribution of the morphemes

and allomorphs is a more important basis for their identification and classification than is meaning or canonical form.
The two chief types of morphemes in Gothic according to distribution
are the roots and the affixes.

The problem of classifying thC' morphemes in

the language into one type or the other is not simply one of determining the
immediate constituents of all the morphological constructions.

When a

construction has been divided and subdivided into its various ·ranks of
immediate constituents until only two morphemes remain as immediate
constituents, at least one of these must be a root and the other ar. affix or
another root.

Yet their classification depends on their relative rank since a

root by definition is or may be the center or head of a construction, whereas
an.affix is always peripheral or subordinate.

A judgment is not always

possible on the basis of one occurrence in a construction.

128

Any morpheme

129
which is the center in some construction is a root, but since roots may also
be attributive to other roots, the peripheral element in any one construction
is not necessarily an affix.

Those morphemes, therefore, which occur at

least once as the center of a construction are roots, whereas those which
never do so are affixes.
A number of criteria are normally used to distinguish the potentially
central elements, the roots, from the peripheral ones, the affixes. I A
principal consideration is endocentricity.

When one immediate constituent

of a construction is a member of the same distribution class as the construction
and the other immediate constituent is not, the endocentric constituent is
central and the exocentric one is peripheral.

In addition, free morphemes are

only roots, but a bound morpheme may be either a root or an affix. 2 When o:le
of the two morphemes belongs to a larger distribution class than the other,
the one in the larger class is probably central.

When one morpheme of a

two-morpheme construction, on the other hand, appears more frequently than
the other, the more common morpheme is probably a peripheral one.

The

structural patterns of the language are also a valuable consideration when the
rank of particular constituents is otherwise indeterminate.

It is by analogy

with the other substantives and verbs that the initial morphemes of the personal
pronouns are rrgarded as roots and the final ones as affixes, even though the
meanings of each morpheme are ones usually expressed by inflectional
morphemes. 3

!Richard Pittman, "Nuclear Structures in Linguistics," Language,
XXIV (1948), 287-292.
2Leonard Bloomfield, Language, 2nd ed. {London, 1935). p. 160.

3 see p. 68.
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The two types of morphemes participate in three kinds of constructions
composition, derivation, and inflection.

When both immediate constituents

of a construction are roots, the construction is a compound.

When only one

is a root and the other an affix, the construction is derivational or inflectional.
Affixes and regularly bound roots are always members of constructions, the
affixes occurring before, within, or after roots.

Affixes occurring in one

of these three positions are respectively prefixes, replacives or infixes, or
suffixes.
The vast majority of affixes in Gothic are suffixes.

There are only

twelve derivational prefixes (funn 1}, (id}, (missoJ, (sui}, [sildoJ, (gaJ,
(diz}, {fir}, (fra}, {tuiz), {tuzJ, and lunpaJ ), and no inflectional morph.-~me
is commonly prefixed.

One inflectional morpheme, { ded 1}, has a morpho-

logically conditioned allomorph, /Xai/, which is a prefix with a number of
phonologically conditioned variants.

The same morpheme also has replacive

allomorphs, that is, variants of the morpheme which consist of the replacing
of one sound by another sound.

The replacives in Gothic are all vowels and

occur in the syllabic of the roots.
this type.

Five derivational morphemes are also of

These are {G2 1l, lG2 2}, (G3 11, {G3zl, and { G4J.

In addition,

the present-tense morpheme { iz} has an allomorph I -n- I, which is infixed in
one root, [stap}, although it is suffixt-d elsewhere.
this infix and these few prefixes andreplacives, all
morphemes and allomorphs in Gothic are suffixes.

With the exception of
derivationa~

and inflectional

One of the most

characteristic constructions in Gothic, consequently, is that of a root plus
its suffixes.
On the basis of their distribution, the roots fall into three large

distribution classes: substanti\•es, verbs, and non-inflectables.

Both of the

first two distribution classes are inflected but are morphologically dis-
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tinguished from one another on the basis of the inflectional morphemes with
which they occur.4
gender.

The substantives are inflected for case, number, and

The verbs, on the other hand, are inflected for tense, mood, person,

number, and voice.
like substantives.

The personal pronouns are inflected for case and number
Their stems are structurally roots (CR l. ll) and function

syntactically like substantives, but they have the grammatical meanings of
person and number like "·erbal inflections.

These pronouns may, therefore,

on the basis of their inflections and syntactic distribution, be classified as
substantives.

The members of the distribution class of substantives may

also be recognized by the fact that, unlike verbs, most substantival roots
occur with stem-formati\·e morphemes which appear between the root and its
inflectional morpheme.

Each such distribution class is a group of roots or

stems which function morphologically and syntactically in basically the same
way in contrast to the roots or stems of

o~her

classes.

Each of the three major distribution classes may be subdivided according to the distribution of certain allomorphs, and some of the subclasses
obtained in this manner correspond to those established according to syntactic
distribution.

Among the substantives, the nouns are distinguished from the

adjectives and pronouns by the occurrence of the allomorphs /-to/ and / -mme/
of the inflectional morphemes fto} and lmme} with adjectives and pronouns,
but not with nouns.

Adjectives differ from pronouns, on the other hand, in

that adjectives regularly have the

allomorp~

/-ai- / of the stem-formative

morpheme (az} in the genitive feminine singular and in the genitive plural
of all genders, whereas the pronouns have the allomorph /-i-/ of the same
morpheme in these environments.

The allomorphs of this

morp~emc

also

distinguish the nouns, which are characterized by the occurrence of the
allomorphs (-a-/ and /-o-/ of (az}.

Furthermore, the stem-formative

4see Chapter II for lists and discussion of these morphemes.
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morpheme {ani} appears only with nouns and adjectives, never the pronouns.
Using these distinctions, we can establish the three subclasses of substantives: nouns, pronouns, and adjectives.
The verbs fall into two large subclasses according to the distribution
of the allomorphs of {ded1} and {d3}.

The morpheme {ded1} has three

types of morph::>logically conditioned allomorphs: the suffixes, the replacives
(vowel gradation or ablaut), and the prefixes {reduplication).s

Six verbs have

both gradation and reduplication, and one {bring} has both gradation and the
suffixes.

The allomorph /-an-/ of { d3), however, is used with those verbs

having gradation or reduplicati.on for {dcd 1), such as bauran- and haitan-,
whereas the allomorph /-d-/ of {d3) appears with those verbs having the
suffixes for {ded 1}, such as lagid-.

In addition, the indicative-mood morpheme

la 1} ani the second-person singular morpheme {z6} have special allomorphs
in the past indicative singular which are distributed in the same way as the
allomorp~s of {d3).

The allomorph /-e-/ of the morpheme la 1} occurs with

the same verbs which have the suffix allomorphs of {dedi} and the allomorph
/-d-/ of [d3}, as in phonological underlying /lag-i-d-!::_-'/J/, /lag-i-d-!::-z/,
and /lag-i-d-e-0/, resultant /lag-1-d-a/, /lag-i-d-e-s/, and /lag-1.-d-a/,
first, second, and third person singular respectively.

The verbs exhibiting

gradation or reduplication, however, have the allomorphs /-a-/ and /-0- /
of la 1} in the past indicative singular, as in phonological underlying /bar-~-0/,
/bar-0-t/, and /bar-a-0/, resultant /bar/, /bar-t/, and /bar/.

These verbs

also have the allomorph /-t/ of {z6} in the past {underlying /bar-0-yj and
/hai-hait-0-.. !f, resultant /bar-t/ and /he-hes-t/ haihaist), whereas the verbs
with suffix allomorphs of {ded 1) have
Ssee MR 53.

/-z I {underlying /lag-i-d-e-'!:_/,
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resultant /lag-i-d-"°i-s/.

These parallel contrasts in the distribution of

certain allomorphs justify the recognition of two subclasses of verbs, suffix
verbs {those which take the suffix allomorph of (ded 1}) and non- suffix verbs,
a distinction corresponding to the traditional "weak" and "strong" verb
classification.
This subdivision of the class of verbs, however, is not equivalent to
the subdivision of substantives which yielded the nouns, pronouns, and
adjectives.

The differences in syntactic distribution which paralleled the

morphological distinctions among thr- substantives are lacking in the verbs.
Syntactically, the suffix and non-suffix verbs constitute one distribution class
which corresponds_ to their general morphological unity.
The non-inflectables also contain several secondary divisions, the chief
one being that between free and bound non-inflectables.

Those which are

bound are the enclitics, a small class of roots of various types. 6 Although
some of the enclitics, such as luz} and {bo 2l, are characterized by the fact
that they modify clauses of which they are a part and not the individual words
to which they are attached, the chief feature distinguishing these elements as
a class is that they are attached at the ends of constructions, even after
inflections, which usually cause closure.

Those enclitics which mc::.y modify

clauses are not morphologically limited in their privileges of occurrence, but
may be attached to any construction or free root which occurs as the first word
or first relatively independent element in a clause.

This freedom of occurrence

of enclitics and their position in morphological constructions separate them
clearly from the affixes.
The remaining non-inflectable roots occur as free forms, although some
may enter into derivational constructions and although some members of the

6see discussion of enclitics in Chapter II, PP• 65-66.
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distribution class of non-inflectables are derived from roots which are elsewhere inflected.

These non-inflectables fall into the three main subclasses of

adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions according to their syntactic distribution; but there appears to be no morphological basis for such subdivision
of these roots except that some adverbs may occur with the comparative and
superlative suffixes {izz) and {ist}, whereas prepositions and conjunctions
do not.
Roots and affixes combine in Gothic to form the two principal types of
constructions, inflection and word-formation.

Word-formation constructions

may be either derivational or compound, depending on the nature of their
immediate constituents.

Those which are compound consist of two stems,

each qf which contains at least one root.

The second of the two stems is the

head or center of the construction and the first is attributive.

That root

which is the center of the second stem is the nucleus of the whole construction,
even though it may not be one of the two primary immediate constituents.
Constructions are considered compound in which the two immediate constituents
are stems, whether or not one or more roots in such a construction are
combined with derivational affixes.
Inflectional and derivational constructions both consist of at least one
root, which is the center of the construction, and one or more derivational
or inflectional affixes.

As both types of affixes are usually suffixes, a root

plus a single inflectional affix or a root plus a single derivational affix would
be identical in structure, although, of course, the components would be
different.

Such simple constructions, however, do not usually occur in

Gothic, and in addition, several important criteria are available by which to
distinguish inflectional from derivational affixes. 1
7

Nida, Morphology, PP• 99-100.
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The basic constituents in a Gothic inflectional or derivational construction are a stem and an ending.

Both of these may be complex, that is,

contain more than one morpheme, but the stem always contains the center or
head root.

Whereas in an inflectional construction the ending consists of the

aggregate of inflectional morphemes, in a dcrivational construction the ending
is a single derivational affix morpheme.

The stem in an inflectional con-

struction contains the head root and any other roots and derivational affixes
which may be part of the construction, but the stem in a derivational construction contains only a head root and those derivational affixes added prior
to the morpheme which is the ending.
Several criteria serve to indicate whether a particular morpheme in
Gothic is inflectional or derivational.

A derivative affix forms a con-

struction which has basically the same distribution as a simple root.
Gothic inflectable roots occur

witho~1t

Since

their inflections only when these roots

are attributive roots in compounds, an affix morpheme is derivational if it
occurs with an attributive root.

The position of an affix in relation to other

derivational and inflectional morphemes in a construction may be a useful
guide.

The affixes in those Gothic constructions which co:itain both derivational

and inflectional morphemes form two layers.
contains the inflectional

morph~mes,

Among suffixes the outer layer

and the inner layer, between the

inflection and the head root, contains the derivational morphemes, for example,
{gud}- (i4} {an 1) (03} - {ded 1} lai) lnd) (gud- jino-dedun).

Among the prefixes

the order is reversed: the derivational morphemes constitute the outer layer
and the inflectional morphemes the inner layer, as in {ga}- {ded il-lhait} £a1} (d 1}

(ga-hai-hait third person singular past indicative of ga-haitan).

The

suffix is derivational, therefore, when it is followed by a derivational
morpheme, and it is inflectional when it is preceded by an inflectional morpheme.
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If, however, a morpheme is on the borderline between the layers, preceded

by a derivational morpheme and followed by an inflectional morpheme, the
position in the construction of the morpheme in question is ambiguous, and
other criteria must be used to determine whether the morpheme is derivational
or inflectional.
Another criterion which is not totally reliable is the extent to which a
morpheme may combine with other morphemes.

Derivational morphemes tend

to occur usually with only a few stems of a distribution class, whereas
inflectional morphemes usually occur with all the stems of their distribution
class.

As this criterion is relative, it must be supplemented by some of the

other criteria.

The English agentive suffix

{-ar), for example, may be

suffixed to almost any English verb, even though it is a go·.rerning derivational
morpheme.

The Gothic abstracts (in 1}, lip 1}, and

0'61

can combine with a

large number of stems; and some Gothic morphemes of disputable status, but
here deemed derivational morphemes, can combine with almost every stem in
a major distribution class.
One criterion which may be decisive is whether an affix is a governing
one, that is, whether it determines the distribution-class membership of the
construction which results from its affixation.

When the morpheme {in1}, for

example, is attached to a verbal stem, such as {nas} (ig}. the
struction is a noun stem.

nPw

con-

All governing affixes are derivational morphemes,

but those affixes which are not governing, such as the comparative suffix
{iz 2}, ma)· be either derivational or inflectional.

The latter require other

criteria for their determination.
The final criterion concerns the meaning of the affix.

If an affix

indicates a grammatical relationship between words, it is an inflectional
morpheme.

The meanings of derivational affixes, on the other hand, apply
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only to their own constructions.

As meanings, however, are the most

difficult of linguistic entities to deal with precisely, this criterion, although
accurate, ma:v be difficult to apply.
There are several morphemes in Gothic of debatable classification.
Some of these which are found in related languages, such as English, are
not treated the same by all grammarians.

Chief among these morphemes are

the non-finite forms of the verb, the present and past participles and the
infinitive.

The participial affixes fand 1} and {d3l retain some of their verbal

meaning and function, such as their original tenses.

No adjective except

the past participle can be used to form the perfect-tense constructions and
the past passive, and almost every verbal stem seems capable of receiving
these affixes.

Yet the participles are inflected like other adjectives and

share the attributive syntactic function of adjectives.

Furthermore, since

morphemes which form the participles are followed by the stem-formatives,
they do not occur on the boundary between the layers, but rather within the
layer.

These morphemes are also retained when the construction is used

as the attributive member of a compound, as in frabauhtaboka (Document of
Arezzo), and they are governing in that they form adjectives from verbal
stems.

The weight of the evidence, therefore, seems to favor regarding the

morphemes (and 1 } and {d3} as derivational affixes.
The infiniti\e affix fann 1 } is particularly difficult to classify.

Although

forms having this suffix behave syntactically like nouns,, appearing as both
subjects ar.d objects of many verbs, often with the article, and frequently
as objects of the preposition du, they are not inflected. 8

The infinitive affix

8The dative form du wigana •to fight' {Luke H:31) is the only instance
in Gothic of an inflectedinfinitive, which in comparison to the large number
of non-inflected infinitives after du, must therefore be regarded as most
likely a scribal error or an ungrammatical form.
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also does not occur in the attributive member of a compound nor with a
following stem-formative or any other derivational morpheme.

The present-

tense morpheme (iz} precedes the infinitive affix, furthermore, as is also
true with the present-participle morpheme.

Every verb appears able to

receive the infinitive morpheme, '-Yet it is a governing affix in that it changes
the syntactic distribution of the stem from that of a verb to that of a noun.
It also does not seem to indicate any grammatical relationship between words

in a syntactic construction.

In spite of the peculiarities of the infinitive as

a substantive, the infinitive morpheme {ann 1} appears to be more like a
derivational affix than like an inflectional one.
The stem-formatives {az}, (i3}, {uiJ, and {an 1} form constructions
which have the same basic syntactic distribution as some stems without
stem-formatives, such as the personal and reflexive pronouns and the anaphorical pronoun

Li 9 }.

All four stem-formatives occur with attributive roots

in compounds, but whereas the first three are represented by their common
forms, the fourth is represented by /a/.

Since these morphemes occur on

the boundary between the derivational and inflectional layers in constructions,
their position in constructions is not conclusive.

Almost every substantival

stem contains a stem-formative morpheme, but such morphemes do not
readily rl:.'place one another on the same stem, as is common among inflectional
morphemes in the same order or structural position.
appear to be governing affixes in the usual sense.

These elements do not

One occurs on every sub-

stantival stem, but the derivational affix which precedes the stem-formative,
if it is a governing affix, is the morpheme which governs the total construction.

The stem-formatives, furthermore, provide no distinction among the subclasses of the substantives -- the nouns, adjectives. and pronouns.

As the

stem-formatives also indicate no grammatical relationship between words.
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. they are clearly not inflectional affixes, but since they differ rather significantly from all other derivational affixes in their function, the stemformatives should be considered either a special subclass of derivational
affixes or a separate class.

For the sake of simplicity, they are here regarded

as a special subclass of the derivatives.
The comparative suffix {izz} and the superlative suffix {ist} are often
regarded in their English forms, {-arJ and {-~st} as inflectional affixes.
There are several reasons, however, for regarding these morphemes in
Gothic as derivational affixes.

Although the constructions resulting from

their affixation are usually followed by a noun in the dative case, there are
simple adjectives which also govern the dative, such
~·

as~, ~,

and

The comparative and :superlative suffixes do not occur in the attri-

butive member of a compound, yet it is possible that such constructions did
occur but are not attested in our texts.

In an inflected construction, the

comparative and superlative suffixes precede not only the inflection, but also
the stem-formative, although these suffixes do not pppear to precede any
other derivational suffixes.

At the same time, lizz} and (ist} may follow

other derivative morphemes, such as {d 3 } in paurftiz'!_.

The comparative

and super!.ative suffixes may occur with almost any adjective, much like
inflections, but {iz 2 } also occurs with some adverbs, such_ as air and fram,
which are not otherwise inflected.

Some adjectives with lizz} and {ist} but

without the stem-formative and inflection are used as adverbs; these, however, are the only instances in which non-inflected adjectives are used as
adverbs.

Otherwise adjectives are transformed into adverbs by the use of

derivational affixes, such as {bo 11 and {on 2 J with fr ops (frodaba ), gale-iks
(galeiko), and ·~iudisks Q>iudisko).

The comparative and superlative suffixes

seem to indicate no grammatical relationship between the stems to which the
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suffixes are attached and another word, unless the grammatical tie is a
relationship of degree.

Although not unanimous, most of the evidence

suggests that {izz) and {ist} are derivational morphemes.

Section Z:

Inflection

If one immediate constituent of a construction is a derivational or
inflectional morpheme, the construction is respectively a derivational or
inflectional construction.

As there are two chief classes of simple roots

which are inflected, the substantives and the verbs, there are also two such
classes of stems, whether they be simple
(polymorphemic ).

(monomorph~mic)

or complex

All substanti val inflected forms, therefore 6 consist of a

substantival stem and a substantival inflectional ending, whereas every verbal
inflected form is composed of a verbal stem and a verbal inflectional ending.
The substantives in Gothic have a simple inflectional structure.

All

substantival inflectional morphemes and allomorphs are suffixes, and the
inflectional ending itseif contains only one morpheme.

The inflectional

morpheme is obligatory, although a zero morpheme, (0 3 }, occurs in the
nominative singular of the personal pronouns. 9

Except for the anaphorical,

reflexive, and personal pronouns, all substantival stems terminate with a
stem-formative, regardless of what other derivational morphemes may
precede it.

Whether or not the stem terminates in a stem-formative, however,

9This zero morpheme is not manifested by any eve rt allomorphs and
is therefore a genuine zero morpheme. It is the only inflectional morpheme
of this type which this study recognizes for Gothic. The other inflectional
morphemes for which a 0 symbol is used are ones that are manifested by at
least one overt allomorph but that have zero allomorphs as their most common
representatives. Other unfilled structural positions, such as the absence of
a stem-formative, are indicated by a 0 symbol, but the morpheme braces
are omitted as these ei•s are not given morphemic status. Morphemic status
is accorded (03} because it fills out a strongly marked p1ttern containing a
number of overt morphemes and because it represents a very significant,
meaningful void.
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the single inflectional morpheme which constitutes the ending is directly
suffixed to the stem to yield the following substantival construction:
Stem

Ending

+

- - {az}
(any noun, adjective, or pronoun
except ( i 9} )

{zi}
{no}
{za1}
{mme]

{ i3}
(ul 1
{ ani}

{z2}
{nz}
(en1]
{m1}
(to}
{oi}

{ 01}

Uz}
{ Z3}

{ii}
(z4}

{ z.,J

(on1J

{Personal and Reflexive Pronouns)
{mi}
{ui J
{unk)
{ unsJ

0

+

{pu}
{iui)
{ inkW}
-{izu}
lsi}
T~is

{ 03 l
{ inoi}
(za3J

lt l
{iz1}
(aro}
lizai}
liza 2

J

chart indicates the pattern of the substantival construction but not the

actual distribution of the morphemes involved.

The rules describir.g those

stems that combine with each stem-formative and the particular endings
which may be added to each group of stems according to gender and stemformative are given in the construction rules (CR 1.11 and 1.12).
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Compared to the inflectional structure of substantives, the verbal
inflectional structure in Gothic is relatively complex.

Although the

inflectional ending is just one constituent in the total inflectional construction,
this ending in the verb always contains at least three morphemes and sometimes four.

The characteristic arrangement of the morphemes within the

structure divides the thirteen verbal inflectional morphemes into four orders,
each of which occupies a specific position in the structure.

The order nearest

the stern contains the tense morphemes; the second order, the indicative- and
subjunctive-mood morphemes; the third order, the eight person-number
morphemes; and the fourth and last order, the passive-voice and impcrativemood morphemes.

In any verbal inflectional construction, one morpheme

from each of the first three orders is obligatory, but never more than one
morpheme from any one order can occur.

The past-tense morpheme and

the morphemes of the fourth order arc mutually exclusive; that is, the pasttense morpheme and a morpheme of the fourth order cannot appear in the
same construction.

Furthermore, the im.perative-mood morpheme of the

fourth order can occur only with t.he indicative-mood morpheme of the second
order.

Thus the imperative-mood morpheme and the subjunctive-mood mor-

pherr1e are also mutually exclusive.
In an inflectional construction which contains only a single morpheme,
such as that of the substantive, this one morpheme naturally produces closure,
because no other morpheme may be added to the construction after that point,
except for the enclitics, which as dependent words are thus characterized by
this peculiarity.

In the verb, where there are several orders of morphemes,

the imperative-mood and passive-voice morphemes of the fourth and last
order are the only ones which result in absolute closure.

This kind of

closure, which may be called inflectional closure, is complct<'ly final.

The
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addition of any inflectional morpheme to a stem. however, closes the stem
to further derivation. a type of closure which may be designated derivational
closure.
Of all the inflectional morphemes in Gothic, only two, (dedi} and (iz},

have allomorphs which are not suffixes. as has already been pointed out
(p. 130).

Since the non-suffixal allomorphs are exceptional and are sub-

sumed under the morphemes which they represent, in the following presentation
of the structure of the verbal inflectional construction. the morphemes are
placed according to the position of their most common allomorphs:
Stem _. First Order -+-Second Order +- Third Order +-Fourth Order (not
obligatory)

zJ
f ded1}

{ i

{mz}

{z6J
{d1J
( ue1 J
l ts J
{m3J
{dz J
( nd}

fau1J
{oz]
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Section 3: Word-Formation
When a Gothic word which is inflected is stripped of its inflectional
ending, the remainder is the stem.

The process of word-formation is the

construction of such stems and of the non-infiectables, which will also be
called stems.

Of all these stems the substantives are peculiar because they

usually terminate in a stem-formative.

When the substantives without their

inflections are divided into immediate constituents, the stem-formative is
one constituent and the remaining stem is the other.

It is th•.' portion of a

substantival stem without the stem-formative which is usually parallel in
structure to the stems of other distribution classes and which will be discussed below.
Stems may be simple or complex.

When simple, they consist of a

single root morpheme of the same distribution class as the stem.

The simple

stems, though relatively few in number, constitute a larger portion of the
non-infiectable stems than of the infiectable ones, most of which are poly1norphemic.
Complex stems are formed by either deri "·ation or composition, that is,
by the addition of a derivational affix morpheme to a stern or by the combination
of two sterns.

In either type of construction the stems being used may them-

selves be either simple or complex, derived or compounded.

These stems

rarely contain an inflection {see p.l-17), but when substantives they may sometimes contain a stem-formative (see p.146).
Subsection 1: Derivation
Stems are derived by means of suffixes (including zero affixes), prefixes,
and replacives.

Although the suffix is the predominant type of affix in Gothic,

its prominence is greatest among the substantives, forty-one suffixes {of
which four are zero) being used to form nouns and twenty-seven (of which two
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are zero) being used to form adjectives, not including the four stem-formatives.
All genuine rronouns, however, have simple stems apart from their stemformatives.

The five replacives and six of the prefixes are also used in the

formation of substantival stems.

In contrast to the substantives, new verbs

are created by means of seven prefixes (one of which is also used for substantives), but only six suffixes and no replacives.

All of the ten derivational

morphemes which form adverbial stems are suffixes.

The sum of the

derivational-affix moqnemes is thus eighty-four suffixes, including six zero
affixes and excluding the four stem-formatives, twelve prefixes, and five
replacives.

By means of these affixes, derived stems of four distribution

classes -- nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs - - are formed from stems
of six classes, nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, and prepositions.
No other distribution class in Gothic participates in derivation.
Many of the one hundred and one dcrivational morphemes (excluding stemformatives) do not appear to be productive, as they occur with only a small
number of stems.

Some derivational morphemes, such as {r1}, (irn},

{sni},, and {om}, arc unique, at least on the basis of extant texts.

Only a few

derivational affixes form a large number of stems in any distribution class.
Because productivity is relative, it is difficult to ascertain, especially on the
basis of written texts, exactly which affixes should be regarded as productive.
If one considers only

thost~

for which ten examples may readily be found,

there are approximately twenty-one productive derivational morphemes in
Gothic.

Two of these, (bo 2 } and {on 2}, form adverbs, and the rest are about

evenly divided among nouns, adjectives, and verbs.

Except for the personal-

noun suffix li4} and the verbal-noun suffix {ann 1}, all the productive nominal
morphemes -- lin1},
abstract nouns.

{p 1}, {il>1l. li6}, and {06) -- are suffixes which form

Four of the seven productive adjectival affixes are among
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those on the borderline between derivation and inflection.

These are the

participles, {and1} and (d3l, and the morphemes of comparison, {izz} and
{ist}.

There are two other productive adjectival suffixes, {iin} and lhz},

and the negative prefix {unn1}.

Two of the productive verbal affixes are pre-

fixes, {ga} and {..fra), whereas the other three are suffixes, lis) 1 {o 3}, and
{nz}·

The constructions which result from the addition of these morphemes

constitute a large proportion of the derivational constructions in Gothic.
Although most derivational morphemes may occur only with stems of a
single distribution class, rarely is one limited to occurring only with certain
other derivational morphemes.

The common suffix lin 1J, however, which forms

abstract nouns, always follows one of the three verbal derivative suffixes,
(is}. {03}, and {aiz}, as in laiseins 1 doctrine 1 from laisj'consideration• from mito•endure.'

1 consider 1 ;

1 teach';

mitons

and p_ulains •patience• from £.ulai-

In addition, the morpheme {in 1} is never followed by any other

derivational morpheme, but seems rather to close its construction to further
derivatio.1.
More common than a morpheme of the type of {in 1), but similar in pattern,
are the morphemes which occur after a stem-formative suffix.
is the suffix {boz}, which forms adverbs from adjectives.

One of these

As th~ resulting

construction is an adverb, no stem-formative follows the derivational suffix.
Examples of this construction in its resultant form are bairhtaba 1 brightly'
from bairt-a- 1bright,' analaugniba 'secretly' from analaugn-i- 1 secret,' and
agluba •with difficulty' from ~gl-u-'difficult.

1

The adjectival suffix {hz}

follows the stem-formative of the nouns and adjectives to which {hz} is affixed.
Since the resulting adjectival stem is also followed by the stem-formative {az},
each such construction contains two stem-formatives, as seer. in stain-a-h-a•stony• from stain-a •stone.•
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It has been noted that the personal pronouns are peculi -ir in their
inflection and in the meanings of their components.

Compounding this

peculiarity is the fact that the most unusual group of derivatives in Gothic is
constructed with personal pronouns as bas.es.

When both the inflectional

endings and the stem-formatives are separated from the possessive adjectives,
the true stem remains.

This stem, however, is composed not of the sterns of

the personal pronouns, but of the stems plus the inflectional morphemes {ino 1}
and faro}.

Thus an inflected stem is here used as the stem of another

inflectional .construction.
Some derivational morphemes are either exclusively or chiefly imbedded
in larger constructions.

The suffix {und 1}, which forms adjectives, is such

a morpheme and may illustrate the procedure by which morphs and morphemes
are isolated and identified, especially where certain intermediate stages are
lacking in our extant texts.

The sequence -und- occurs in the word

'neighbor,• of which neliV- is clearly the adverb nelN •near to.

1

ne~·undja

Yet with no

more evidence than this, we cannot ascertain whether the immediate constituents are

neIBr-und~i:,

of which

-1-

would represent the personal suffix

{i 4 } or nelir+undj-, in which -undj- would be a unique personal suffix.
sequence
s~ggests

-~-

also occurs in hulundi 'a hollow, cave.

1

The

The portion hul-

comparison with the verb ushulon 'to hollow out,

1

represents the root {uz} and .the -£- the verbal affix {03}.

of which the usOn the basis of

this comparison, we may hypothesize that hul- is a noun stem and that the -i_of hulundi represents li6}, a common suffix often added to adjectives to form
nouns.

But as both nenvundja and hulundi have an underlying /i/ after the -un<!_-,

we cannot be certain that this /i/ is not part of a morph /-undi- I.
Another word containing an -und- that is unaccounted for is the adverb
sniumundo 'quickly,

1

and apparently akin to it are the verbs sniumjan and
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sniwan, both •to hasten.

1

Of these the strong verb sniwan, with the underlying

stem /sniu-/, appears to represent the simplest form.

We can consider the

-j- of sniumjan as the verbal affix (is} if we regard the -m- as the nominal
suffix [ m4}, which occurs clearly in ahma •spirit 1 from aha 1 mind• and hiuhma
•pile' related to hauhs

1

high. • Thu:; we may say that the verb sniumLn is

derived from a noun, • ~ 1haste,

1

by means of {isl, and that this noun is

in turn derived from the strong verb sniwan by means off m 4 }.

This analysis

accounts ior the ~nium- Of Sniumundo, and When We COnSidLr that the -~may
represent the adverbial suffix ( on }, which is added to adjectives, we are able
2
to isolate the sequence -und- without an underlying /i/ and to surmise that it
is an adjectival suffix.
The adverb sniumundo also illustrates the relative complexity of some
derivational constructions in Gothic.
morphemes -- ( s~iu },

f m4 J,

the adjective • sniumunds

It is regarded as consisting of four

f onz}.

{und1 }, and

1 qnick 1

The adverb is derived from

by means of (on 21, whereas the adjective is

itself derived from the noun •sniuma 1 haste 1 by means of {und 11.
finally, consists of the verb stem sniw-

1 to

The noun,

hasten• and the suffix (m4}.

A construction of similar complexity for which all the intermediate stages
are extant is ussateins •origin.

1

Of the four

word, {uz ), {sit}, {is}, and (in1}, the root
two alternate lines of construction are

p~s

morphemes constituting the
sit

sible.

is the center.

From here

Either the root is compounded

with {uz) and then the weak verb derived from the compound by means of {_i3} 1
nr tl)e root is first derived and then compounded.

Both the underived

compound ~ •to sit up 1 and the uncompounded derivative satjan 1 to sct 1
are extant, and either could be the base for ussatjan 1 to found, establish.
From this construction the verbal abstract ussateins is formed by the
suffixation of (in 1} to the stem {uz} (sit} {is} G2.

1
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Subsection 2:

Composition

Composition, the combination of stems, is best ccnsidered in Gothic
according to the class membership of the stems involved.

The class member-

ship of the resultant construction is usually determined by the head or center
stem, which is always the last stem in the construction and the only one which
is inflected.

No non-infiectables appear to be heads of compounds, but this

impression may be due to lack of evidence in the manuscripts.

The inflcctablc

classes of nouns, adjectives, and verbs are the only stems which may be
heads of compounds.

The other constituent may be a noun, adjective, adverb,

and in one instance only, winpi-skaurs (Luke 3:17), a verb.

The element

~eina- in seina-gairns is sometimes cited as a pronoun, 10 but scina is
morphologically an adjective.
The restrictions on the class membership of the participating elements
are greater when only the class membership of the resultant constructions is
considered.

Compound nouns may have as the first clement another noun

(mati-balgs ), an adjective (aina-baur ), a verb (only winpi- skaurs ), an adverb
(waila-qiss), or a preposition {anda-stana).

Those compounds of which

adjectives are the head may have as the first element another adjective (fullaweis), a noun

{gud~-laus

), or a preposition

(~-wair)>s

).

Verbal compounds differ markedly from substantival ones.

With the

exception of the adjective fulla- in fulla-frapjan (2 Cor. 5:13), no substantival stem occurs as the first element in a verbal compound.

S'.>me verbs

that might appear to be compounded with substantives are actually derived
from substantival compounds, such as fulla-weisjan from the adjective fullaweis.

All the other initial elements of verbal compounds. therefore, are

prepositions or adverbs.

10 By C. T. Carr, for example, in Nominal Compounds in Germanic,
(London, 1939), p. 67.
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The complexity of verbal compounds may also be greater than that of
substantival ones.

No substantival compound contains more than two

elements, unless it is one of the few in which one element contains a verbal
comp.ound, such as fra-bauhta-~oka (Document of Arezzo).
O!l

Verbal compounds,

the other hand, may consist o{ as many as four different elements, although

no more than two of these are ever immediate constitut.>nls.

There is only

one instance of a four-member compound, mip-inn- ~-leipan (John 18:15 ),
but there are a number of three-member compounds, such as

du-at-~.

The vast majority of all Gothic compounds are endocentric; that is,
their resultant form is a member of the same distribution class as one of
the two immediate constituents·.

There is, however, one group of adjectival

compounds of a type inherited from Indo-European which is exoccntric.

In

all of these compounds the head stem is a noun, but the resultant construction
is an adjective.

The members of this group are distinct from adjectives

formed by the derivative suffix

f0al

because those constructions involve only

a change in form class from noun or pronoun to adjective, as in
1 leprous 1

from

2_ruts-fi~~l

'leprosy. 1

pruts-Q~

The exocentric compounds are formed by

a simultaneous composition and change of distribution class.

No interm cdiate

stage, such as the compounded noun or the uncompounded but dcri vcd
adjective, is known to exist.
find the adjective

~-siuns

Thus in addition to the noun siuns 'sight,
'visible,

1

but no

noun•~-

1

we

siuns or adjective

*siuns exists.
Three important sets of exocentric compounds are those in which the
heads are the nouns hairto 'heart,

1

leik 'body,

1

and waurd •word 1 respectively.

The first noun participates in four exocentric adjectival compounds:
hairts •soft-hearted,' *hardu-hairts 'hard-hearted• (attested in
hauh-hairts 'proud,

1

and hrainja-~airts •pure-hearted.

1

~

~rdu-hairtci),

The noun lcik is
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compounded with nine other stems in· alja-leiks 'different' (attested in
alja-leiko), ·~-leiks 1different' (attested in~-leiko), • anpar-leiks
'different• (attested in anpar-leiko and anpar-leikei), hvi-leiks 'which••
ibna-leiks 1 of like body,

1

liuba-leiks 'lovely,

(attested in ~-leik~), ~ma-leiks 'like,

1

1 •

and ~-leiks •such.• Similar

in structure to these are the three derivatives,
leiks 1different,

1

man-leiks •representative•

and silda-leiks •wonderful,

1

~-leiks

'similar,• missa-

formed by means of prefixes.

Almost as productive as leik is waurd, which combines with seven other
stems to form the following seven exocentric adjectives:

*

aglaiti-waurds

•speaking indecently' (attested in aglaiti-waurdei ), .. anda-waurds 'contradictive1 (attested in

anda-~aurdi),

(attested in ~wala-~dei),

•dwala-waurds

·~1u-waurds

1 slanderous.

foolishly'

•talking a lot' (attested in filu-

waurdei and filu-waurdjan), lausa-waurds •talkative,
and ubil-waurds

'sp~aking

1

~ugna-waurds

'lying, 1

1

The structure of these exocentric compounds reflects the common
syntactic construction of attributive adjective+ noun-head.

Other syntactic

relations pro vi.de the patterns for other compounds, such as tht.> adverb or
preposition+ verb construction seen in the majority of the verbal compounds.
In most of these compounds the original adverb has bee omc a preposition.
An object + verb relation is seen in arbi-numja 1 heir 1 (literally,

1 inheritance-

taker•) and a preposition+ object structure in compounds like uf-aipcis
•sworn• (literally, •under oath 1 ) and af-gup~godless 1 {literally, •away from
God 1 ).
The compounds of Gothic constitute an important di vision of the complex
words, but aside from the verbal compounds, compound constructions in
Gothic are far less common than derivational ones.
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Section 4:

Introduction to the Construction Rules

The construction rule.s are the heart of this grammar.

The phonological

and morphological rules. which precede the construction rules in the discussion
but follow them in operation exist as a means of translating the underlying
structure into its surface state.

At the same time, the phonological and

morphological rules enable us to strip away the conditioned variations of
n~orphemes

and to see the bare structure of Gothic morphology, the strings of

morphemes of which the constructions consist,

d11J

the patterns which these

constructions reveal.
The construction rules have the form of expansion rules and provide an
outline of Gothic morphology while producing the combinations of morphemes
according to their immediate constituents.
the word.

The basic unit that is expanded is

This expansion is a statement of the two chief groups of words, the

inflectables and the non-inflectables, plus word-stre-s.

Each group is expanded

into its main classes, each class being a major distribution class on the bast>
0

of its inflection, if an inflectable, or of its syntactic function, if a noninfler:table.

Each of these classes is then expanded into its major divi'.;ions,

and each of these further subdivided until that level is reached at which
actual morphemes are stated.

The form of this statement depends on the

structure of the resultant combination.

In U-.e formation of the personal pro-

nouns, for example, the resultant construction consists of one member of each
of two classes of morphemes.

In all derivational constructions, however, one

immediate constituent is a single morpheme with which one of a class of stems
combines.

The single morpheme and the class of stems are thus stated to-

gether in their order in the resultant construction, and then the class of stems is
expanded by a listing of the various stems in their unrerlying morphological form.
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Most of those stem classes which are defined by a derivational morpheme
or by another stem are unique.

Although some of the members of a particular

class may occur also in other classes., or although the whole class may be
contained in another larger class, the particular class as a whole usually
occurs only with one other immediate constituent.

When, however, the

derivational morpheme is one of those, such as the participial morphemes,
which apparently may occur with every member of a distribution class, the
distribution class and the class defined by the derivational morpheme are
identical.

In such instances the symbol for the distribution class is used

where otherwise a special symbol for the class defined by the other immediate
constituent is used.

The number of the distribution class, preceded by an

equal sign, is placed in parentheses after the class symbol.
The form of the rules differs from the usual outline form in that each
division is not stated and completely expanded before another of equal rank
is stated.

Rather, all the divisions of the same rank which come under a

common heading are stated together, and each of these is fully expanded in
turn.

In this way, a ready, concise, and comprehensive view of the relevant

divisions is possible.

Such a view would be impossible if an ordinary outline

form were used because the related parallel divisions would be too far apart.
The units of the outline are expanded in a fixed order.

The first member

of every list of stem classes is expanded first, then the second is expanded
second, and so forth.

When two lists of constituents are stated together and

joined by a single plus sign, the left-hand members are first expanded and then
the right-hand ones.

If, however, a plus sign joins each pair of constituents,

the left-hand member of _the first pair is expanded first, the right-hand
member of the same pair is treated next, and then in the same fashion the
two members of the second pair are expanded, etc.
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Along with the outline form, a decimal system of outline numbering is
used.

This system eliminates the need for indentation and enables the

reader to perceive at once the degree of subordination of a particular numbered
unit and its relationship to all other units.

Every class of words, stems, or

endings has a number which is determined by the class's rank in the outline.
The basic unit, called Word, has the integer I.

Every subdivision of this

unit has a number which is a decimal of l added to 1.

Thus the primary

divisions of the word, the inflectables and the non-inflectablcs, have numbers
that are 1 plus a tenth.

Since there are two of these primary divisions,

they are numbered I. I and 1. 2.

Word stress, which is on the same level and

is added to each of these divisions, has the number 1. 3 •. When one of these
three divisions is expanded, each subdivision is assigned the number of the
larger division plus another decimal.

Indi~idual morphemes or strings of

morphemes, however, do not have numbers, but all belong to classes which
are numbered.

Periods are put between every two decimals to make reading

of the numerals easier.
The number of digits in the number indicate the level of subordination,
and the numbers themselves reveal the specific larger classes of which a
particular c.lass is a part.

Thus the class A(ip 1 ) has the number 1.12.11.12.13. 2,

indicating that this class of stems is nine levels below that of Word because
nine digits follow the integer I, which represents Word.

Each numbered

intermediate level encompasses all those classes the numbers of which follow
it.

From the number I.12.11.12.13. 2 1 one can know that the classes involved,

in descending order, are 1.

Word, I. I Infl {the inflectable words), 1.12 Sub

(the substantives), I.12. l Sub-Stem (the substantive stems), 1.12. ll

~(the

noun

stems), 10 12 0 ll. l N(a) (the ~-stem-formative class of noun stems, which as
defined in this study includes also the traditional o- stem nouns), I. 12. 11.12
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· N(a) 2 (the complex noun stems of the ~-stf"m-formative class), 1.12. ll.12. l
N(a)d (the derivative noun stems of the

~-stem-formative

N(a)d-fem (the feminine derivative noun stems of the

class), l.12. ll.12.13

~-stem-formative

class),

and l.12. u.12. n. 2 A(i\>1) {those adjectival stems which occur with the
derivative suffix

i\>1

to form feminine noun stems of the a-stem-formativt'

class).
Although this numbering system has important advantages over the usual
system of marking the divisions of an outline, it has one disadvantage.

As

there are only nine different digits, and as the addition of a digit in the next
decimal place changes the level or rank of the number, it is necessary to use
letters to supplement the digits when there are more than nine classes in a
list on the same level.

Thus~

equals 10,

~equals

11, etc. in ;iny series of

more than nine units, except that!._ (el), being identical with .!_(one), is omitted.
The order of the rules in this section of the grammar is determined in
part by the structure of the outline.

Cutting across this organization of the

morphology, however, is the degree of complexity of the constructions.
Whenever one immediate constituent of a construction consists of more than
one morpheme, it is necessary to combine the elements of this complex constituent before the construction of which it is an immediate constituent can be
formed.

For this reason all rules which treat actual morphemes are divided

into various levels of complexity.

On the same level with the general rules

are those rules which expand classes into single morphemes.

Rules dealing

with two-, three-, four-, and five-morpheme constituents, however, follow
those of one morpheme, in the order of their increasing complexity.

Because

stems of one distribution class may be used in forming derivatives or compounds of another distribution class, all stems of two morphemes must follow
all stems of one morpheme.

Complex noun constituents cannot immediately
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follow simple noun constituents and precede adjectival ones.

These

divisions of the rules are referred to as the one-. two-, three-. four-,
and five-morpheme levels. five morphemes being the largest number to occur
in one immediate constituent of a stem construction in Gothic.
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Section 5: Construction Rules
1.

1.1

Word~

Infl

lnfl (1.1}: dag-a-m}
.-- - +Word Stress (l. 3): and- 'pank-j-a-nd
nlnfl (1. 2): af
-- - - -

Pers Pron (l. 11): ~e-ina

~

Sub (1.12): dag-~-~
Vb (1.13}: sok-2-ded-~-~

1.11

Pers Pron ~

PPla (1. 11. 1) + PPlb (1. 11. 2): ~etina
PP2a {l.11. 3) + PP2b (l. 11. 4}: wi+_!
PP3a {l. 11. 5) + PP 3b (l. 11. 6): igk+~

1.11. l

PPla

~

fmi}
{pu}
{sij

1. 11. 2

PPlb

~

{~3}
{ino1} : -ina
{za2} : -s

{kiJ

-

1. 11. 3

PP2a

~

l

1.11.4

PPZb

~

{iz1} : -is

ui} : wiiul} : JU-

lt}

ugk: igqizw-

1. 11. 5

PP3a

~

(unk}:
{unsJ
{ink }
{izu} :

1.11. 6

PP3b

~

{ aro} : -ara
{iza1} : -'"'i'S
{iza 2 } : -1s

1.12

Sub ~ Sub-Stem {1. 12.1} + Sub-End (1. 12. 2): dag-~+!2::_

1.12. l

S·.ib-Stem ~

N {l.12.11): dag-~
A {1. 12.12): full-~p {1.12.13): £-~-
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l.12.ll

N --4 N(a) (1.12.11.1) +

u. l

N(a)

dag+!_-

N(i) (l.12.11.2) +

{i3l: gast"!.i-

N(u) (l.12.11.3) +

{u 1 }: hand•~-

N(an) {l.12.11. 4)
l.12.

f a2):

~

+ {an1}:

~·~-

N{a)i (1.12 0 11.11): bokN(a)2 (l.12.11.12~· bok-arj_-

l.12.ll.ll

N(ah

~

N(a)i-masc {l.12.11. ll. l): dagN(a)i-neut (1.12.11.11. 2): aiz~(a.) -Ce.rn

1

(l .. 12. 11.-11. 3): bok-

1.12.11. 11. 1

(dag} 1day 1
{fisk} 1 fish•
(hund1 l 'dog 1
(munp} •mouth'
{stain) 1stone 1
(uinpJ 1 1wind 1 : wind(uulfJ •wolf•: wulfetc.
--

1.12.11. 11. 2

{a i z } 'brass'
{blop} 1blood 1
{gulp} 1 gold 1
{lamb} •sheep•
{land} 1 land 1
(uiin} 1wine 1 : wein{uurd} •word': waurdetc.
~

{bok} 'letter 1 ; pl. 1book 1
{hird} 1 herd 1 : hairdl irp} •earth': air\>l sur gJ 'sorrow•: saurg{piud} 1 people 1
{uamb} 'belly•: wamb(uull} 1 wool 1 : Wl~
etc.
--

l.12.11. ll. 3

N(a)l-fem

1.12.11.12

N(a)2 ---.:;. N(a)d {l.12.11.12.1): bok-ar jN(a)c (1.12.11.12.2): wad ja-bok-

1.12.11.12.1

N{a)a ~ N{a)d-masc (1.12.11.12.11): haird-lN{a)a-neut (1.12.11.12.12):

~-in

N{a)d-fem (1.12.11.12.13): ~-l-
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1.12. u. 12.11

N(a)d-masc--+ X(i~ (l.12.11.12.11.1) -t-

fi 4 }: haird+l-

X(arii) (1.12.11.12.11.2) +- {ari 1J: bok+arjN(an2) (1.12.11.12.11.3) +

{an 2 J: piud+~

V(r1) (1.12.11.12.11.4) + (riJ: !i_g+E_V(l) (l.IZ.11.12.ll. 5) + (l}: sit+_!.V(m4)(1.12.11.12.n.6)-+ (m 4 }: hil+~
V(usi) {I.12.11.12.11.7) + fusi}: ber-t-usj-V (1.12. ll.12. ll. 8)

+ [ann 1}: dreib+an

A(05) {l.12.ll.12.ll.9) + (0 51: gib-and+!VU'1) {l.12.11.12.ll.a)

+-

V(G31) (l.12. ll. 12.11. b)

(~ 7 1: wig+!-

+ \_G3 1}: ~+G3=wl' g-

V{G4) (1.12.11.12.n.c) +

(G4}: ~-baiuG-1

=
{mis so} +
i.12. u.12.11.1

~-baur-

N{misso) {l.12. ll.12.11. d):
missa+taujand-

X{i4)--+ N{i 4 ) U.12. ll.12.11.11): hairdV{i4) {l.12.11.12.11.12): anda-~-

1.12.11.12.11.11

N(i4) ~ (hird} 'herd' ('shepherd'): haird11llek} 1 health' ('physician')
lragin} 1advice 1 {'counselor')

1.12. ll. 12.11. 12

V(i4) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12. n. 2

X(ari 1 )

~

N(ari 1 ) (1.12. n.12. u. 21): bokV(ari1) (1.12. u.12. u. 22 ): la is-

1.12.11.12. u. 21

and

N{ari 1 ) ---+

{bok} 'letter of alphabet' ( 1 scribe 1 )
12 {daimon) 1 demon 1 ('one possessed by a demon•)
12 {liup J •song• {'singer')
{mot} 1 custom(house) 1 ( 1 tax-collector 1 )
{uull} 1 wool 1 { 1 fuller 1 ): wull-

11 The morpheme {lek) combines directly only with the suffixes {i }, {inoz},
4
ass •

12The root (daimon} occurs only with (ari ), and the root {liup} only with
1
(ari 1) and {o 3}.
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1.12.11.12.11. 22

V(ari 1 ) ~

{Iiis} G2 1 to know• {'teacher•): lais{sak) G2 •to strive• {1 disputant 1 ): sok-

l.12.11.12.11. 3

N(an 2 ) ~

{\>iud} 1 people 1 {'king')

1.12.11.12.n.4

V(r 1 ) ~

1.12.11.12.11. 5

V(l) ~

1.12.11.12.ll.6

V(m~ ~ 13 {hil} •to cover• ( 1 helmet 1 )

1.12.11.12.11. 7

V(usi)

1. 12.11.12.11. 8

V { = 1.13.1): bind-

1.12.11.12.11. 9

A(0 5 ) (See two-. three-, and four-morpheme levels.)

1.12.11.12.11. a

V{07) ~

1.12.11.12.11. b

V(G31) ~

(lig}

1 to

lie 1

( 1bed 1 )

{sit} 1 to sit• ( 1 seat')

----+ {bir} G3 •to bear• {'parents'): ber-

(uig} •to move• {1 way'): ~{kriust} •to gnash' {'gnashing')
[hinp} 1 to catch' ('booty')
luig} 1 to move'('wave, storm'): ':i.g-

1.12.11. 12. 11. c

·v(G4) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.11. d

N(misso) (See three-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.12

N(a)d-neut ~ V(in 2 ) (l.12.11.12.12.1) -r [inj: ~+~N(epi) (1.12.11.12.12. 2) + {epi}: ~+~
V(ap) (1.12.11.12.12.3) +. {ap}: liuh+adX{i6) {l.12.11.12.12.4) + {_i6}G2: kun-~+j
V(ufni) (1.12.11.12.12. 5)
V(is) (1.12.u.12.12.6)

+ lufni}: fast+ubnj-

+ lis}:

~+is-

V(n1) (1.12.11.12.12. 7) + {ni}: bar+.~V(sni) (1.12.11.12.12.8) + {sni}: fulh+~
V(tr) {l.12.11.12.12.9)

-t-

ltrJ: aih+!_:-

X(istr) {l.12.ll.12.12.a) + [istr}: ~+istr
V(l) (1.12.u.12.12.b)

+ (l}: pwah~-

l3The Gl form of {hil) is found only in this construction, but the morpheme
also occurs in {hil} !isl Gt huljan •to cover, 1 lhil) {is tr )Gt hulistr 'covering, 1
and {hil} {i 6) G2 halja 1 hell. 1
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V(sl) (1.12. u.12.12. c)

+ {sl}: preiht- ~

N(opli) {l.12.11.12.12.d) -t {opliJ: haim+opljV(07t (1.12.11.12.12.e)
V(G21) (1.12.11.12.12.f)

+

(~7}: ~+-_!

~ lG2 1}: drigkt-G2
:o:

V(G31) (l.12. ll.12.12. g)
V(G4) (1.12. u.12.12. h)
(unn 1 J t
(id}

lG31}: and-nim i-G3
anda-nem-

= ~-baur-

N(unn 1 ) (1.12.11.12.12. i): un-t-~

-t-

~+weit-

N(sildo) (l.12. ll.12.12. k): sildat-lcik-

+ N(ga) (l.12.ll.12.12.m):

l.12. u.12.12.1

V(in2)---+ [aih} 1 to possess• ('property'):~

1.12.11.12.12. 2

N(epi) ~ 14{au 2l

1.12.11.12.12. 3

V(ap) ~ 15 fliuhJ •to shine' ('light•)

1. 12. ll. 12. 12. 4

X(i6)

--Jo

=- - --

+ {G4}: ~-bair+G-1

+ N(id) {I.12.11.12.12.j):

(sildo}
(ga J

-t-

dragk-

1 sheep 1

~t-~-

{'flock of sheep'):~

A{i6) (l.12.11.12.12.41): kun-e_N(i

6l

(1.12. 11.12. 12. 42): piub-

V(i6) (l.12.11.12.12.43): frap1.12.11.12.12. 41

A(i6) (See two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1 0 12.11 0 12. 12. 42

N(i ) _.;,- ( piub) 'thief' {1 theft 1 )
6
[andbaht} 1 servant 1 { 1 service 1 )
(See also four-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.12.43

V(i ) ~ {frap) 1 to undc>rstand 1 ('understanding•)
6
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1 0 12.11.12.12 0 5

V{ufni) -

14

{fast) •to fast 1 ( 1 observance 1 )
luald) 1 to rule' {'power•): wald\uiit11 G3 1 to know' ( 1 knowledge 1 ): wit-

This morpheme is extd.nt only in combination with { epi} and ( istrJ.

15
This morpheme appears as an immediate constituent only with {ap}
and {G2 2).
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~

1.12.11.12.12. 6

lag} •to fear' {1 fear 1 )
lhat} 1 to hate• ('hatred')
(skapJ 1 to harm' ( 1 harm 1 )
I6 lualu} 1 to roll 1 { 1 rolling 1 ): walw(See also two-morpheme level.)
--

1.12.11.12.12. 7

V(n1 ) ~

1.12.11.12.12. 8

V(sni) ~

1.12.11.12.12. 9

V(tr)

1.12.11.12.12. a

X(istr) ~ 18 {au 2l 'sheep• {'sheepfold'): aw19
.
20 {hil} G4 •to cover• {'covering'): hul{nauJ 'dead person' ('grave'): naw-

1.12.11.12.12. b

V(l) __..,,, {puah} 1 to wash' {1bath 1 ): pwah(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.12.c

V{sl)--..:, {priih} 1 to press upon' ('affliction'): preih(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 12. 12. d

N(opli) ~ {haim}

1.12.11.12.12. e

V(07) ~ {gang} 'to go 1 (lroad 1 ): ~
{gild) 1 to pay• ( 1 tribute 1 )
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.12.f

V(G2 1) ~ {drink) •to drink' ('drink'): drigk21{priskJ 1 to thresh' ('threshing floor')

V(is)

~

(bir) G2 1 to bear• ('child 1 ): barlliug1} 1 to lie 1 ( 1 lie, falsehood*)
(filh} G4 •to concea1 1 {'secret'): fulh17 {aihj 1 to possess' ( 1 possession 1 )
17 lblot} 'to worship' ('worship'): blos{gild} •to pay' {1 tax 1 ): gils--

1 village 1

{'homestead, lands')

I6The form (ualuJ {is} is assumed from the contrast between -walwjan
and walwison, both meaning 1 to roll. 1
17These constructions are extant only in the larger constructions faihJ
{tr}{o 3l 1 to beg for' and {gud) [blot} {tr] {i 4) cl-blostreis •worshiper of
God 1 respectively.
18The morpheme lau 2} appears only in this combination and in {au zJ
{epi} awe pi 'flock of sheep. 1
19The GI form of (hil J is found only in the derivative (hil} (m 4 }

1

helmd.

1

20The construction fnau} (istr} occurs only as part of the larger construction fgaJ 11 fnau} {istr} £03] ~-nawistron 1 to bury, 1 although the root
(nauJ also occurs independently.
2 1The combination of {prisk} with lG2 1} appears only with the prefix {ga).

r
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I.12. ll.12.12. g

V(G3 1 ) (See two-morpheme level.)

l.IZ.11.12.12.h

V(G4) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.12. i

N(unn 1 ) ~ (pi up J 1 the good' ('evil 1 )
(See also three-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.12. j

N(id) {See two-morpheme level.)

I.12. ll.12.12. k

N(sildo) ~ {liik) 1body' ('wonder'): -leik-

1.12.11.12.12. m

N(ga} ~ (iuk} 1 yoke' ( 1 pair' ): -~-

1.12. ll. l.2.13

N(a)d- fem ~ N(i5) (1.12.11.12. 13. 1)

+ { i 5):

~+i-

{il>1J: ~+i_P

A(ip1) {I.12.ll.12.13.2)

-t-

X(i6) (l.12.11.12.13.3)

+ li6}: brak+i-

X(ufni) (1.12.11.12.13.4) + tufni}:
fraist+ubnjV(apu) (1.12.ll.12.13.5) + fapu}: fij+apwX(sn) {1.12. u.12.13. 6)

{sn}: fil-~+~

t

A(muni) {1.12.11.12.13. 7)

-t

V(tuli) (1.12.11.12.13.8) +

(muni}:
lauhtmunj-

ltuli}:
l'Wofttulj--

N(usi) {l.12.ll.12.13.9) +- {usiJ:
V(07) (1.12.11.12.13.a)

~+uzj

+ {0 7 }: bid+~
(G2 11: grab+G2
= grob-

V(G2 1 ) (l.12.11.12.13. b)

-t

V(G3 ) (l.12.11.12.13.c)
1

-+ (G3 1l: wilw+G3
=wulw-

V(G4) {l.12.11.12.13.d)

+ (G4}: .8.2_-brik-t-G4
=

~-bruk-

{unn1J -t- N(unn 1 ) {l.12.ll.12.13.e): un-tpiud1 0 12.11.12.13. l

N(i5) -~ {\>iu} 1 servant 1 ( 1 maid-servant 1 )
(See also four-morpheme level.)
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1. 12.11.12. 13. 2

A(ip 1 ) ~

1.12.11.12.13. 3

X(i6)

{angw} 1 narrow 1 (•anguish'): aggw( agl} 'difficult' (•tribulation•)
{daub} 1 deaf 1 ('deafness')
{di up} 1 dee p 1 ('depth')
{dual} 1 foolish 1 ('foolishn~ss 1 ): d\val{gaurJ 1 sorrowful 1 (lsorrow 1 )
{kur} 1 heavy 1 ('weight'): kaur(manuJ 1 ready' {1 prcparation 1 ): manw{suer} 'honored' ('honor 1 ): swer---{suikn} 1 pure 1 ('purity'): swik11etc.
--(See also two-morpheme le~l.)
~

V(i6) G2 (1.12.11.12.13. 31): brakN{i (,) (1.12.11.12.13. 32): piud-~-gard{brik} 1 to break, quarrel' ('strife'): brakfbindJ •to bind' ('band'): band-{hait} 1 to command' ('coill"ffi'and 1 )
{hil} 1 to cover' ('hell 1 ): halt urikJ 'to persecute• ('persecution 1 ): wrak-

1.12.11.12.13. 31

1.12.11.12.13. 32

N(i6) (See four-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.13. 4

X(ufni) ~ ffrais} 1 to tempt• {1 ternptation 1 }: fraist{uund} 1 wounded 1 ('wound 1 ): wun:i----

1. 12.11. 12. 13. 5

V{apu) ~ [fiJ 1 to hat.e 1 (lhatred 1 ): fij{fri} 1 to love• ('love 1 ): fri_i(sali} •to dwell• {'dwelling•)

1.12.11.12.13. 6

X(sn) (See two-morpheme level.'

1.12.11.12.13. 1

A{muni) {See two-morpheme level.)

1. 12 .11. 12. 13. 8

V(tuli}--+ { hwop) •to boast• ( 1boasting 1 ): ~-of

1.12.11.12.13. 9

N(usi)-->

1. 12.11. 12. 13. a

(bid} 1 to request• ('request•)
{gib] 1 to give• ('gift')
[gird} •to gird 1 {'girdle'): gaird{grab) •to dig• {1ditch')
etc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.13. b

V("7)

{iukJ 'pair 1

( 1 yoke 1 ):

~-

--7"

{grab) •to dig' ('hole 1 )
(liib] •to remain• ( 1 remnant 1 ): leib{stiigJ •to climb 1 ( 1 path, way 1 ): steig(\>irfJ 1 to need' {1 need'): "pairb[ urikJ •to persecute• ( 1 persecution 1 ): wrik-
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1.12.11.12. n. c

V(G3 1 ) ~ {uiluJ 1 to rob 1

{ 1 robbery 1 ):

wilw-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.11.12.n.d

V(G4) {See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12. n. e

N{unn1 ) ,_..

1.12.11. 12. 2

N(a)c

~

piud

•people, nation• ('non-people')

N(a)c-masc {I.12.11.12. 21):

waihst-~-stain

N(a)c-neut (1.12.11.12.22): and-aug-i_N(a)c-fem {l.12.11.12.23):
1.12. n.12. 21

N(a)c-masc

~

fot-~-band-j

N{stain) {1.12.11.12. 21.1) ~ (stain J
1 stone 1 : waihst-a+stain-

--- - - -

N{tain) (l.12.11.12.21.2) + (tainJ
1branch 1 : wein-a+tainetc.
(See also three-morpheme level.)

-- --

1. 12.11. 12. 21. l

N{stain) {See two-morpheme level.)

1.12. n.12. 21. 2

N(tain) {See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12. 22

N(a)c-neut ~

(andz} 'contrary to 1 + N{and 2 ) {1.12. n.12.
22. I): and+aug-1N(gulp) (l.12.ll.12.22.2)

+

(gulp} •gold':
figgr-~-+~-

X(spill) {1.12.11.12. 22. 3) -t- ls pill} •story,
news•: ~~spilletc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.11. 12. 22.1

N(and 2 ) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12. 22. 2

N(gulp) (Sec two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12. 22. 3

X(spill) ---> (piup} 1 good 1 ( 1 good news•)
22tuailo} 1 wcll 1 { 1 gospel 1 ): waila-

1.12. n.12. 23

N(a)c-fem ~ N{bok) {1.12.11.12. 23. l) + {bok} 1 letter,
writing•: wadj-~+bokN(sibi) (1.12. u.12. 23. 2)

+ { sibi} 1 relationship 1 :
frast-i_+~-

N(uard) (l.12.11.12.23.3) + (uard} •guard,
(See also two-morpheme level.)
keeper•: daur-~+ward22This construction is extant only in the dt•nominative verb (uailo}
(spill} (o 3 } waila-spillon 1 to preach the gospt•l. 1

11
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1.12.11. 2

N(i)

--+ N(i) 1 (1.12.11. 21):

~I!!_-

N{i )2 (1.12.11.22): brup-fad1.12.11. 21

N(i)

~

N(i)i-masc (1.12.11. 21.1): ~
N(i)1-fem (1.12.11.21.2): arbaid-

1.12.11. 21. 1

{arm 1} •arm'
{gast} 'stranger'
{hup} 1 hip 1
{mat} 1food'
{laist} 1track 1
{stab} 1 element 1
etc. ·

1.12.11. 21. 2

{arbaid} 1 work 1
{gait) •goat'
(hurd} 1 door 1 : haurd{naup) 1 need 1 - - {saul} 'pillar'
(uen) •expectation': wenetc.
--

1.12.11. 22

N(i) 2 ~ N(i)d (1.12.11.22.1): brup-fadN(i) c (1.12.11. 22. 2):

1.12.11. 22.1

ain-~-baur-

N(i)d ~ N(i)a-masc {l.12.11. 22.11): brup-fadN(i)d-fem (1.12.11. 22.12):

1.12. ll. 22. ll

dom-~-~-

N(i)d-masc ~ N(fad) (1.12,11.22.11.1) ~ (fad): brup-t-fadV(G2t,) (1.12.11.22.11.2)

+ {G2 1}: gaird+-G2
==

gard-

V(G3 1 ) (1.12.11.22.11.3) + (G3 1J: drius+-G3
-:::: drusV{G4) (1.12.11.22.n.4) .._ {G4}: bair-t-G4
== baur1.12.11. 22.11. l

N(fad) ~ {brup) 'bride' {1bridegroom 1 )
(sunagoge) 'synagogue' ('ruler of a synagogue')
(See also two-morpheme level.)
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fgird} 1 to enclose• ('house 1 ): gaird{singW} 1 to sing• ('song 1 ): ~(sinkW J •to sink 1 ('sinking, setting (of sun),
·
West 1 ): ~{pliuh} •to flee• ( 1 Wght 1 )
{uiip} 1 to crown• ('crown'): weip{urik} 1 to persecute• ('persecution'): wrik-

1.12.11. 22. 11. 2

1.12.11. 22.11. 3

V(G31) ~ { drius} 1 to fall' ('fall 1 )

1.12.11. 22.11. 4

V{G4) ~ (bir} 1 to bear• ('son, child 1 ): bair{kWimJ 1 to come' {'advent'): qim-

1.12.11. 22.12
V(p1) (l.12.11.22.12.2) + {\>1} G4: aih+l_V(ed) {l.12.11.22.12.3) +
X(ap) (1.12.11. 22.12.4)

~

{ed}: fah+ed{apJ:

mag+~

A(dup) {l.12.11. 22.12. 5) + {dup}:

manag..-~

V(n1) {l.12.11.22.12.6) + {n1): wiz..-~V{sn) (l.12.ll.22.12.7) + {sn}: us-bcit-~
V(07) {l.12.11.22.12.8) + { 07]: ald+~N(unn 1 ) {l.12. ll. 22.12. 9 ):

N(misso) {l.12.11. 22.12. a): missat-de>d-

mis so
1. 12. n. 22.12.1

V(in1 )

---l)

~t-mah-1_-

X(i 8 ) (1.12.11. 22.12.11)

-t

{is}: dom •1-

X(o3) (1.12. n. 22.12.12) + {03}: sunj+£_X{ai2) (1.12.u.22.12.13)-+ { ai 2}: lNeihai1.12.11.22.12.11

X(is) {= 1.13.12.11): andbaht-

·1.12.11.22.12.12

X(o3) (= 1.13.12.12): wairp-

1.12.11.22.12.13

X{ai 2 ) {

1.12.11. 22.12. 2

V(\>1)

= 1.13.12.13):

~

hab-

{ aih} 1 to possess• ('property•)
{ brinn) •to burn• ( 1 fire 1 ): ~
{liis} 1 to know• ('craftiness'): lis{ magl} • to be able• ('might'): mah{ se} to sow• ( 1 seed 1 )
-(siuk} 1 to be sick' ('sickness'): sauh{pirf} •to need• ('need'): paurf- - {uis1} 1 to be• ('existence•): wis(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)
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1.12.11. 22.12. 3

V(ed) ~ 23 ffah} 1joy 1 ('joy•)

1.12.11.22.12.4

X(ap) ~

1.12.11. 22.12. 5

A{dup)

1.12.11.22.12.6

V(n1 ) ~ 25{uis 2 } 1 1 to feast• ('food'): wiz(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 22.12. 7

V(sn) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 22.12. 8

VUl) 7 )

1.12.11.22.12.9

N.(unn 1 } (See two-, three-, and five-morpheme levels.)

1.12.11.22.12.a

N(misso)----:;> {ded 2 ) 1deed 1 ('misdeed')
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 22. 2

N{i)c-masc (1.12.11. 22. 21):

{mag 2 j 1 boy 1 ('girl')
{mit} •to measure• ( 1bushel 1 )
24{fram} 'from• ('strange thing')

~

{gamain} 1 common 1 ('communion•)
(manag} •much, many' {1 abundance 1 }
{mikil} 1 great 1 ('greatness•)
(See also two-morpheme level.)

---+ (alp}' 1 to grow old 1 ('age, generation'): ald-

ain-~-baur

N(i)c-fem (l.12.11. 22. 22): anda-bauh-_!1.12.11. 22. 21

N{i)c-masc (See. two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 22. 22

N(i)c-fem --7 {ano 1 } 1 in 1 + N(ano 1 ) (1.12.11. 22. 22. l):
ana ... mah-t(uailo} 1well 1 +

N(uailo) (1.12.11. 22. 22. 2):
waila+ded(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.) - -

--

1.12.11. 22. 22.1

N(ano 1 ) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.22.22.2

N(uailo) ~ {ded 2 } 1 de.ed 1 ( 1benefit 1 )
(See also two-morpheme level.)

23The morpheme fah occurs only in this combination and in ffah)
{inoz} fagino·n 'to ·rejoice. :
24The combination {fram} {ap) occurs only with the suffixe.s

fis J

1

and {i 11}.

25This combination is extant only with {and2} and {uailo] and in the
construction {ga} 11 luis 2} 1 tn 1 \ {i 3 } lh 2 } ga-~iz~ei~ ' 1 with shared joy. 1
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1.12.11. 3

N(u)

~

N(u)1 (I.12.11. 31): fairlirN(u)2 (I.12.11.32): ~-mag-

1.12.11. 31

N(u)1

~

N(u) 1-masc (1.12.11. 31.1): fairhvN(u)1-neut {I.12.11.31.2): faihN(u)i-fem (1.12.11. 31. 3 ): hand-

1. 12.11. 31. I

N(u)1-masc ~ ffirhWJ •world': fairf'Wfgred} 'hunger• - {kwip} 1 stomach 1 : qj_p{lip} 1 member 1
{mag 2 } 1boy•
{sun} •son•
2 6{tih} 'decade': .!lg(purn} 'thorn': paurnetc.

1. 12.11. 31. 2

N(u)1-neut ~

1.12.11. 31. 3

N(u)1-fem ~ {hand} 1 hand 1
{kinnzJ 'cheek'
{ kWirn} 1 mill 1 : qairn-

1.12.11. 32

N(u) 2 - + N{u)d (1.12. n. 32. I): hlif-.!.-

{fih J •property•: faih{kwir} 1 goad 1 : qair{liipz} 'strong beverage 1 : ~-

N(u)c (1.12.11.32.2):

~-mag-

1.12.11. 32. I

N(u)d--. N(u)d-masc (1.12.n.32.11): hlif-_!

1. 12. 11. 3 2. 11

N(u)d-masc ~

V{\>2) (1.12.11.32.11.1)

+ [\>z}:

hlif+-.!.-

X(ass) {l.12.ll.32.11.2) +.·(ass):
horfinassV(G2 1 ) (1.12.11. 32.11. 3)

+ ( G21):

~+G2

=wand-

26This noun occurs only in the plural and 1 though of uncertain gender,
is either masculine or feminine.
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1.1z.11. 32.11.1

{auhio J 1 to make a noise• ( 1 tumult 1 ): auhjo{gaunoJ 1 to lament' {'mourning•)
--{hli{} 1 to steal' ( 1 thief 1 )
{kius} 1 to test• ( 1 test 1 ): kus{punkJ 1 to believe• ( 1 conscience 1 ): puh{uahs} 1 to grow 1 { 1 growth 1 )
{urato) 1 to travel• ( 1 journey 1 ): wrato(See also three-morpht-me le~l.)
---

1.12.11.32.11.2

X(ass)

1.12.11. 32. ll. 21

N(ass) ~ {hor} 1 adulterer 1 ( 1 adultery 1 )
{lek} 1 health 1 ('healing')
{skalk) 1 servant 1 ( 1 service 1 )
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.32.11.22

A(ass) .-., {ibnJ 1 even 1 (•evenness')
(uan} 1lacking 1 ( 1 lack 1 ): ~-

1.12.11. 32.11. 23

V(ass) ~ {blot} 1 to worship' (•worship')

1 0 12.11. 32.11. 24

Prep(ass) ~ [ ufar J •over' ('superfluity•)

1.12.11. 32.11. 3

V(G2 1 ) ~ {uind} 1 to wind' (•wand, rod 1 ): wind-

1.12.11,. 32.11. 4

N(unn1 } ~ {lust) 1 pleasure, desire• ('disinclination')

1.12.11,. 32. 2

N(u}c ~ N(u)c-masc (1.12.11. 32. 21): ~-liug-~-praufet-

V(p 2 ) ~

~

N(ass) (l.12.ll.32.11.21): hor-inassA(ass) (1.12.11. 32. n. 22 ): ibn-ass-:V(ass) (1.12.11. 32.11. 23 ): blot-inassPrep(ass) (I.12.ll.32.11.24): ufar-ass-

N(u)c-fem (1.12.11. 32. 22 ):
1.12.11. 32. 21

asil-~-qairn-

N(u)c-masc - 7 N(mag 2 ) (1.12.11. 32. 21.1) +
N(uaddi) (1..12.11.32.21.2) +

{mag 2 J 1boy 1 :
piu+mag(uaddi} •wan•:
grund-~+waddj

(See also three- and four-morpheme levels.)
1.12.11.32.21.I

N(mag 2 ) --7> (piu} •servant• ('servant 1 )

1.12,.11 .. 32,.21.2

N(uaddi) {See two-morpheme level.}

1.12.11. 32. 22

N(u)c-fem ~ N(kwirn) (1.12.11. 32. 22.1)

+ {kwirnJ 1 mill 1 :
asil-~-t-qairn-

N(uaddi) (1.12.11. 32. 22. 2)

( uaddi)

1 wall 1 :

baurg-~+waddj-

1.12.11. 32. 2t I

N(kwirn) (See two-morpheme level.)

-
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l.12.ll.32.22.2

N(uaddi) (See three-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 4

N(an) ~ N{an)i (I. 12.11. 41): ahN(an)2 (l. lZ.11.42 ): baurg-l-

1.12.11.41

N(an)i

~

N(an)i-masc (1.12.11.41. I): ahN(an)i-neut (1.12. u. 41. 2 ): augN(an)i-fem (1.12.11.41.3): azg-

1.12.11. 41. 1

fah} 1 mind 1
{att} 'father•
{galg} 1 cross 1
{gum} 1 man 1
{ban} •rooster•
{men} 1 moon 1
(suihr) 1 father-in-law 1 : swaihretc.

1.12.11. 41. 2

[augJ 1 eye 1
{aus} 1 ear 1
{ dur} 1 door 1 : daur{hirt J 1 heart 1 : hairt(kurn} 1 grain 1 : kaurn{sigli} 1 seal 1 : siglF
{l>irk) 1 hole 1 : pairk-

1.12. 11. 41. 3

N(an)1-fem

~

N(an)i-fem(on) (l.12.11.41. 31): azgN(an)i-fem(iin) (l.12.11.41.32): ~-

1.12.11. 41. 31

N(an)1 -fem(on)--+ {azg} •ash 1
{kwin} 1woman 1 : qin{mizd) 1 reward 1
{tung} •tongue•: tuggl uik} 1week 1 : wiketc.

1.12.11. 41. 32

N(an)i-fem(iin)

1.12.11. 42

N(an) 2

~

~

faip1} •mother•
{hWirn} 1 skull 1 : lNairn{ kil\>) •womb 1 - - (mar} 1 sea 1
{pram st} 'locust•

N(an)d (l.12.11.42.1): baurg-1N(an)c (l.12.11.42. 2): af-drugkj-
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1.12.11. 42. l

N(an)d ~ N(an)d-masc (1.12.11. 42.11): bau:.£-lN(an)d-neut (1.12.11.42.12):

bar-~-i_!.

N(an)d -fem {l.12. 11. 42. 13 ): ~i-.!_1.12.11. 42.11

N(an)d-masc ~ X(i 4 ) {l.12.11.42.11.1) + {i.J: baurg+l_N(il) (l.12.11.42.11.2)

_. { il}: mag-~+_l

N(irn) (1.12.11.42.11.3)

+ (irn}: widuw+-airn-

X(m4) (l.12.ll.42.ll.4)

+ {m 4 }: ah+-~-

A(04) (1.12.11. 42. 11. 5)
V{G31) (1.12.11. 42.11. 6)

+- [ 04 ] : liut+ !+- { G31l: iU-G3
~et-

V(G4) {l.12.11.42.ll.7) + (G4}: ~-tair-t-G-1
=~-taur-

{ga} +- N{ga) (l.12.11.42 0 11.8): ~-rarbj
10 12.11. 42. 11. l

X(i4) ~ N{i 4 ) {1.12.11.42.11.11): baurgV(i4) (1.12. 11. 42. 11.12 ): bandA(i4) (1.12.11.42.ll.13): nelN-und-

1.12. 11. 42. n. 11

N(i~

1.12.11.42.11.12

V(i4) ~ [bind} G2 •to bind' ( 1 prisoner 1 ): ban~
{See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1.12.11. 42.11.13

A(i4) (See two-morpheme level.)

..--.

{burg) 1 city 1 ( 1 citizen 1 ): baurg{fisk} 'fish' ('fisher')
{ gud l 1 god 1 ( 1 priest 1 )
{hurn} 1 horn 1 ('horn-blower 1 ): haurn~kas} 1 pot 1 { 1 potter 1 )
-2~sinpJ 1 journey 1 ( 1 traveler 1 )
2 suigl} 1 pipe 1 ( 1 piper 1 ): swigluard} •guard' ('watchman'): ward(uurstu) 1work 1 ('worker'): waurstw-

27The combination fsinp} (i.i} is extant only with the prefix (ga} in
{ gat H1 {sinp} li4\ ~-sinpia •fellow traveler. 1
28The nominal morpheme l suigl} •pipe• is assumed on the basis of the
derivatives {suigl} { i4} swiglja 'piper• and fsuigl) { 03} swiglon •to play a
pipe. 1
- - .---
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l. IZ. 11. 42.11. Z

N{il) (See two-morpheme level.)

l. IZ.11. 42.11. 3

N{irn) ~

1. iz. n. 42. n. 4

1. 12. n. 42. n.

s

{uiduu}

1 widow'

( 1 orphan 1 ): widuw-

(ahj 1 mind 1 ( 1 ~.pirit')
{dual} 1 foolish' ('toolisn thing 1 ): dwalZ9(hiuh} 1 to pile up 1 (lpile 1 )
-{sniu} 1 hurry 1 ('hast"')
A0,4) __, {liut} 1 hypocritical 1 { 1 hypocrite 1 )
{uiih1} 1 holy 1 ('priest•): weih(See also two-, three-, and four-morpheme levels.)

1.12.11. 42.11. 6

V(G3 1 ) ~

1.12.11.42.11. 7

V(G4) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 42. 11. 8

N(ga) {See two-morpheme level.}

1.12. 11. 42 .12

N{an)d-neut ~ N(il} +

JO{it)

1 eat 1 { 1 eating 1 )

(ii) (l.12.11. 42.12.1): bar -!:+i_!-

N(om) +

(om} {1.12. ll. 42.12. 2): ald+~ -

l. lZ.11. 42.12.1

N(il) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 42.12. 2

N(om) {See two-morpheme level.}

1.12.11. 42.13

N{an)d-fem ~ N(an)d-fem{on) {l.12. ll. 42. 13. l): mawi-_!N(an)d-fem{iin) {l.12.11.42.13.2): balp-!-

1.12.11. 42.13. 1

N(an)d-fem{on} ~ N{il} (l.12.11.42.13.ll) +

{il): mawi~_!

V{i6) {l.12.11. 42.13.12} +

{i61 : sak~l-

N ( i 7 ) (1. 12 • 11. 4 2 • 13 • 13 } +

l i7 }:

A{06) (1.12.11.42.13.14) +

{06J:~+l

V{07) (I.12.11.42.13.15)

{0 7 }:

{unn1}

-t

ta in+j -

brinn+!-

+ N{unn 1 ) {1.12.11.42.13.16):

un+waur stw-

Z9The GI form of {hiuhl is found only in this construction, but the
morpheme also occurs in fhiuh} {G2z} hauhs 1 high 1 and {hi uh) (i9} G-1
huhjan •to gather.'
JOThis derivative construction occurs only with the preposition {uz} in
and may be dt:rived from a non-extant ~-itan.

~•manger•
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1.12.11.42.13.11

N(il) ~

1.12.11.42.13.12

V(i6) ~ {sakJ 1 to quarrel' ('strife')

1.12.11. 42.13. lJ

N(i7) ~ { tainJ 'branch• ('wicker basket')
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11. 42.13.14

A(06) ~ {agl} 1difficult' {'anguish')
(full} 1 full 1 ('fullness•;

1.12.11.42.13.15

V(07) ~ {brinn} 1 to burn• ( 1 fever 1 )
{drius} 1 to fall 1 ('slope')
f rinn} 1 to run• {'torrent')
{t:inn} 1 to suffer' ('passion•): winn-

1.12.11. 42.13.16

N(unn 1 ) ____;;,

1.12.11.42.13.2

N{an)d -fem(iin) ~ A{06) (1.12.11.42.13.21)_ +

(maui} 'girl• ('little girl 1 ); mawi-

uurstu

1work 1

{'idlene ss 1 ): -waurstw-

V{G2i.) (1.12.11.42.13.22)

{061: balpt-~-

-t-

~rG2

(G21]:
= gab-

V(G31) {1.12.11. 42.13. 23) + (G3 1}:
wist-G3 = wes-

i balp} 1bold 1 {lboldnes s')
{birht} 'bright 1 ('brightness'): bairht{bliip} 'merciful' {'mercy'): bleip{braid} 1 broad 1 {'breadth') - {diup} 1 deep 1 ('depth')
(frod} 1wise 1 ('wisdom')
(god} 1 good 1 { 1 goodness 1 )
{hlutr} 1 pure 1 {'purity•)
{lang} 1 long 1 { 1 length 1 ): ~{ siuk} 1 sick' ('sicknes s 1 )
etc.
(See also two- and three-morpheme !eve.ls.)

1.12.11. 42.13. 21

A(06) ~

I.12.11.42.13.22

V(G2 ) ~
1

1.12.11.42.13.23

V{G3 1 ) ~

1.12.11. 42. 2

N(an)c ~ N(an)c-masc {I.12.11.42. 21): and-~

fgib} 1 to give• {1.gift 1 )
3 1 (uis 1} 'to be 1 : wis-

N(an)c-neut (I.12.11. 42. 22):

aug-~-daur

N(an)c-fem (1.12.11.42.23)_:

bropr-~-lub-

31This derivative occurs only in the compound [balu}
balwa-wesei •malice.'
------

f a2 }[uis1J f G31}
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1.12.11. 42. 21

N(an)c-masc ~ {and2} •contrary to 1 + N(and 2) {l.12. ll.
42. 21.1): and-t-stauN(smip) (l.12.ll.42.21.2) + {smipJ
'•mith 1 : aiz-~+smip(See also two-morpheme levd.)
~

fsto)

1 judge 1 ( 1 adversary 1 ):

1.12. ll.42. 21. l

N(and2)

-stau-

1.12.11. 42. 21. 2

N(smip) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.12.22

N(an)c-neut ~ N(dur) {l.12.ll.42. 22.1) +- [ dur}

1

door 1 :

~-~+daur-

1.12.11. 42. 22. l

N(dur) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.11.42.23

N(an)c-fem ~ N(an)c-fem(on) {1.12.11.42.23.1): hropr-!:lubN(an)c-fem(iin) (1.12.11. 42. 23. 2):

~-~-

1.12.11. 42. 23 .1

N(an)c -fcm(on) (S~e two-morpheme level. )

1.12.11.42.23.2

N(an)c-fem(iin) - 7 A{diis) (1.12.11.42.23.21) + fdiis} 1 skill 1 :
s-fil-u-t"dei
(See also two-morpheme level.)

--

1.12.11. 42. 23. 21

A(diis) {See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12

A

~

A(a) (1.12.12.1)

+ {a 2}: all-

A(i) (l.12.12.2) + {i3J: hrainA(u) {1.12.12. 3) + ( u 11: ~
A(an) {l.12.12.4) + {aniJ: ~1.12.12.1

A(a)

~

A{a)i (1.12.12.11): allA(a)2 (1.12.12.12):

1. 12.12.11

~-ein-

{all} •au•
{armz} •poor•
{birht} •bright•: bairht{diup} 1 deep 1
--{dual} •foolish•: dwal{iunh}' •young•: l._~
{kald} •cold'
{liub} 1dear 1
{mikill •great•
{sap)' 'full': sadetc.
--
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I. 12.12. 12

A(a)z

~

~ein

A(a)d (1.12.12.12.1):

A(a)c (1.12.12.12.2): af-gud1.12.12.12.1

A(a)d ~ V (I.12.12.12. ll}

-t

{

d 3 ) G4: mel-~~-

A (1.12.12.12.12) +- (ist}: manag+~t
N(iin) (l.12.12.12.13) +- {iinJ: airpt-einX(hz) (1.12.12.12.H)

+ {h 2 J:

stain-~•~

N(isk) (I.12.12.12.15) + { isk): ~f"isk
X(r2) (1.12.12.12.16)

1- {

rz}: ~t-_E(kund}: gum-~t-kund-

N(kund) (1.12.12.12.17) +

+ fk2): ~t-~-

32N(k2) (1.12.12.12-.18)
32N(ing) (1.12.12.12.19)

(ing}: -~+ilIB

.f-

+ [bu}: dau-P.-~t-.!?..!.l-

N(bli) (1.12.12.12.la)

32X(und1) {l.12.12.12.lb) t-

(und 1}: nel'W+und-

X(iu) (l.12.12.12.Ic) ._ {inJ:~.-1V(u1) (1.12.12.12.ld) +

{ul}: sak+ul-

V(p3) (l.12.12.12.le) + {p 3}: daut-P.nv~par

P(apar) (1.12.12.12.1£) r

{aparj:

P(ari2) (1.12.12.12.lg) .,..

{ari 2J: &t-arj-

A(kl) (1.12.12.12. Ih) +

f kl}:

{ falp 1l: ain+-~-

A(falp1) (1.12.12.12. u) +A(iihn) {l.12.12.12. lj) +

{ iihn}: ~ t-eihn-

f 0g): til+!-

X{0g) {l.12.12.12. lk)

t-

V(09) (1.12. 12.12. lm)

+ ( 09):

X(GZ2) {l.12.12.12. ln) t-

ain-~t-kl-

l

siuk+-~-

G2z}: hneiwt-G2 = hnaiw-

{ unn11 t- A(unn 1 ) (l.12.12.12.10): ~t-~32As the stem-formative class of these constructions is indeterminate
(they occur only in larger constructions and are therefore never thcmsl'lves
inflected), they are included here because the ~-stem class is the most
common one in Gothic.
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[sui}

+ A(sui) (l.12.12.12.lp): swi+kun-!-

{ga} -t X(ga) (l.12.12. ll. lq ): ~+hail1.12.12.12.11

v (

1.13. l): bind-

1.12.12.12.12

A(

1.12.12): all-

1.12.12.12.13

N(iin)

~

{aiu} 'eternity' ('eternal 1 ): aiw33 lbariz] 'barley' {'of barleyi)°;
{fill} 1 leather 1 ('leathern')
{gulp} 'gold' ( 1 golden 1 )
{gum} 'man' ('male 1 )
{iisarnl 'iron' ('of iron'): eisarn{irp} 'earth' ('earthen, earthly'):~
{kw in} 1 woman 1 ('female'): ~{liik} 'body' ('corporeal 1 ): leikltriu} •wood' ('wooden'): triw-

etc.

--

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.12.12.14

X(h 2 )

~

N(h 2 ) (1.12.12.12.14.1): stain-aA{hz) (1.12.12.12.14. 2):

ain-~

V{h z) (l.12.12.12.14.3): lais-~1 0 12.12.12.14. l

N(h2) (See two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1.12.12.12. 14. 2

A(hz) (See two- and four-morpheme levels. )

1.12.12.12.14. 3

V(h2) {S~e two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12.15

N(isk) ~ {fun} 'fire• ('fiery')
{gud} 1 god 1 ( 1 godly 1 )
{haipi} 'field' ( 1wild 1 ): haipj{iudaiu} 1 Jew 1 {'Jewish'): judaiw(mann} 1 man' ('human')
[piudl 1 people 1 {'heathenish')
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12.16

X{rz) ~ {biitl G2 'bite 1 ( 1bitter 1 ): bait{fah J 'joy' ('suitable, fair•): ~34 lkwip} 'stomach' ('-stomached'): -~(See also two-morpheme level.)

33This moq:heme occurs only with liin}.
34This derivative construction is found only in composition with
{liusJ {G2 2 ) as~-~ 1 empty-stomached. 1
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1. 12.12.12.11

N(kund) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12.18

N(k 2) ~

1.12.12.12.19

N(ing)

1.12.12. 12. la

N(bli) (See four-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.1?..lb

X{und 1 )---+ 37 (hul} •a hollow 1 ('hollow')
37 fnehwJ 'near •o• ( 1 near, near by'): netw-

35faiu) •eternity• ('eternal 1 ):~

~ 36(ucnJ 'expectation' ('expected'):~

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.12.12. Ic

X(iu) ~ N(iu) (1.12.12.12. lc. I): ~
A(iu) (1.12.12.12.lc.2): fairnV(iu) (1.12.12.12.lc. 3):

~

J •oath' ('sworn')
2
{sliip)' 1 injur y 1 ('dange rous 1 ): sleid-

1.12.12.12. Ic. l

N(i11)--.;. 38(aip

1.12.12.12. Ic. 2

A(i 11 ) --4 {firn} 'last year's' ( 1 old 1 ): fairn{niuJ 1 new' ('new, young')

1.12.12.12. Ic. 3

V(i11 ) --":> 39[alp} •to grow old' ( 1 old 1 )
{frap) 1 to think' ('thinking')

1.12.12.12. ld

V{ul)----? {sakJ •to quarrel' ('quarrelsome')
{skap} •to hurt' ('harmful')

1.12.12.12. le

{diu} G2 1 to die' ('dead 1 )
{haf} 'to lift' ('joined')
40{uidJ •to tie' {1 tied 1 ): wis40fuiit1} 1 to know' ( 1 knowing 1 ): weis(See also two-morpheme level.)
V(p3) --+

3 5This combination is found only in the derivative {aiu) (k ) {dupj
2
ajukdups •eternity, 1 the only extant form in which {k2) appears; but {kz} is
clearly a morpheme because {aiu} is an independent noun stem and ldup} is
otherwise suffixed only to adjectives.
36The combination (uenJ (ing) is found only in the larger construction
{ unn1} l uen} ling} {on2) unweniggo •unexpectedly. 1
37These combinations are found only in the larger constructions [hul}
fund 1J{i6l hulundi 1 cave 1 and {nehw} (und 1} [i 4 } ne!Nundja 1 neighbor. 1
38This combination occurs only with ( ub}.
39This morpheme is found only with
{.alp] (d3l ~-alpans 'decrepit. 1

fin}

and in the construction {uz}

40 These derivative constructions occur only with ~he prefix (unn }.
1
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1.12.12.12. lf

P(apar) ~ lhw} 1what 1 ('whether, which of two'): ~

1. 12. 12. 12. lg

P{ari2) ~ (hW} 1what' (•which of many•):

1.12.12.12. lh

A(kl) ~ 41 {niu}
{'young')
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. li

A{fal\> 1) ~ {ainJ 1 one 1 ( 1 onefold 1 )
{fiduor] 1 four' ('fourfold 1 ): fidurtman3.g} 1 many 1 ('manifold'_)__

}i;-

1 new 1

(See also four-morpheme level.)
1.12.12.12. lj

A(iihn) ~ (tu} 1 two 1 {'two each')

1.12.12.12.lk

X{0g) ~ N(0g) (1.12.12.12. lk. l): pruts-fillP(0g) (1.12.12.12.lk.2): ~-~-

1.12.12.12.lk.l

N(0g) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. lk. 2

P{0g) (See two-morpheme level. )

1.12.12.12.lm

V(0 9 ) ~ 42{hWirb} •to walk' {'walking, passing'): -lVairb(siuk) 1 to be sick 1 ('sick')
42(uind} •to wind' ( 1 reversed 1 ): -wind42 {uirp 1} 1 to become• ( 1 becoming•):"=wa~

1.12.12.12. ln

X(G2 2 )

~

V{G2 2 ) {1.12.12.12.1n. l): frodN(G22) (1. 12. 12. 12. ln. 2 ): -dog-

1.12.12.12. ln. l

V(G2 2 ) ~ {frap}• •to think' ( 1wise 1 )
{hniiu} •to bend down' {'low, humble'): hneiw{lius} 'to lose 1 {'empty, lacking')
-{pirf}' 1 to need' ('necessary'): •pairb(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. ln. 2

N(G2 ) ~ 43 {dag} 'day' ( 1 day 1 s 1 )
2

4 1 This combination is extant only with the derivational suffix (hz).
42 These morphemes occur with {09} only in compounds or with a prefix:
{hwirb} with lgaJ and lhwiil} {az); {.uind) with {inn]; and luirp 1l with
{ano 1), land 2 }, (iain} {d 5 l, and (uipro}.
43 The construction {dag) {G2z\ is extant only in the compounds f3.htau}
{dag} \G2') ahtau-~- 1 eight-day 1 and ffiduor} ldag 1 lG2 21 fidur-dog'four-day.
See CR 1.12.12.12. 2e.
.

r
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1.1z. iz.12.10

A(unn1 ) ~ (hail} 1 whole 1 { 1 sick 1 )
(irkn} 1 holy 1 ( 1 unholy 1 ): -airkn(liubJ 1dear 1 ( 1 unloved 1 )
{liutj 'hypocritical' {'unfeigned')
(mildij 1 mild 1 ('not mild'): -mildj!suer} 1hoi:iored 1 ('without honor'): -swer(tal} 1 trained 1 ( 1 unlearned 1 )
{uahsJ 1bad 1 ( 1blameless 1 ): -wahsetc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12.lp

A(sui) (See two-morpheme level.)

l.1z. 12. 12.1q

X(ga)

1.12.12.12. 2

A(a)c ~ taglait) 1 indecent 1 + A(aglait) (1.12.12.12. 21):

~

fgup} 'gor!' ('pious')
lhail} 1whole 1 ( 1 whole 1 )

aglait+~-stald-

A{andi) {l.12.12.12.22) +
{ ano 1}

1 in 1

(andiJ 'end 1 : all+-andj-

+ A(ano :i) (1.12 12 12 23 ): ana.-wairp0

0

0

A(girn) (1.12.12.12. 24) + ( girn) 1 desirous 1 :
!!_-in-~ +-gairn(gud) •god':~+~

Prep(gud) (1.12.12.12.25) -t
A(hairt) (l.'12.12.12. 26)

+ { hairt J 1 heart 1 :
arm-a+hairt-

X(liik) (1.12 0 12.12.27) + (liik} 1body 1 :
sam-at-leikAdv(mer) (1.12.12.12.28) +

fmer} •renowned':
wailar~-

+ [mildiJ

N(mildi) (1.12.12.12. 29)

1 mild 1 :

fri-~~-~+mild-

A{mod) {l.12.12.12. 2a)

i-

{mod} 'spirit, mood 1 :
muk-a+mod-

-- - --

{.ufar} •over•.+

A(ufar) (1.12.12.12.Zb}: ufar+full-

X(uurd) (1.12.12.12. 2c)

{uurd}

-t-

A{uurstu) {l.12.12.12. 2d)

-t

(

A{aglait) (See three-morpheme level.)

ubil-t-'Waurd-

uurstu} •work':
all-a...-waurstw-

(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)
1.12.12.12. 21

1word':
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1.12.12.12. 22

A(andi) ~ 44 (all} •an• ('complete')

1.12.12.12. 23

A(a:io1 ) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. 24

A(girn) (See four-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. 25

Prep (gud) ~ lab}

1.12.12.12. 26

A(hairt) (See two-morpheme level.}

1.12.12.12. 27

X(liik) ~ 45 (anoiJ

1 off,

1 in 1

:~(anpar}

away' ('godless')

('alike')

1 another 1

(•diverse')
tmannJ •man' ('man-like 1 )
{sua} 1 so• ('such•)

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.12. 12. 28

Adv(mer) ~ (uailo} 1well 1 ('having a good reputation'):
waila-

1.12.12.12. 29

N(mildi) (See three-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. 2a

A(mod) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12. 12. 2b

A(ufar) ~

{full) 1 full 1 ('overfull, abundant•)
46 (.maud} •forgetting• {1 forgctful 1 )

1.12.12.12. 2c

X(uurd) ~

land 2} 'contrary to• (•argumentatin·')
lubil} 1 evil 1 ('slanderous')

(See also two- and three-morpheme lc\-els.)
1.12.12.12. 2d

A(uurstu) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12. 2

A(i)

~

A(i)i (1.12.12. 21): hrainA(i)2 (l.12.12.22): un-hrain-

44
This construction is found only in the adv~!"bial derivative {all)
(andi} (on 1} all-and jo •completely. 1
45
These constructions are extant only with derivational suffixL'S: {anpar}
(liik} with {on 2 J and (06}, [anoJH 1 lliik} with lon 2}, and {mannJ fliik}
with (0 4 ].
46The combination (ufar}l 1 (maud} is found only in (ufar} #1 (maud)

{~6} 'forgetfulness.•
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1.12.12. 21 .

A(i)1 ~

1.12.12. 22

A{i) 2

~

gamain} 1 common 1
hrain} 'clean'
47 {kun} 1 of kin or country•
{sel} 1 good'
{skiir} 1 clear 1 : skeirA(i)d (1.12.12. 22.1):

~-~n

A(i)c {1.12.12. 22. 2 ): ~-~-kuns1.1i.12. 22.1

A(i)d ~

N{0 8 ) (1.12.12. 22.11) + {0 8 }: anda-~+!

l0 9}:

V0,9) (1.12.12. 22.12) -t
N(G22) (1.12.12.22.13)
V{G32) {l.12.12.22.14)
{unn1}

+

bruk+!-

+ {G221:

liug-~+G2

=

laug-~-

+ {G32}: 2£+G3

= ~

A(unn1 ) (1.12.12.22.15): un-rhrain-

1.12.12. 22.11

N(0s) (See three-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.22.12

V(09) ~ (bruk} 1 to use• ( 1 useful 1 )

1.12.12. 22.13

N(G22) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12. 22.14

V(G32) ~ 48 fkwip} 1 to speak' ('speakable'):
48{niut} •to enjoy' ('useful')

1.12.12. 22.15

A(unn 1 ) ~ (hrain} 1 clean 1 ('unclean•)
{_sel} 1 good 1 {'evi1 1 )

.si£-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.12. 22. 2

A(i)c ~ {ano11 1 in, at• +

A(ano 1 ) (1.12.12. 22. 21):

~+laug-~-

Prep (haim) {1.12.12.22.22)
X(kun) (1.12.12.22.23)

+

{haim} 'village,
home 1 : af+haim-

+ {kun) 'of kin or country•:
sam-a+kun-

Prep(siun) {l.12.12.22.24)

+

{siun) 1 sight 1 :

-- --

ana~siun-

47This morpheme is found only in the constructions {ali) {a2) {kun)
alja-kun- •of foreign origin, 1 [sam} {a2} (kun 3 1 relc.ted, 1 fkun 1 {i6) 1 race,
and {innJ# 1 {kun} li4} in-kunj- 1 rclative. •
48The constructions resuHing from the affixation of {G3z} to these
morphemes are found only with the prefix {unn 1}.

1
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i.1z.1z. zz. z1

A(ano1) (See three-morpheme level.)

l.1z.12. 22. 22

Prep(haim) ~ lab J •off, away• ('away from home•): ~
f ano1} 1 in, at• ( 1 at home 1 ): ~-

i.1z.1z. 22. 23

X(kun) ~

4~nn} 1 in• ('of the same family or country'):
in-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.12.12. 22. 24

Prep(siun) ~ {ano 1} 1 in, at' ('visible'):~-

l.1z.12. 3

A(u)

~

A(u)i (1.12.12. 31):

~

A(u)z (1.12.12.32): paurs1.12.12. 31

A(u)1 ~ {agl} 'difficult'
(angw) 'narrow•:~
{hard} 1 hard'
(kwirr) 1 gentle 1 : qairr{manu} 1 ready 1 : riia'il\Vlsiip} 1late 1 : scip-:-[tulg J 1 £irm 1
{plakw} •soft, tender': plaq-

1.12.12. 32

A(u)

2

~

A(u}d {l.12.12. 32.1): paur sA(u)c (I.12.12. 32. 2);

tw-~-lib-wintr-

l G3 21:

1.12.12. 32.1

A(u) d ~ V(G3 2 ) (1.12.12. 32.11) +

I. 12 .12. 3 2. 11

V(G32) ~ (pirs} 1 to be withered' ('thirsty'}: pairs-

1.12.12. 32. 2

A(u)c

~

Prep(grund) (1.12.12. 32. 21) +
A(uintr) (1.12.12. 32. 22)

-t

{

p_airs+G3 = paurs-

{grund} 1 ground 1 :
af+grund-

uintr J 'winter':
tw-a- lib+wintr-

- -

-

---

1.12.12. 32. 21

Prep(grund) ~ 50 {ab) 'off, away' ('sloping'): af-

I.12.12. 32. 22

A(uintr) (See three-morpheme level.}

1.12.12. 4

A(an)

~

A(an) (1.12.12.41):
1
A(ane (1.12.12. 42 ):

~
niun-~-

49This combination is extant only in the construction {inn} Hi {kun} li4}
'relative.'

~-kunja

SOThis combination is found only in the larger construction {ab} #1
{grund} {ip1} E-grundipa 'slope, declivity. 1
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1.12.12.41

A(an)1 ~ A(an)i-on (1.12.12.41.1): ~~
A{an)i-iin (1.12.12.41. 2): auhum-

1.12.12. 41.1

A(an)i-on ~

1.12.12. 41. 2

A(an)1 -iin ~ {auhum} 1higher•
{frum} 'former'
{hliidum) 1 left 1 : hleidum{iftum) 'next•

1.12.12. 42

A(an) 2

~

{sam} 1 same 1
{silb) 1 self 1

A{an)a (1.12.12. 42. l): niun-c!_A(an)c {l.12.12. 42. 2): fimf-~-~-taih-un-~

A(an)a

~

A{an)a-on (1.12.12. 42.11): niun-c!_-

1.12.12. 42.11
1.12.12. 42.11.1

{ahtau) 1 eight 1 { 1 eighth 1 ): ahtu51 {fiduor} 'four' {'fourth 1 ): fidwor {fimf} 'five• ( 1 fifth 1 )
-{niun} 1 nine 1 ('ninth')
5l(sibunJ •seven' ( 1 seventh 1 )
sihs} 1 six' ( 1 sixth 1 ): saihspri} 1 threc 1 { 1 third 1 )
{See also two-morpheme level.)

f

1.12.12.42.12

A(an)a-iin ~ V (1.12.12. 42.12.1) + {and 1): stand+andA(iz2) (1.12.12.42.12.2) +

{izz}: hard+iz-

X(um) (1.12.12.42.12.3)

lum}: aft+~-

{ unn1} +

-t

A(unn1) (1.12.12. 42.12. 4 ): ~+~-and

{ mis so}+ A(rnisso) (1.12.12.42 0 12.5):
missa+tauj-and1.12.12.42.12.1

V(=l.13 0 1): stand-

1.12.12.42.12.2

A(iz 2 )

~

A('= 1.12.12): hardexcept A(an)1-iin (=l.12.12.·U.2): auhurr:X(um) (=l.12.12.42.12 0 3) +{um}: aft-~-

51These numerals are not extant in ordinals.
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1.12.12. 42.12. 3

X(um) ~ {aft} 'back• (•latter')
{hind} 1behind 1 (•next behind•)
lsped} 'late• {'latter•)
(See also two-morpht-me level. )

1.12.12.42.12.4

A(unn 1 ) (See two-, three-, four-, and five-morpheme
levels.)

1.12.12.42.12.5

A(m.isso) (See two-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.42. 2

A(an)c (See three-morpheme level.)

1.12. n

P --7 { p4 } •that, the• + [ a 2J : ~·~
{hw} 'who, etc ...... l a2}: ~·~
{hi} 'this' + { i31 : ,!:t-_!_{i9J 1 he, etc.•:.!,-

1.12. 2

Sub-End

~

Sub-End-masc (1.12. 21):
Sub-End-neut (1.12. 22):

dag-~-ns

~-~

Sub-End-masc & neut (1.12. 23 ): dag-_!_- ~
Sub-End-fem (1.12.24):

airp-<?_-~

Sub-End-masc, neut, & fem {l.12. 25): ~-~-~
1.12. 21

1.12. 22

Sub-End-masc ~

{z1J:
{no}:
{z2J:
{nz]:

-~

-~
-~

Sub-End-neut ~ {to}: -ta

l 0 1}:

-~

Sub-End-masc & neut ~

1.12. 24

~~

Sub-End-fem ~

{za1J: -~
{mme}: -mma
{en 1}: -~--

f01}

021
{z3}

lii}
lz4}

lzs}
(on 1]
Sub-End-masc, neut, & fem ~ {mil
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1.13

Vb ~

1.13. l

V

~

V {I.13.1)

i'

Vb-End (1.13. 2): bind-t~-.!:!1

V 1 (1.13.11): £.indV2 (1.13.12): andbaht-1-

1.13.ll

1.13.12

V

V2

~

~

Gradation

Reduplication

{bind}
{far}
[gib}
{griip}: ~
flet}
lnim}
{niut}
(uirp): wairpetc.

{auk}
lhait}
(bald)
{hwop): lNopllet}
etc.

Suffix
lbruk}
{bug}
{toij: taujtpahai}
[uurkJ: waurketc.
--

Va (1.13.12.1): andbaht-jV c (l.13 .12. 2): af-filh-

1.13.12.i

Va ~ X(i 8 )(1.n.12 .. n) +- {i 8 }:andbaht+lX{o3) (1.13.12.12) .... {o 3l: fisb~
X{ai2) {l.13.12.13) +

(ai2 J: lweihai-

X(n2) {l.13.12.14) + { n2}: full+~
N(at1) {l.13.12.15) + lat 1}: ah-~ut
N(ino2) (l.13.12.16) +
{ga}

f.

(ino 2 J: aiuino-

V(ga) (I.13.12.17):

~-t-bair-

{ dizJ + V(diz) (1. 13 .12.18 ): di S• drius( fir}

J

+

V{fra) (1. 13.12. la): fra• bai r-

tuzJ

-1-

V(tuz) (l.13.12.lb): tuz.-wE-1

{ fra

f

+- V(fir) {l.13.12.19): fair+-aih-

{ tuiz} +
( unpa} •
1.13.12.11

V(tuiz) (l.13,.12.lc):

twis~tand-

V(unpa)(l.13.12.ld): unpa+pliuh-

X(is) ~ N(is) (l.13.12.ll.l): andbahtA(is) (1.n.12.11.2): blindV(is) ,GZ {l.13.12.ll.3): draib-
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I. 13. 12.11. l

N(is) ~

{andbaht} •servant• {Ito serve•)
{dail} •portion• (Cto divide, share•)
{domJ 1 judgment 1 ( 1 to judge')
{hunhr} 1 hunger' ( 1 to hunger 1 ): hungr{hurn} 1 horn• ( 1 to blow a horn 1 ): h=iurn(mel1J •writing• ( 1 to write 1 )
--{namn) 1 name 1 ( 1 to name')
{rign} 1 rain 1 ('to rain')
{sinp} 1 1 trip 1 ( 1 to send')
(sto J 1 judgment 1 ( 1 to judge•)
etc.

i. n.12.11. 2

A(is) ~

blind} 1blind 1 (•to blind 1 )
full} 1 full 1 ( 1 to fill 1 )
haunJ 1 humb!e 1 ( 1 to humiliate•)
{kur~ 1 heavy 1 ( 1 to burden'); kaur52{kWiu) 'alive• ( 1 to enliven'):: qiu{lat} 1 lazy 1 {'to delay')
(manuJ •ready' ('to prepare•): manwetc.
---

f

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.13.12.11. 3

V(is) ~ {driib} 1 to drive• ( 1 to trouble 1 ): draih{ drink} •to drink' ('to give to drink'): dragk{hniiu} 1 to bend down' {1 to abase'): hnaiw{kius} 1 to choose• (Ito test'): kaus- - - (lig} 1 to lie' ( 1 to lay'):~- - {sit} 1 to sit 1 ( 1 to set 1 ): ~~{urik} 1 to persecute• ('to persecute•): wraketc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1. n.12. 12

X(o 3 ) -

N(o 3 ) (1.n.12.12.1): fiskA(o3) (1.13.12.12.2): wairpV(o3) (l.13.12.12.3): marb-

1.13.12.12. l

f

fiskJ 1 fish 1 ('to fish 1 )
lust) 1desire 1 ( 1 to desire')
53{paid} •coat• ( 1 to clothe')
{sidl 1 custom 1 ('to practice')
(suni} 1 true 1 (to justify'): sunjetc.
-(See also two-morpheme level. )

52The construction {kwiu}

lisJ

is extant only with {ano 1} and {gaJ.

53The combination {paid) { o 3} is extant only with {ga}.
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1.13.12.12. 2

A(o3) ---+

fuirpz) •worth 1 ( 1 to value•): ~airp54 {uund} 1 wounded 1 ('to wound 1 ): ~und-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.13.12.12. 3

V(o 3 ) ~ (hwirb} G2 1 to walk 1 (• to go about•): INarb{mit} •to measure' ( 1 to consider')
--{uis1}• 1 to be. exist• ('to live•): wiz-

1.13.12.13

X(ai 2 )

~

N(ai 2 ) {1. n.12.13.1):

~-

A(ai2) (1.13.12.13.2): ainV(ai2) (1.13 .12.13. 3 ): hab{hwiil} 1 while 1 ('to tarry 1 ): li·eil{iiukl •strife' {'to fight 1 ): jiuk{liu~ 1 •marriage• ('to marry•)
{surg} •sorrow' {'to sorrow•): saur g55 lpiu} 'servant' ('to serve'): piw-

l.n.12.13.1

~

1.13.12.13. 2

A(ai 2 )

1. 13. 12. 13. 3

V(ai2) ---=1

(ain} 1 one 1 ( 1 to leave alone')
(arm 2] 'poor• ( 1 to pity')
{suer) 'honored• ( 1 to honor'): swer{uiih1J 1 holy 1 ('to sanctify'): ~eih{ uak} 1 awake 1 ( 1 to wake 1 ): wak{haf] 1 1 to lift 1 ( 1 to have, hold 1 ): hab56{haf}' G3 •to lift• ( 1 to hold, contain'): hob{hah} 1 to let hang 1 ( 1 to hang•)
-{kinnjl G3 1 to know' ( 1 to know•): kunn{liib) G3 •to remain 1 (•to live'): lib{minJ G3 •to mean• (•to think'): munluiiti) G3 1 to see' (•to watch'): wit-

1.13.12.14

X(n 2 ) ~ N{n2) (1.13.12.14.1): ~-frisaht-!!_
A(n2) (1.13.12.14.2): full-!!_V(n 2) G4 (1.13.12.14. 3 ):

auk-~-

54The combination {uund} (o 3 } occurs only with the prefix {ga}.
55The combination {piu} (ai 2 ) is found only with {ano 1) and {gaJ.
56The construction {haf}I G3 {aiz} occurs only in the larger construction
(ga) (haf}• G3 {aiz} {in 1} ~-hobains 'abstinence.•
·
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l.13.12.14. l

N(n 2 ) ~ 5 7 (frisaht} 1 image• ('to be formed in resemblance')
57 {kwistJ •destruction• ( 1 to perish•)
(See also three-morpheme level.)

1.13.12.14.2

A(n ) __, 58 (blindl •blind' ( 1 to become blind')
2
59(daub} 'deaf' ( 1 to become deaf 1 )
59{dumb) 1dumb• ('to become dumb 1 )
(full} 'full 1 ('to become full 1 )
58{god} •good' ('to benefit'): bat(hail l •whole 1 ( 1 to become whole 1 )
58{kwiu} 'alive' ('to become alive•): qiu60 {mer} 'known' (Ito be made known'_)_
{mikil} 'large• ( 1 to be enlarged 1 )
(suinpJ 1 strong 1 ( 1 to grow strong 1 ): swinp{uak} •awake• ( 1 to waken•): wak{.uiih1} 1holy 1 ( 1to become hQf?): weihetc.
(See also two- and four-morpheme levels.)

l.13.12.14. 3

V(n2 )

~Gradation

Verbs:

6l{brik} •to break' ('to be brokcn 1 ): bruk6l{giut) •to pour' ( 1 to be poured'):~62{liib} •to remain' (•to be left 1 ): lif{tind} •to ignite• ( 1 to catch fire 1 }:tundReduplication Verb:
{auk} 1 to increase• ( 1 to become larger 1 )
(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.13.12.15

N(at 1 ) -~ 63 {suogJ 1 sigh 1

(_1 to

sigh'): swog-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
57The combination of these stems with (nz} is extant only with the
prefixes {ga} and {fraJ respectively.
58The combination of these morphemes with {nz} is extant only with {ga}.
59The combination of these morphemes with {nz} occurs only with {ab).
60The combination of this morpheme with {nz) occurs only with {uz}.
61The combination of these morphemes with {nz) is found only with {uz}.
62The combination of this morpheme with {nz} occurs only with (ab}.
63This morpheme is extant only in the constructions {suog1 (at1} swogatja:_1,.
[gaJ # 1 {.suog} {is} ~-swogjan, and {ubl H1 {suog) lis} uf-swogjan, all
meaning •to sigh.•
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1.13.12.16

(air} •messenger• ( 1 to be a messenger')
{fah}' 1 joy• {'to rejoice'): i_a_g_{hor J 'adulterer' Pto commit adultery•)
{lek} 'physician' ('to heal')
{riik} 'ruler' ('to rule'): reik{skalk} 'servant• {'to ser7e')
(See also two-morpheme level.)

l.13.12.17

V(ga)

~

Gradation Verbs:
64(birJ 'to bear• ('to bring forth'): -bair{biid} •to await' ('to endure 1 ): -bei~
{bid} 'to ask' ('to ask')
{bind) •to bind' ('to bind')
{brikj •to break' ('to break')
6 s(drab} 'to hew' ('to hew out')
{drag} 'to carry' ('to heap up')
{drink] •to drink' ('to drink'): -dri~
{ drius J 1 to fall' ('to fall')
etc.
Reduplication Verbs:

{auk} 1 to increase• ('to grow•)
{haitJ 1 to call' ('to call together')
etc.
(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1.13.12.18

V(diz) ~

{driusJ •to fall' ('to befall')
66{hniupJ •to break' ('to brPak asunder')
(nim} 'to take' ('to possess')
(sinkw} •to sink' ('to go down'):-~
{sit} 'to sit• ('to settle upon')
66 {skriit} 'to tear' (•to rend'): -skreit{tahi} •to tear• ('to waste'): -tahj(tir) •to tear• ('to tear to pieCCS"): -tair-

641n compiling the lists of verbal stems which occur with some of the
derivational prefixes and all of the prepositional compounding elements,
have been indebted to the work of Allan Lake Rice, Gothic PrPpositional Compounds in Their Relation to Their Greek Originals "(Philadelphia, 1932). With
the aid of~study, I have been able to pre~ent lists of stems which are
sometimes fuller than those among the corresponding substantival forn1ations,
and when a particular list was not too long, I have included it in its entirety.
65The morpheme {drab} is extant only with the prefix {ga}.
6 6 The morphemes (skriit} and {hniup} occur only in combination with
the prefix {diz}.
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67

{uid} •to join' (•to dissolve'): -wid{uilu} •to rob' ('to plunder'): -wilw-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
l. n.12.19

V(fir) --!>

{aih} 'to have• (•to partake of')
[griip} 'to seize• ('to seize'): -~
{hait} 'to can• ('to be thankful•)
{rinn} 1 to run' ('to extend')
68{uiit 2} •to see' (•to observe'): -weit(uurk} •to work' ('to effect 1 ): -waurk-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1. 13. 12. la

V(fra)

~

Gradation Verbs:
{bir} •to bear' ('to endure'): -bair{gib} •to give• ('to give')
69{gild} 'to pay• ('to rt'pay')
69{hinp} 1 to seize• ('to capture')
litJ •to eat• ('to eat up 1 }
{kinn1J •to know• ('to despise•): -kunn{kwimJ •to come' ('to expend'): -q1m{kwip} •to say' ('to curse'}: -tl--\.let} 1 to let' ('lo liberate')
70(lius} 'to lose• ('to lose')
{nim} 'to take' ('to receive')
lrinnJ 1 to run' ('to go astray')
71 {slind} 'to swallow' ('to swallow up')
72{uiitz} 1 to sec' ('to avenge'): -weit{uilu} 'to rob' ('to rob'): -~ilw{uirp} 'to throw' (•to cast away'): -wairpluirp1J •to become• ('to corrupt'): -wairj:>{uisiJ 'to be' ('to spend 1 ): -wis{urik) 1 to persecut~• ('to persecute'): -wrik-

67The combinatio~ of {diz} with {.uid} is attested by the derivative
{diz} Hi {uid} [\>1} dis\~iss 'dissolution. 1 Although {uid) never occurs as a
simple stem, it app~ars also with the prefix {gaJ, the suffixes (07} and
(\>3}, and the preposition (inn}.
68The derivative construction lfir) H1 {uiitzl is found only in the larger
constructions ffirJ H1 luiitzl {l) fair-weitl 'spectacle,' and {fir} H1 (uiitz}
{is} fair-weitjan •to peer about.•
.
69The verbal morphemes {gild} and [hinp} are found only with the root
(uz), the prefix {fra}, and a few other dcrivational affixes: {tr) and (071
with {.gild}, and (G3 1} with {hinp}.
70
71

Except when with {G2 2}, {lius} always occurs with {fra}.

The morpheme ( slind) is extant only with { fra}.

72

The morpheme fuiitz} occurs with tht- prefixes (fra) and {inn) as
well as with several suffixes, but ncV('r as a simple stem.
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Suffix Verbs:
{bug} 'to buy'(' to sell')
{uurk} •to work' ('to sin'): -waurk(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.13.12. lb

V(tuz) (See two-morpheme level.)

l. 13. lZ. lc

V(tuiz)

1.13.12. ld

V(unpa) ~ {pliuhJ

1.13.12.2

Vc ~

~

tstap}

1

to stand' ('to depart from'): -stand1

to flee' ('to escape')

{ab} 'from• +

V(ab) (l. 13. 12. 21): af+aik-

{afar} 'after' +

V(afar) (l.13.12.22): afar+(.'(agg-

tandz) 'contrary to' + \'(and 2 ) (l.13.12. 23): and+beit{ano1} 'in' +

V(ano 1 ) (L.13.12. 24): ana+auk-

{at2} 'at, to' +
{bi} 'by, at•

f du)

-t

V(bi) (L.13.12. 26): bi+au~-

'to' + V(du) (1.13.12.27): du+ginn-

{fur) 'before' +

l inn}

V(at2 ) (L.13.12. 25): at+bair-

'in'

V(fur) (1.13.12. 28): fauu~ind

+ V{inn) (1.13.12. 29):

{ mid} 1with'

+

{pirh} 'through'
(ub} 'under' +
(ufar} •over'

~Tsai-

V(mid) (1.l3.12.2a): mip+gagg-

+ V(pirh) (1. i3.12. 2b):

pairh~bair

V(ub) (1.13.12. 2c): uf+brik-

+ V{ufar) (1.13.12.Zd): ufar+gagg-

{undz} 'around, up to' + V{und 2 } {l.13.12. 2d: und+greip{ut} 1 out 1 +

V(ut) (1.13.12. 2£): ut-t~-

luzJ 'out'

V{uz) (1.13.12. 2g}: ~+bair-

-t

{uipro} 'against' + V(uipro) (l.13.12. Zh): wipra~gagg(See also two-morpheme level. )
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1.13.lZ.Zl

V(ab) ~ 73 {aik] •to say' ('to deny')
[filh} 'to ·hide' ('to conceal')
{gang) 1 to go' ('to go away'): -~
(gibJ 1 to give• ('to withdraw')
73(hlap} •to load' ('to Lade').
betJ 'to let• ('to dismiss')
7 3 UinnJ 1 to desist' {'to depart')
[skaid] 'to divide' ('to separate')
{stap} 'to stand' ('to stand off'): -stand(pliuhJ 'to flee' ('to flee')
etc.
(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1.13.12. 22

V(afar) ~

{gang} 'to go' ('to follow'): -~-

{See also two-morpheme level.)
1. 13.12. 23

V(andz) ---> {biit} 1 to bite ('to blame'): -bcitlbind} 'to bind' ('to loosC'n 1 ) - (hait} •to call' ('to call to one')
(hausi} •to hear' ('to listPn to'): -hausjlkwip} ·•to say• ('to bid farewell'): -~
\nim} 1 to take' ('to receive')
{rinn} 1 to run' ('to compete in running')
{sak} 'to strive' ('to dispute 1 )
{sihw} 'to see' ('to look at'): -sai~·
(sit l 1 to sit' ('to fear')
etc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.13.12. 24

t

aukl 'to increase' ('to add to')
biud} 'to order' ('to bid')
{drinkl •to drink' ('to get drunk'): -drigk{filh} 'to hide' ('to commit to')
fgang} •to go' ('to come up to'): -~
~haitJ •to call' ('to call on'j
74(hamo} 'to dress' ('to dress oneself')
{hniiu} 'to bend downwards' ('to stoop down'):
-hneiw74 {kumbi} •to lie' ('to lie or sit down'): -kurnbj{kwim} 'to come' ('to come near'): -qimetc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)

73 These morphemes are extant only with (ab } .
74
These morphemes occur only in combinations: {hamo} with {ano 11,
{ab}, landz} • lufar}, and {gal; lkumbi} only with (ano 1}.
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1.13.12. 25

V(at2) ~ {hir} 'to bear' ('to bring'): -bair{drius} •to fall' ('to fall into'_)_
(gangJ 'to go' ('to go up to'): -~
{gib} 'to give' ('to give up')
{haf} 'to raise' ('to take down')
{hah} 'to hang• ('to let down')
{bait} 'to call' ('to call to one•)
llig} 'to lie' ('to have in one's power')
{nimJ 'to take' ('to receive')
{rinn} •to run' ('to run to')
{sihWJ •to see' ('to take heed'): -sairnr75{snarpi} •to seize' ('to take hold Q7i): -snarpj(stat>} •to stand' ('to stand near•): -stand(stiig) •to climb' ('to descend'): -steigftek} 'to touch' ('to touch')
{tiuh} •to lead• ('to pull towards')
75{pins} 1 to draw' ('to attract')
{uirp} •to throw' ('to cast down'): -wairp{uis1} 'to be 1 ('to be'at hand'): -wis{uopi) 'to call' ('to call'): -wopj--(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1.13.12. 26

V(bi) ~

{auk} 'to increase' ('to increase')
{bind} •to bind' ('to tie around')
76fgird} 'to gird' ('to gird'): -gaird76{git) 'to get' ('to find')
{grab} 'to dig' ('to surround with a ditch')
(hlah} 'to laugh' ('to deride')
{hwirb} •to walk' ('to press around'): -lWairb76{liip1} •to go' ('to leave'): -leip{mc..it} 'to cut' ('to circumcise')
[nim} 'to take' ('to take away')
etc.

(See also two-morpheme level.)
I.13.12.27

V(du) ~ 77 fginn} •to begin' ('to begin')
(rinn} •to run' ('to run to')
(See also two-morpheme level.)

7 5These morphemes are extant only with {at2}.
76These morphemes never appear as simple stems, {git} occurring only
with {bi}, {gird} only with {bi} and {ub), and {liip11 with {ga} plus a
number of other compounding elements besides {bi}.
77The morpheme {ginn} is extant only with {du}.
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1.13.12. 28

V(fur)---+ 78(biud} •to offer• ('to forbid')
79 lbug J •to buy' ('to ransom•)
7 8 {dammi} 1 to obstruct• ('to block off 1 ): -dammj{gang} •to go• (•to pass by 1 ): -~{hah} •to hang• ('to hang before•)
{kwi\>) •to say' ('to make excuse'): -qi_ptmuli} •to mouth' (•to tie up the jaws'): -mulj(sigli} •to seal' ('to affix one 1 s seal to'): -siglj{sniu} 1 to hasten• ('to hasten bcf:>re•): -sniw(See

1.13.12.29

a~so

two-morpheme level.)

V(in:'l) ~ 80 {ruhtiJ •to anger' ('to be angry'): -rauhtj80 {saili) •to tie• (•to bind with ropes'): - ~i!l_
{sakj •to dispute• ('to narrate•)
{se} 1 to sow' ('to sow in'): -saiLsihw} 'to sec• ('to look at•)::Sail~:{stap} •to stand' ('to persist'): -stand80{trusgi} •to stuff' ('to stuff in•): -trusgj80 {uid} •to join' ('to reject•): -wid- ·
{uiit2l 'to see 1 ('to worship'):-=-weit[uisiJ 1 to be' ('to be present'): -wis(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

I.13.12.2a

V(mid) ~

{gang} 1 to go' ('to accompany'):-~
{kwiml 'to come• ('to accompany'): -qim{nim] •to take' ('to assume')
{stap} 1 to stand 1 (•to stand togt.'ther 1 ): - stand{uiitiJ 1 to know' ('to be a""·are of'): -weitluis1} •to be 1 ('to assist')

(See also two-, three - , and four -morpheme levels. )
1. n.12. 2b

V(pirh) - ~ { bir} 1 to bear' ('to bear through'): -hair {gang) 1 to go• ('to ·go through'): -~
{liip1} 1 to go' ( 1 to go through•): -~
{sihWJ •to see• ('to see through'): -sail1.r(uis1J 1 to be' ('to remain'): -wis(See also two- and three-morpheme le"•els.)

78These morphemes are extant cnly with {fur}, except t!1at {bind} is
extant also with {ano 11·
79The construction {fur} #1 1 lbug} is deduced from the extant simplex
verb (bug} and the verbal derivative {£ur}H 1 {bug) {p 1\ faur-bauhts
•ransoming.•
80These morphemes are found only in composition with {inn}, except that
{uid} occurs with the prefixes {diz} and {gaJ, as well?- with the suffixes
£07} and {p 3}. On semantic grounds the relationship of iuwidan to {uid}
•to join' and ~ts derivatives is questionable.
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l.l3.12.2c

V(ub)

~

81 fbauli} 1 to puff• ('to puff up. 1 ): -bauljSl{bles} •to blow• ('to blow up')
lbrik} 'to break' ('to reject')
[brinn) •to burn• ('to burn up')
ldaupi} •to baptize 1 ('to baptize'): -daupj{gird} 'to gird• {'to gird up 1 ): -gaird(grab} •to dig 1 ('to dig up')
{hausi} •to hear• ('to submit'): -hausjllig} •to lie 1 ('to lie under')
-{sliup) 1 tc slip 1 ('to steal away')
(sniip} •to cut• (•to slay•): -sneip{straui} •strew• ('to spread underneath'): -stra~82{suallij 'to swell' ('to be arrogant•): -swallj8l {pani} •to extend' {'to stretch'): -~---
{uopi} •to call' ('to cry out'): -wopj-

(See also two-morpheme level.)

1.13. 12. 2d

V(ufar) ~

{gang} 1 to go' ('to go too far•): -~~
(giut} 1 to pour• ('to spill')
{haf) 1 to raise' ('to lift over•)
7 4 lhamo} 1 to dress•. ('to cover bver')
lhausi} ·•to hear• ('to disobey'): -hausj7 6 hiipz} •to go' ('to cross over•): -leip{stiig} •to climb' ( 1 to spring up')" -srig{suar) •to swea .. • ('to swear falsely' : -swar{uis1} 1 to be 1 ('to stick out 1 ): -wis--

(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1. 13. 12. 2e

V(und 2 ) ~ {griipJ •to seize• ( 1 to. seize 1 ): -greip\rinn} 1 to run• ('to run to one 1 )

l. 13.12. 2f

V(ut) ~

1.13.12. 2g

V(uz) _.,. 83fan3} 1 to breathe' ('to expire•)
fbiid} •to await• ('to await'): -beid{b1r} •to bear• ('to carry out'): -bair84{blingwJ •to beat• ('to beat severely'): -bliggw{bug) •to buy 1 ('to buy out 1 )
{driib) 1 to drive' ('to drive out•): -drcib{gang} 1 to go' ('to go out•): -~- - - {gib J 'to give' ('to give out 1 )

t_bir) 1 to bear' ('to carry out•): -bair{gang} 1 to go• ('to go out'): -~-=--

81 These morphemes appear only with {ub).
82
This morpheme and the compound {ub} H1 {sualli} are extant only in
the verbal derivative lub} H1 lsualli) { in 1} uf-swalleins •arrogance, conceit.
83This morpheme is extant only with (uz) •.
84concerning the interpretation of the Gothic spelling fil2. as /ng/ in this
morpheme, see p. 17.

1
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{grab] •to dig 1 ('to dig out 1 )
{haf} •to raise' ( 1 to lift up')
etc.
(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.13. 12. 2h

V(uipro) ~

(gang) •to go' ('to go fo meet'): -~

(See also two-morpheme level.)
1.13. 2

Vb-End ~ Imp (I.13. 21): -,!-~-nd-~
Pres-Opt Pass (1. 13. 22 ): -!_-~-nd-~
Past (I.13. 23 ):

1.13. 21

-ded-~-~

Imp~ {i2} _+ {a 1 }_ + \z6 l

+

lau 11: -!+~+nd+~

{dl}
{nd}
1.13. 22

Pres-Opt. Pass ~

{i2J ~

{aiJ + {m21 (-t-£02} ): -!+~+nM~
{aii}
{z6]

{di}
{ue 1}
{ts}
{m3}

{dz}
{nd}
1.13.23

Past~

(ded 1) +

(a 1 J + {mz}: -ded-tu+-n
{ai 1}
{z61
{di}
{ue 1 }
{ts}
{m3)

{dz}
{nd}
1. 2

nlnfl _ , Adv (I. Zl): air
Prep (I. 22 ): ~f
Conj (1. Z3 ): ak
Interj {l. Z4 ):

Et

Encl (I. 25): -~
l. 21

Adv ~ Advi_ (I. 21. l): air
Adv 2 (l. 21. 2): ~-~-ba
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{.air} •early'
{aufton} 'somewhat': aufto
{iu2}; 'already': ~
-{ni} •not•
{nu} 'now'
(nuh} •still': nauh
{simlen} •once': simle
{sundron} 1 especially 1 : sundro
tsuns} 'immediately'
lufto) 'often': ufta
etc.
--

1. 21.1

~

Advd (1. 21. 21):

abr-~-ba

l. 21. 2

Adv 2

l. 21. 21

Advd ~ A(bo 1) (1. 21. 21. l)

+ {bo 11: abr-~~ba

X(on 2 ) (1. 21. 21. 2) ...
X(nn) (l.21.21.3) +

{on 2}:

lnn}: lN-a+n

X(r 3 ) (1.21.21.4) +- {r 3):
X(apron) (l. Zl. 21. 5) +
X(ano 2 ) (I. 21. 21. 6) +
X{ad) (1. 21. 21. 7) +

~-leih~.,9

m-~+;:_

la pron}:

~.-apro

{ano 2): ~+~

{ad}: IV-t-~

X(dren) (1. 21. 21. 8) +

{drcn): l'i'-~+dre

X(en 2 ) (1. 21. 21. 9) + {en2}: l'Rr+!_
1. ZL. 21. l

A(bo 1 ) (See two-, three-, four-, and five-morpheme levels.)

1. 21. 21. 2

X(on 2 )

~

A{on 2 ) (I. 21. 21. 21):

~-leik-~

Prep(on 2 ) (1. 21. 21. 22):
l. 21. 21. 21

ufar-~

A(on 2 ) ~ 85{glangw} 'exact• ('accurately'): glaggw{sintiin} 1daily 1 ('continually'): sintein(See also two- and three-morpheme levels.)

1. 21. 21. 22

Prep{on 2 ) ~

l. 21. 21. 3

X(nn)

{ufar} 'over, above• ( 1 above 1 )
{ undar) 1 unc1.er 1 {'beneath•)

(See two-morpheme level.)

85This morpheme is extant only with the derivative suffixes {bo 1} and
See n. 84.

{on 2}.
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l. 21. 21. 4

X(r ) ~ 8 6{aftl •back' {'behind')
3
{firr} 'far' {'far•): fairr86 {fur J 'to the front' ('in front of'): faur{hind) 1 hind• ('behind')
{iup} 'up' ('above')
{nehw} 1 near 1 ('near'): nel'N{ut} •out• ('outside')
-(See also two-morpheme level.)

l. 21. 21. 5

X(apron) ~

la£t} 'back' ('from behind•)
{ali} •other• (•from elsewhere'):~
{all} 'all' ('from all sicle s')
ldal} 'valley• ('from below•)
lfirrj 'far• ('from afar'): fairr{hWJ •what• ('whence'): ~--
{iain} 'that' ('thence'): fain{iup} 1 up 1 ('from above'_)_
(\:>4} 'that• ('thence')
{ut J 'out' ('from outside')

(See also two-morpheme level.)

l. 21. 21. 6

X(ano 2 )

~

{aft] 'back' ('from behind')
{hind] 'behind, beyond' {'from the otht'r side')
{iupJ 'up' ('from above•)
{sam 1 'same' ('together')
(ut J 'out' (•from outside')

(See also two-morpheme level.)
~

l. 21. 21. 7

X(ad)

l. 21. 21. 8

X(dren)

{ali} 'other' ('to elsewhere•): alj{dal} 'valley' ('down')
{h w J 1 what• ('whither 1 ): ri·{iain} 'that' ('thither'): Jain{sam} 'same' ('togetheil)
{l:>4J •that' ('thither')

~

iain

1 that•

('thither'): jain-

(See also two-morpheme level.)
I. 21. 21. 9

X(en 2 ) ~ · {hw} 'what• {'with what'): liV{sua} •so• {'as•): swa{p4} 'that' ('with that•)

8 6These morphemes are found only with the derivational suffixes fr },
.
3
{ano2}, and Lum}, except that {aft} occurs also with {apron].
·
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I. 22

Prep

~

with Dat.:
{ab} •of, from•: af
{du} 1 to 1
{fram} 1 from 1
{mid) 1 with 1 : mip
luz J 'out( of)': us
with Acc.:
{and 2 } 'along, towards'
(fur} • {be)fore•: faur
( inunhJ 'without': inuh
{pi1hJ 'through, by': pairh
tundar} 'under'
-{ uipro} 'against•: wibra
with Dat. and Ace.:
{afar) 1 after 1
{ ano 1 ) 'on 1 : ~
{ atzJ •at•
{bi } 'by'
(ub} 'under•: uf
{ ufar J 'over. above•
( und 2 ) •around, up to'
with Gen., Dat., and Ace. :
linnJ 'in 1 : !_n

1.23

Conj --.:,.

1.24

Interj

~

{aippauJ •or•
lakJ 1but•
{aukJ 'for, because'
( ibai} 'lest'
(iah} •and, also': jah
l ii} •that•: ei
{ i\:>2} 'but, however'
(unten) 'for, because': untc
{ia} 'yes': ja
•no':ne

t nen}

{ o 4 } 'oh!' t uai) •woe!': wai
I. 25

Encl~ {boz} Conditional particle: -ba
{ huna} Indefinite-proncminalizing particle: -hun
{ i10) Intensify\.'lg'particlc
{ u2} Interr·~g~ti,ve particle
... {unhJ Conjunct_ive and intensifying particle: -uh
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Two-Morpheme Level

1.12.11.12. 11.11

N(i 4 ) ~ 87{blotJ (trJ 'act of worship' ('worshipper'):
blos-tr-

I.12. ll.12.11.12

V(i4)

1.12.11.12.11. 9

A(05) ---:> ldaupi} { and 1l 'baptizing' ('baptist'): daupj-~nd-

~

(and 2 } 11 { stapJ 'to oppose• ('adversary'):
anda-stap-

\fi J {and1}

'hating' ('enemy'): Qi_-and-

{gib J {andi} •giving' ('giver•)
{talzi} {and 1} 'teaching' ('teacher'): talzj-~nd
{ toi) {and 1} 'doing' ('doer'): ~-and1.12.11.12.11. c

V(G4) ~ {ga} #11 {birJ •to bring forth' ('feast, banquet'):

1.12.11.12.12. 41

A(i 6) --+ 88 {aiu J {isk} 'shameful' ('shame'): aiw-~Js_{ bi)#1 {unht} •accustomed' ( 1 custom 1 ): bi-uht{frum} { ist} 'first• ('beginning')
{ga) 11 1 {liik} 'similar' ('similarity'): ~-leik
{ga)1#1 (skoh} 'shod' ('pair of shoes')
{kinn 1} { d)} 'known• ('kn0wledge' ): kun-~
(riikJ {0g) 'powerful' ('power'): reik-

1.12.11.12.12.43

V(i6) ~ {gaJ #1 1 {pank) •to consider' ('consideration'):

~-bair-

~-~-

1.12.11.12.12. 6

V(is) ~ lga}fl 1 ldig) •to create 1 ('created thing')

1.12.11.12.12. b

V(l) ~ {fir} #1 1 {uiitz} •to watch' ('spectacle'): fair-weit-

1.12.11.12.12. c

V(sl) --+ 89{suart} {i 8 } 1 to blacken 1 ('ink'): swarti-

1.12.11.12.12. e

V(07) ~ {ab)H 1 llet} 'to forgive' ('forgiveness'):
{andz} 1# 1 { biit} 'to rebuke' ('reproach'):
{ano1} 11 1 {filhJ 'to deliver' ('tradition'):
{ fraJ 1# 1 (uiit 21 •to revenge' ('revenge 1 ):

af-~:_!anda-beitana-filhfra-weit-

87This construction is not extant but is assumed on tht' basis of fblot}
blotan •to worship' and [blot} {tr} [i 4 ) blostreis 'worshippl'r.' A cognate
is OHG bluostar.
88The combination {aiu} {isk} occurs only in derivatives in { i6} and {03}.
89The construction lsuart} {ig} is found only with fsl }.
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1.12.11.12.12. g

V(G31) ~ {and2} #1 {nim} 'to receive' ('receiving')
{and 2 } 1# 1 £sitJ 'to fear' ('fear')
(bi)# 1 [stinkw) 'to stumble' ('stumbling'):

1.12.11. 12.12. h

V(G4) ~ { gaJ H1 { bir]

1.12.11.12.12. j

-~~(id) ~

1.12.11.12. n. 2

A(ip1) ~ 90fab}# 1 {grund} 'steep' ('abyss'): ~f-~nd
{ ga} 1# 1 (rihtJ 'righteous' ('righteousness'):

bi-~-

f uiit 2 }

1

to bring together' ('collection,
tax'): ~-bair-

{0 7 } 'seeing' ('reproach'): -wcit-

~-raiht-

1.12.11.12.13. 6

X(sn) ~ {fil}(u 1} 'much, many' ('multitude')
(hlaiu} {a2J 1 grove' ('tomb'): hlaiw_-~-

1.12. 11. 12. 13. 7

A(muni) ~ { liuh)

1.12. 11. 12.13. a

V(07) ~ (gaj

1.12.11. 12.13. c

V(G3 1 ) ~ luz} #1 (uirp) 'to throw out' ('eruption, miscarriage'): us -waiq~_-

1.12.11.12.13.d

V(G4) ~ (ga}# 1 fbrik} 'to break' ('fragment•)

1. 12.11. 12. 21. l

N(stain) ~ { uihstJ {an1J 'corner' ('corner stone'):
waihst-a-

1.12. ll.12. 21. 2

N(tain) ~ {uiin) {a 2 J 1wine' ('branch of a vine'): wcin-~

1.12. 11. 12. 22

N(a)c-neut ~{Cur} {r 3 } 'before•+ N(fur) (r 3 ) (l.12.11.
12.22.4): faur-~+daur-j-

lfi

f G2 2 J 'bright, flashing' ('lightning'): _!auh-

{bindJ 'to bind' ('bond, band 1 )

--- -

(uiin} {a2} 'wine'+ N(uiin) (az) {1,12.ll.
12. 22. 5): wcin-~+basj~

faug} {i6} 1 eyes 1 ('face 1 ): -~-1
{Iaun} { i6} 1wages 1 ('reward'): -laun-l_{ naht) l i6} 'night' ('evening'): -naht-j_{ uirp2l ( i6} •value' ( 1 price 1 ): -wairp-1{ uur~J { i6} 'speech' ('answer'): -waurd-1-

1.12.11.12. 22.1

N(and 2 )

1.12.11.12. 22. 2

N(gulp) ~ (fingr) [a 2 }

1 finger 1

('finger ring'): figgr-~ -

90The combination {ab} # 1 {grund} is not extant but is infrrrt.'d from the
pattern exhibited in af-~ 'godless' and ~-hairts 'merciful.•
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1.12.11.12.22.4

N(fur) (r3)--> (dur} {i6} 'door' {'street'): -daur-1{fill) (i6J 'skin' ('foreskin'): -fiU-1{hah} 07] 'hanging' ('curtain')
{ma pl} { i6} •market' ('chief office'): -mapl:_j{ taniJ 'sign' ('portent'): -tanj-

1.12.ll.12. 22. 5

N(uiin) (az) ~ {basi} 'berry• ('grape'): -basj{ triu} 'tree• ('vine'): -triw-

1.12.11.12.23

N(a)c-fem ~

N{bind) (i6) (l.12.11.12.23.4) -r {bind}{i6JG2
'bond': fat-~ band-1N(iiuk)

0'1> {l.12.11.12.23.5)

+ {iiuk} (.07}

'burst of anger':

waurd-~+jiuk-

A(uid) (07) (l.12.11.12.23.6) +- (uid} l07}
'bond': kun-a+wid-

--

---

1.12.11.12. 23. l

N(bok) ~ { uadi) { a2) 'pledge• ('promissory note•): wadj-~ -

l.12.11.12.23.2

N(sibi) ~ {frast}{i3} 'child' ('childhood')

l.12.11.12. 23. 3

N(uard) ~ {durJ {a2} 'door' ('female doorkeeper'): daur-~-

1.12.11.12.23.4

N(bind) (i6) ~ {fot}[u1 } 'foot• ('fetter')
{iisarn) {a2J 'iron' ('chain'): eisarn-~
{ naup} 1 { i3} 'need' ('fetter'): naud-i-

1.12.11.12.23.5

N(iiuk) (07) ~ {uurd} {a2} 'word' ('argument'): waurd-~-

l.12.ll.12.23.6

A(uid)

1.12.11.22.11.l

N(fad) ~ (hund ) {<iz} 'hundred' ('centurion')
2
{pusund} £ i 3) 'thousand' ('commander of a
thousand')

1.12. n. 22.12. 2

V(p1) ~ {andzl # 1 (haf) •to answer' ('answer'): anda-haf(fra} #1 (uurk} 'to sin' ('sin'): fra-waurh{gaj #1 {bir} •to bear• ('birth'): ~-baur{gaj#1 {kwim} •to assemble' ( 1 a:>sembly'): ~-~
{gaJ # 1 {min} 1 to remember' ('remembrance'): ~-~n
{ga} #11 Lsak} •to rebuke' ('reproach'): ~-sah{ga}/#1 {tir) •to destroy' ('destruction'): ~-taur{inn} #1 l sakj 1 to advise 1 ('report'): in-sah(uz} l#i {riis} 1 to arise' ('resurrection'): ~-ris-

H' 7 )

- 7 9 1{kun} {a 2 J 'of kin or country' ('frtter')

9lwhether the kuna- of kunawida should be interpreted as it is here or
as a unique element of unknown meaning is uncertain.
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--+

92{aui} {k2J 'eternal' ('eternity'): ~-~-

l.12. ll. 22.12. 5

A(dup)

1.12. ll. 22.12. 6

V(n1) ~

1.12. ll. 22.12. 7

V(sn) ~ {ano 1} #1 {biud) G3 'to command' ('command'):
ana-buluz} #1 {biid} •to wait patiently' ('patience~

{sak} {G22} 'contentious' ('controversy'): sok-

us~bei-

l.12.ll.22.12.9

N{unn 1 ) ~ {friidiJ {in 1} 'sparingness' {•relentlessness'):
-freide-in{mag1} (\:>1l 'power' ('weakness'): -mah-!_-

1.12.11.22.12.a

N(misso) ~ (kwip} {p 1} 'speech' ('discord'):-~-!-

1.12. 11. 22. 21

N(i)c-masc ~ A(bir) (G4) {l. 12. ll. 22. 21. 1) -t lbi r} { G4 J
•son, child': ain-a+baurN(gird) (G2 1) (1.12. H. 22. 21.l) +- lgird} (G2 1}
'yard': wcin-~+gardetc.

1.12.11.22.21.1

A(bir) (G4)--=. (ain} ·~a2 } 'one• ('only child')

1.12.

n. 22. 21. 2

1.12. 11. 22. 22

N(gird) (G21) ~
N(i )c -fem

--+

(uiin) {a2} •wine' ('vineyard I): wein-~ -

+ N{all) (a 2) (1. 12. 11. 22. 22. 3 ):

{all} {a2} 'all'

al-a+brun- stPrep(bug)

0> 1 )

(l.12.11, 22. 22. 4) -t- {bug] [p 1l
'purchase': anda-t-bauh-_!-

1.12.11.22.22.l

N(ano 1 ) ~

(mag 1} {\:> 11 'might' ('power'): -mah-..!_{min} (p1] 'mind' ('supposition'): -min-d-

1.12. ll.22. 22. 2

N(uailo) ~

(kwip} fp 1l •saying' ('blessing'):-~-~
{uis2}• (n 1l 'food' ('good food'): -wiz-~-

1. 12.11. 22. 22. 3

N(all) (a2) ~

1.12.11. 22. 22. 4

Prep(bug)

1.12.11. 32.ll. 21

N(ass) ~

lbrinn} { p1l G4 'burning' ('holocaust'):
-brun-st-

-- -

0> 1)

~

(and 21 'along, to, against' ('ransom'):
anda{fur} 1 {be)for' ('redemption'): faur-

(driug} (p 1} 'soldier' ('warfare'): drauh-!_{gud} {aniJ 'priest' ('priestly office'): gud-intl.. iud\ {anz) 'king' ('governmen_t'): piud-in-

92This construction appears only with {dup}.
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1.12.11.32.21.2

N(uaddi) ~

1.12.11. 32. 22. l

N(kwirn) ~ lasil} {u ) 'donkey. ass• ('ass-mill')
1
93
V(i4) --+
fab}# 1 {drink}G3 'to drink to excess' ('d.runkard 1 ):

l.12.11.42. ll.12

{grund} {u 1}

1 earth 1

(•earth wall')

~-drugk-

93pb} 1# 1 {it}G3 •to devour• {'glutton'): af-d1.12.11. 42.11.13

A(i 4 ) ~ 94{nehW} (und 1l •near• ('neighbor'): neIB. -und-

1.12.11.42. ll. 2

N(il) ~

1.12.11.42.ll.5

A(~4) ~ 9 5 tniut} lG32l 'useful' ('fisher'): nut-

(magz} (u 1 } 'boy• ('little boy•)
{skil] {d3) G4 'indebted' ('debtor'): skul-~{ga} 1# 1 { tir J •to tear• ('tear, rent'): ..@_-tair -

n. 7

V(G4) ~

1.12.11.42.11.8

N(g::t) ~

{arbi} (~4} 'heir• ('co-heir'): -arbj{burg} (i4} •citizen• {'fellow citizen'): -baurg-jlhlaib} l04} 'bread-eater• (•companion•)

1.12.11. 42.12. l

N(il) ~

{bir} ln 1} G2 •child' ('little child'): bar-~-.

l.12.11.42.12.2

N(om) ~

1.12. 11. 42. l3 .13

N(i7) ~

{mitJ {ap} 1 a measure, bushel' ('measure•)

1.12.ll.42.13.21

A(06) ~

{ain) {falp 1l 'simple' (•simplicity')
{biit} [rz} G2 'bitter• ('bitterness'): bait-~fdrink} (d3}G4 'drunken• ('drunkenness•): drugk-an{ga}#i. (gud} 'pious' ('piety•)
{gaJ Hi (riht} 'righteous• (•righteousness'): ~ - raiht{pirs} {G3 2} 'dry' ('thirsty•): paursetc,

1.12.11.42.21

N(an)c-masc -;ii. N(nim) (i 4 ) (l.12.n.42.21.3)+ {nim} {i-i}
G4 •taker•: arbi+~-j-

1.12.11. 42. 21, 2

N(smip) --> {aiz} (a 2J •copper• ('coppersmith')

l.12.11. 42. 21. 3

N(nim) (i 4 ) ~ {arbi} 'inheritance• ('heir')

1.12.11.42. 22. l

N(dur) ~

1.12. 11. 42.

{alp)'(07} 1age' ('old age 1 ): ald-

laug} lan 1J 'eye• ('window'): aug-~-

93These ccnstructions arc extant only with [ i4}.
94This construction appears only with derivational suffixes.
95This combination is found elsewhere only in ~-nuts •nsckss. 1

l

,
Z06
1.12.11.42.23.l

N(an)c-iem(on) ~

1.12.11. 42. 23.11

N{liub) (G3 1) ~ {bropr} (u 1) 'brother 1

1.12.11.42. 23. 2

N(an)c-fcm(iin)

~

N(liub)(G3 1) (1.12.11.42.23.11) + {liubJ
{G31l 'love': bropr-~ lub(

'brqthc rly love•)

N(uis 1 ) (G3 1 ) {l.12.11.42. 23. 22) -+ {uis 1J
{G3 1J 1 bcing 1 : balw-~ ~N(hilp) (G2 1) (l.12.11.-12.lj.ZJj + {hilp)
{ G2 1} 'inclination': wilj-~+-~-

1.12.11.42. 23. 21

A(diis) ~ {fil}{l\J 'much, many' ('craftiness')

1.12.11. 42. 23. 22

N(uis 1 ) (G3 1 ) ~ (balu} {a2} 'evil, harm' ('malice, spill''):
balw-a-

l lt.11. 42. 23. 23

N(hilp) (G2 1 ) (See three-morpheme level.)

1.12.12.12. n

N(iin) ~

1.12.12.12.1-l.l

N(hz) ~ {anstl {i3} 1 fav'Jr 1 ('gracious')
{gredJ { ui} 'hunger• {'hungry•)
{hand} {u 1} 'hand' ('clever')
(mod} { azJ 'anger' ('angry')
{sinJ {i 3 } 'old man' ('old')
{stain}{ a2} •stone' ('stony')
{uulpJ (ui} 'glory' ('glorious'): wulp-~
{ uurd) { az] 'word' {'wordy'): waurd-~etc.

1.12.12.12.14.2

A(hz)---:>

1.12.12.12.14.3

V(hz) ~ {liis}(i 8 J G2 'to teach' ('teachablP 1 ): lais-~-

1.1:.12.12.15

N(isk) --7' lbir} { n 1J G2 'child' ('childish'): bar-~-

1.12.12.12.16

X(rz) - 7 96falp)' {0 7 J 'age, life' ('aged'): aid-

1.12.12.12.17

N(kund) ~ {god} [az} 1 good' ('of noble birth')
{gum] tan 1} 'man• ('male'): gum-~
{himin} {a 2 } 'heaven' ('heavenly')
{irp} (a 2 } 'earth' ('earthly'): airp-~
(kwinJ tan 1} •woman• ('female'):~-~-

1.12.12.12.lb

X(und1) ~ 9 7 {sniu} {m 4 } 'haste• ('quick')

l ah J f m 4 J 1 spirit• ('spiritual')
{liuh} {apJ 'light' ( 1bright 1 ): liuh-ad-

{ainJ la 2 J 'one' ('only')

96 The combination {alp) 1 [07 J( r ) is extant only in composition with (fram}.
2
97
This construction with {und 1 } occurs only with the adverbial suffix
{on 2} in {sniu} { m 4 J f und 1} (on 2} sniumundo 'quickly.'

1
Z07

{gaJ /# 1 l kwip) 'agree• ('agreeing•):~-~

l.12.12. 12. le

V(p 3 ) ~

1.12.12.12.lh

A(kl) ~ {ainJ {a 2 J •one• ('lonely')

1.12.12.12. lk.1

N(0s) ~ (prutsJ #1 1 {fill) 'leprosy' ('leprous')

1.12.12. 12. lk. 2

P(0s) ~

PPla (l.12.12.12.lk~21) + { ino 1 J 'of me; of
you {sg. }; of him, etc; of them' ('my;
your; his, etc.; their): ~-i~PP3a (l.12. 12.12. lk. 22) -r l aro} 'of us (du. &
pl.); of you (du. & pl.)' ('our, your'):
uns-ar~

1. 12. 12. 12. lk. 21

PPla ( ; ;.;. l.11.1):

l.lZ.12.12.lk.22

PP3a (

1.12.12.12. ln, l

V(G22) ~ 98{and~} #j [sak) 'to refu_te 1 {'ref~tabl_e'}
·
98 [gaJ f1i. l stap J 1 to remain' ('having fixed abode')

1.12.12.12.10

A(unn 1 ) - 7 { aiuf {isk} 'shameful' ('blameless')
{ fah ' l r2} •suitable' ('unsuitable'): -fag-E_{ kinn 1} {d3} 1 known' ('unknown'): -kun-f_etc.

1.12.12. 12. lp

A(s·.ii) ---7' {kinn 1} (d 3 ) 'known' ('manifest'): -kun-f_-

1.12. 12.12. 2

A(a}c ~ A(dag) (G2 2 ) (l.12.l2.12.2e) + {dag}{G2 2} 'days':
ahtau+dog-

-=

1.11. 5):

~-

{fih} {u 1} 'possessions' +

A(fih)(u 1 ) {l.12.12.12.
2£): faih-~~gairn-

X(liud)(G2z) (1.12.12.12. 2g) + [ liud} { G2 2 } 'larg1:':
sam-aHaudN(lius)(G2z) (l.12.12.12.2h) + {liusJ {G2 2 J
'empty': akran-~+laus-

A(l>irf) (G2

1

i (l.12.12.12. 2j) r

l

pirfJ {G2 1J
•need 1 : ~-~+parb

98These constructions, when with {GZ 2}, are found only with the negative
prefix {unn 1J in ~-and-soks 'irrefutable' and un-~-stops 'without fixed abode.'

....

I

j:
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1. 12.12.12. 23

A(ano 1) ~

(u!.rp 1} { 09 } 'becoming• ('future•): -wairp-!-

1.1i.12.12. 26

A(hairt) ~

{armz} fazJ 'poor' ('merciful')
99(hard J ( uiJ 'hard' (':'1ard-hearted')
{hiuh J (G2 2 } 'high 1 ('proud'): hu.uh{hrain) [an 1} 'pure' ('pure-heartt>d'): hrainj-~-

1.12.12.12. 27

X(Iiik) ~ 100 {ali} la 2J 'other 1 ('different'):~~.
{ hwj laz} 'what' ('what kind of•): li\r-~(ibn} { azJ 1 even' ('equal')
IOO[lapJ (az} 1 glad 1 ('eager')
lliubJ { az} 'beloved' ('lovely')
[samJ L a 2 } •same' ('alike')
lOOluirJ £a 2 } 'man' ('male 1 ): wair-~-

1.12.12 12. 2a

A(mod) ~ {muk) (az} 'soft' ('gentle')

1.12.12.12. lc

X(uurd) --+ [aglait J ( i6} 1 indecency 1 ('talking indecently')
(dual} {a 2 } 'foolish' ('talking foolishly'): dwal-~
(fil} {u 1} 'much' ('talking excessively')

1.12.12.12. 2d

A(uurstu) ~ {all

1.12.12.12. 2e

A(dag)(G2z)--+ (ahtauJ •eight' ('eight-day•)
{fiduor} 1 four 1 ('four-day 1 ): fidt;__r-

1.12.12.12. 2f

A(fih))u1) ~ {frik) 'desirous• ('greedy')
(girn} 1desirous' ('greedy'): -gairn-

1.12.12.12. 2g

X(liud){G2z) ~

0

J (a 2 J

'all' ('perfect')

{ hw J {enzJ •with what' ('how large'): 19.:-~ lOl{iunhJ [azJ •young' ('bdng a young adult'):
~-~-

f an 1J

'same' ('of the same age 1 ):
sam-a{sua) 1 tio 1 ('so large'):~

{samJ

1.12.12. 12. 2h

{akran} {a } 'fruit• ('unfruitful')
2
{andi} 1 end• ('endless•)
{ gud J (a J 'god' ('godless')
2
{ uitod J (az} 'law' ('lawless•): witod-~-

99The combination of this co~struction with [hairt} is found only with [ 0 }.
6
100These constructions are extant only in adverbial derivatives.
lOlThis construction occurs 1nly in a derivative with (

0.J.
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1.12.12.12. Zi

A(tih)(und )
1

--+ {ahtau} 'eight' (!eighty' I
{piun} 'nine 1 ( 1 ninety 1 )
fsibun} 'seven' ('seventy')
t tihJ{ unn2} •ten• ('one hundred'): taih-~-

l.12.12.12.2j

A(pirf)(G2 1 )-----=> {all}laz} 'all' ('very needy'): -parb-

1.12.12.22.13

N(G22) _ _,, {liug 1} {n 1J 'lie' ('concealed')

1. 12.12. 22.15

A(unn 1 ) - 7 {brukJ { 0 9 } 'us_efuJ.• ('useless')
{kWip] {G32} 'speakable' ('unspeakable'):
{niutJ fG32} 'useful' ('useless'): -nut-

1.12.12.22.23

X(kun) ~

1.12.12. 42.11. l

A(d4) ~ ltih} {unnz) •ten' ('tenth'): taih-~-

1.12.12.42.12. 3

X(um) ~ {inn) (a3J 'into• ('inner'): inn-

1.12. IZ.42.12.4

A(unn 1 ) --7> {ag J {and 1 } 'fearing' ('fearless')
(bir} (and 1} 'bearing' ('sterile'): -bair-and{ suiib} ( and 1} 1 ceasing 1 ('unceasing'): - sweib-and-

1.12.12. 42.12. 5

A(misso) - 7 { toi} (and 1} 1doing' ('wrong-doing 1 ): -tauj-and-

1.13.12.11. 2

A(is) ~ {hiuh} £G2z) 'high' ('to exalt'): hauh{pirsl[G32} 'thirsty' ('to thirst 1 ): paurs-

1.13.12.11. 3

V(is) ~ {bi}H 1 (liib} 'to remain' ('to leave 1 ): bi-laib{fra} #1 { uirp 1l' 'to corrupt' ('to destroy'):~-ward
{ uzJ # 1 { riis) •to arise' ( 1 to raise'): ~ -rais -

I.13.12.12. l

N(o3) ~ (fraui} {an 1 J 'lord' ('to be lord, rule 1 ): frauj-anfgudJ [aniJ 1 priest' ('to be a priest'): ~-in
(hat J [isJ 'hatred' ('to hate')
{ragJ {in 2 J 'judgment' ( 1 to be r-uler')
( piud} {an 2} :ruler 1 ('to reign 1 )

1.13.12. 12. 2

A(o 3 ) ~ {aiu} (iskJ 'shameful' ('to act shamefully'): aiw-isk{ ga} #1 ( liik} 'alike' ( 1 to resemble'): ~-leik-

l.13.12.14. 2

A(n2) - 7 l02{diu} (p 3 } GZ 'dead' ('to die'): dau-e_103 lgiis} { 09 } •afraid' ('to be afraid 1 ): geis102(haf}(PJ} 'joined' ('to be attached to'): haf-_!l03\hiuh} lG2 2) 1 high 1 ('to be exalted'): hauh(sildo} 1# 1 {liik} 1 wonderfull ('to be admired'):
silda-leik-

-rl-

(ali) laz} 'other 1 ('foreign, strange'): ~j-~{samj [aniJ 'same' ('rdaced'): ~-~-

-- - -

102The combination of these stems with {nz} is extant only with

f ga}.

103Thc combination of these stems with { n 2} is found only with { uz}.

l
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1.13.12.14. 3

V(n2)

~

Gradation Verbs:
fand2J# 1 {bind1 •to untie' ('to be unbound'): and-bund{diz} #1 {hniupJ •to break to pieees• ( 1 to be broken to
pieces'): dis-hnup{ diz} 1#1 {skriit} 'to tear• ( 1 to bcr:oMe torn'): dis-skrit{diz) 11 {tir} 'to tear to pieces' ('to be torn to pieces 1 ):
dis-taur{fra) 11 {lius} •to lose• ('to be lost'): fra- lus - - { ga} 11 {luk} 1 to shut' ('to be shut up')
(gaJ 1# 1 {tir} 1 to tear• ('to become torn'): ~-taur
(ga}H1 {pirs} 1 to wither' ('to wither away'): ~-paurs
{ufar)H1 ( haiJ 1 to exalt' ('to be exalted')
Reduplication Verb:
{ga) 1# 1 {skaidj •to separate• ('to become separated')

1.13.12.15

N(at1 ) ~ l04{ahj {m 4 } 1 spirit 1 ('to inspire•)
105lliuh} lG2 2 } 'bright, flashing• ('to flash, lighten'):
la uh-

1.13.12.16

N(ino2) ~ {driugJ{ p 1 } G4 •soldier• ('to war 1 ): drauht-

1.13.12. 17

V(ga) __,

Suffix Verbs:
106(angw} {is} 'to press• ('to oppress'): -aggw-1{arm2 J { ai 1J •to pity• ('to have pity on 1 )
{gamain} {is} 'to make common• (•to make common
with'): -gamain-1etc.

1.13.12.18

V(diz)

~

Suffix Verbs:
{dail} lisl 'to deal out• (•to share'): -dail-i\hil) (is} G3 'to cover' ('to cover'): -hul-,i:
{ha£]' {aiz} •to have• (•to sci:.~c•): -hab-ai-

l0 4 The existence of the construrtion (ah} { m 4 } { at 1 } is deduced from the
extant base fah) (m 4 } ahma •spirit' and the verbal derivative {ah} f m 4 }
{at1J { in1} ahmateins 'inspiration.'
105The stem {liuh}
'lightening. •

f

G2z} is found also in (Huh} { G2 z} {rnuni) lauhrnuni

106The combination [angw} {i~J is extant only with the prefix (ga] and
the suffix {.d 3}, but the morpheme {.angwj also appears as a simple stem.

211

1.13.12.19

V(fir)

~

1.13.12. la

V(fra)

~

107

{laist} {is} 'to follow' ('to trace'): -laist-1_-

Suffix Verbs:

{dailJ Hal 'to deal out' ('to divide'): -dail-1{leu} lis} •to betray' ('to betray'): -lew-1lOS[kwist} lis} 'to destroy• ( 1 to destroy•): -~-1{uroh} fis} •to accuse' ('to cast suspicion cn 1): -wroh-j1.13.12.lb

V(tuz)-? l09{uer} {isJ 'to verify' ('to doubt'): -wer-1-

1.13.12. 2

vc

1.13.12.21

V(ab) ~ llO(ag} {is} •to frighten' ('to scare away'): -~-1lairz} {isl •to deceive= ( 1 to deceive'): -ain-j_{dail} lis} 'to deal out' ( 1 to give a tenth 1 ): -dail-1llO{daub} {n2} 'to be deafl ('to become deaf') - {drius} (is} G2 'to make falll ('to throw down 1 ):
-draus-i_{ha£J1 laizl 'to have, hold' ('to keep away'): -hab-aifhug} {is} 1to think' ('to delude•): -hug-1flig} {is} G2 'to lay• ('to lay aside'): -~-j_{sit} {isl G2 'to set• (•to divorce'): -sat-j_UO{sliupJ (is} G2 'to make glide' ('to slip off'):
-slaup-1
etc.

1.13.12.22

V(afar) ~ {laist)

~

V(full)(a 2 ) (1.13.12. 2i): full-~+frap
{fur} {r3} i- V(fur)(r 3 ) (1.13.lZ.Zj): faur:._a~
{hind} {r3} + V(hind)(r3) (1.13.12. 2k): hind-~-t-~
{inn) {a31 + V(inn){a 3 ) {I.13. lZ. 2m): inn-r~-

{full} {az} +

{is}

'to follow' ('to follow after'): -laist-j-

107The verb {fir} {laist} [is} fair-laistjan 'to trace• is extant only in
the negative past participle (unn 1] (fir) {laistJ Ps} {d 3} ~-fair-laistips
•un-traced. •
lOSThe morpheme {kwist} is extant only with the suffixes {is} and fnzJ
and in larger constructions formed from these derivatives.

l0 9 The morpheme {uer} is not extant in a simple form, and the verb
{uer} lisl is found only in the larger constructions {unn 1} {uer} {is}
~-Werjan 1 t0 be displeased' and {tuz} {uerJ li sl tUZ-\,;erjan 1 t0 doubt. I
llOThe constructions {agl {is}• {daub} {n 2 }, and {sliup} {is} occur only
in compounds, the last two only with {ab}, the first with (ab}, linn}, and
fuz).

212
1.13.12. 23

V(~nd2)

-..:.>

{hil) {isJ ·to hide' (-•to disclose'): -hul-jlet} {n2} 'to be left' ('to separate•)111 {til} { o J] 'to fit' (•to hang on 1 )
{uas} {isJ 'to clothe' ('to unclothe'): -was:_j111{uurdJ (i sJ 'to speak' ('to answer'): -waurd-iUll

1.13.12. 24

V{ano1) - 7 {haf}• (ai2J 'to have' ('to take hold of'): -hab-ai(hniiu} {is} G2 'to lower• ('to lay do\vn'): -hnaT,~·-i
{hWiil J (ai2) 'to stop' ('to quiet'): -fi..·eil-ai{innJ#1 (sakj 'to "xplain' ('to impos~-in~sak
{kinn1} {ai2} G3 •in recognize' (•to read'~ -kunn-ai{kur} lis) 'to press' (itotrouble'): -kaur-j--- ll2(kwiuJ \isl 'to make alive' ('to arouse'): -qiu-j{lat} {is} 'to last long' ('to hinder'): -~-j_(ligJ {isJ G2 •to lay' ('to laf on'): -~-i{naup} {is) 'to forcc 1 ('to compel'): -naup:jll2{niuJ {is} 'to make new' ('to renew'): -niu-ill2lstap}' lis} GZ 'to make :stand' {'t0 bL'gin'): -stotl-illZ(piuJ (ai 2 J 'to serve' ('to enslave'): -piw-ai112{uamm J (is} 'to spot' ('to spot'): -~-i-

l.13.12. 25

V(at2) ~

{aug l li s} 'to show' ('to show'): -aug :j{far J lisJ 'to travel' ('to bring in, land): -far-i{haf}• tai2) 'to have• ('to come t')wards•): -hab-ai{kinn1) {aizJ G3 'to recognize' ('to acknowledge 1 ):
-kunn-ai{lap} (03) 'to invite' ('to call to')
{lig} [is} GZ 'to lay' ('to lay on'): -~-i(nehwJ (is) 'to approach' ('to draw near'). -nelir-j_{sit} lis} GZ 'to :set' ('to present'): -sat-l_113{uilu} £is} G2 'to roW ('to roll to'): -walw-j_{uind} {isJ GZ 'to turn' ('to return'): -wand:_jl uiit2} ( aiz} 'to watch' ('to observe•): -wit-ai-

111 These combinations are extant only with (andz], except for { til}
{ 03 }, which occurs also with the prefix f ga }.

lis)

112 These constructions are found only with ano , except that
1
occurs also with (ga J and {stap J' {is J GZ also with {duJ.
ll3This combination occurs only in compounds.

kwiu
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1.13.12. 26

V(bi) ~ ll4{abr) {isJ 'to make strong' ('to be surpriseci out
of one's wits'): -abr-j{arbaid} {isJ 'to work' ( 1 tr:> strive'): -arbaid-1{dom} {is} •to judge• ('to judge~ criticize'): -dom -1{ laist} {isJ •to follow' ('to trace 1 ): -laist-if red}{is} G2 'to speak' ('to murmer'): -rod-J{sit J{ig} G2 'to set' ('to beset'): -sat-1{uind} {ig) GZ •to turn• ('to shun'): -wand-Jetc.

1.13.12.27

V(du) ~

1.13. 12. 2S

V(fur) ~ ll7 fbi)ll 1 {gangJ •to go' (•to go before•): -bi-~
{bi}1#1 {sniu} •to come first' ('to precede'): -bi-sniw{dom} {is} •to jud6e' ('to prejudge•): -dom-Jflig] { isJ _·Gz •to lay• ('to put before'): -~-1117 {uiipJ { ig} G2 •to wreathe• ('to bind up'): -waip-Jll3{uilu} {ig} G2 1 to roll' ('to roll before'): -walw-j-

1.13.12.29

V((nn) ~ UO{ag} lis} 'to frighten' ('to threaten'): -~-j
{.alian} to 3 } 'to be zealous• ('to anger'): -aljan-_?USlbrinn} (is) G2 'to burn• ('to put in the fire'):
-brann-J{gramJ {isJ 'to irritate• ('to incense'): -gram-1{maidj {igJ 'to falsify' ('to change'): -maid-1f riir J {aiz} 'to tremble' (•to quake 1 ): -reir-ai{ sinp J1 {is} G2 'to send' (•to send forth'): -sand-1{suinp} {is} •to strengthen' ('to grow strong•):
-swinp-J-

{ atzl # 1 {gangJ 'to go up to 1 ('to go to'): -at-~
{at2)#1 {rinn J 'to run to' ('to run to')
115{at 2]# 1 {sniu) 1 to hasten to' ('to hasten towards'):
-at-sniuU6fga} 1#1 {uindJ •to bind' ('to cntangle 1 ~-~-wind
ll2(sta\:>J' {igJ G2 'to cause to stand' ('to b('gin'):
- stod-1-

114This verbal derivative is extant only in composition with lbi}.
ll5since the simple morpheme (sniu} and the construction {du} # 1 latz} # 1
{sniu} are extant in Gothic, the combination {atz} #1 {sniuJ is assumed as an
intermediate form.
116 Although the simple verb (uind} is not extant in Gothic, it is attested
by the compounds lbi}# 1 (uind) and _{uz) # 1 (uind). The verb {ga} # 1 {uind} is
assumed to be the intermediate between (uind} and {du} #1 (ga} # 1 {.uind}.
ll7These combinations appear only with {fur].
ll8These combinations appear only with {inn), except that {brinnl {i 8 } G2
occurs also with { gaJ.
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11 9{tind}

LisJ G2 'to light' ('to burn up'): -tand-jtuigJ {is} G2 'to move' ('to stir up'): -wag-j{uind} {is} G2 'to turn• ('to twist•): -wand-j-

1.13.12. 2a

V(mid) ~

{ arbaid

J .l igJ

'to work' ('ta work together•):
-arbaid-jffah]• fino 1} 'to rejoice' ('to rejoice together'):
-~-ino-

{fra} #Ii {hinpJ 'to ca ?tu re• ('to capture together')
(ga)N 1 {suilt} 1 to die' ('to die with'): -~-swill{ ga} N1 (timriJ 'to build' (Ito construct together')
[ga]# {tiuh} •to draw• ('to lead away togethn 1 )
1
[ga}# 1 {uis 3J 1 to stay• ('to be together'): -~-wis
{kur} lig} •to oppress• ('to oppress with'): -kaur-jlliib) laiz] G3 'to live' ('to live with'): -lib-ailZOflit} fig} •to dissemble' (•to dissemble with'): -!i_~-j
lredJ [ig) G2 'to speak' ('to speak with'): -rod-j(sak} {ig} G2 'to seek' {'to disputP 1 ): -sok-j{sit} (ig} G2 'to set' {'to transfer•): -sat-1(skalk} fino 21 'to serve' ('to sen·e together')
fuz}# 1 (hramiJ 1 to crucify' ('to crucify together'):
-~-hramj-

1.13.12. 2b

V(pirh) -----? {arbaid} (is/ 't·:> work 1 {'to work through'): -arbaid:.Jluak) (aiz} 'to wake' (•to keep watch'): -wak-~-

1.13.12.Zc

V(u':l) ~

{ haf]• (a i 2 J •to have' ('to hold up'): -hab-ai12l{hlah} {ig} G2 1 to make laugh' ( 1 to make burst out
laughing•): -hloh-j{hniiu) { ig} G2 •to abase• ('to subject'): -hnaiw-1{hropJ {is} 'to cry out' ('to cry out 1 ): -hr0p-jl2l[kinn 1} {aizJ G3 'to recognize' ('to recognize'):
-kunn-ai121 {rak} {is} •to reach' ('to stretch forth 1 ): -rak-1{sinkWJ {ig) GZ •to sink' {'to sink'): -~-1lZl (suogJ {isJ •to sigh' ('to sigh deeply'): -swog:,j-

11 9The morpheme f tind} is extant only with the suffixes fisJ and { n2J
and in larger constructions formed from these derivatives.
120This combination occurs only with {mid}.
121These combinations never occur independently, {hlah} fisJ and (rak}
{is} appearing only with {ub}.
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t.13. lZ. 2d

V(ufar) ~

~: 13. lZ. Zg

V(uz) ~ HO fag J {isJ 'to frighten• ('to frighten utterly'): -~ -11Z3 {agl} (isl 1 to disgrace• ('to oppress'): -~-j123 (aiu} fis} •to make strong' ('to ext>rt oneself'): -aiw-1l23lbraid) {is) 'to broaden• ('to spread'): -braid-j{fuul {is} 'to fill' ('to fulfill'): -full-l:_
l'Z3 (giutJ fnzJ Gt 'to be poured' ('to be pourt>d out'):

(full} (isl •to fill' ('to overfill'): -full-1IZZ{hliipr} [is} 'to pitch a tent' ('to cover with a
tent'): -hleipr:J{hug} {is} 'to think' ('to preserve'): -hug-1{lig} {is} GZ 'to lay' {'to lay over'): -~-1fmel1) (isJ •to write' ('to write above'): -mcl-1(uahs} (is} 1 to grow• {'to grow greatly'): -wah5:_j-

-~-!!_

{brain} fis l •to make clean• ('to clean out 1 ):
-~-l:.

{kinn 1 J lisJ GZ •to make known• ('to pr:lclaim'):
-kann-j{HgJ {is} GZ 'to lay• {•to lay out 1 ): -~-jetc.

....

1.13.IZ.Zh

V(uipro) ~ {gaJ#i (moti} 'to meet' ('to go to meet'): -~-motj

l.13.12.2i

V(full)(az) -->

l.13.12.2j

V{£ur)(r3) ~ {gang} 1 to go' ('to go before'): -gagg{hahJ •to hang' ('to hang in front of')
· {kWimJ 1 LO come• ('to t>reL:.>de'~: -~n::{rahni} •to count• {'to valu~ more highly'): -rahnj{stap} 1 to stand' ('to rule'): -stand{ uis 1 J •to ht.•• ('to be on hand'): -wi s( gaJ ## 1 (hait} •to call togethe1 1 ('t::> proTTliSP in
advance•)
{ ga} flt (red) 'to reflect upon' ('to dec~de in
advance')
fga}## 1 ftiih} •to tell' ('to foretell'): -~-teih
[mel1} {is) •to write• ('to describe'): -mel-1{uenj {isJ •to hope' ('to hope beforehand'): -~±

[frap}

1

to understand' ('to be sober')

(See also three-morpheme level.)
1. n.12. 2k

V(hind)(r 3 ) ~ {Hip} 1 to go' {'to go behind'): -leip-

lZZThis construction appears only with {ufar}.
l23These combinations appear only with {uz).
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1.13. 12. 2m

V(inn)(a 3 ) ~

{at 2}

f1i {bid 'to bring' ('to bring in 1 ): -at-bair-

t at 2 J 11 1 { gangJ

'to go up to' ('to come into'):
-at-~

{at2}#1 {tiuh} 'to pull t'Jwards' ('t'.J lead into')
{ga}l#i {liip} 1 to go' ( 1 t'.J go into'): -~-leipf gang) 1 to go' ('to ge> into'): -~agg l ubJ #1 lsliup} 'to steal away' 'to steal int".J 1 ):
-uf-sliup1uirp} 'to throw' ('to throw into'}: -wairp~

1.21.21.1

A(bo )
1

1.21.21.21

A(on 2 ) -~ l25{ano 1l lf 1 hiik} 'similar• ('in like manner'):
ana-leik{ga} f 1 {liik} 1 similar• ('similarly'): ga-leikfiudaiu} {isk} 1 Jt.'wish' ('like the Jews'): judaiw-isk(piudJ {isk} 'grntile 1 ('like the gentiles') - - - - {pri} (d4} 'third• ('for the third time 1 ): ~-Af-

l. 21. 21. 3

I. 21. 21. 4

I. Zl. 21. 5
I. 21. 21.

6

I. 21. 21. 8

X(nn) ~

Lahr} ta } 'strong' ('strongly, very')
2
{birhtj la. 2 } 'bright' ('brightly'): ~air ht-~ l24{hwass} {az) 'sharp• ('sharply'): m·ass-~
{mikil} (az} 'great• ('greatly')
friht} (a2) 'right' ('rightly'): raiht-~
{suni} { azJ 'true' ('truly'): sunj-~
{agl} {u 1} 'difficult' ('with difficulty')
{glangw} {u 1} 'diligent' ('diligently'): glaggw-~
{hard} fu J 'hard' ('grievously')
1
{manu} {u 1} 'ready' ('in readiness'):~-~
etc.

{hW} ta 2 } 1what' ('when'): l~--~
{p41 fa 2} 'that' ('then')
{sum} {az) 'some' ('once, sometime•)
tali} {az} •other' ('elsewhere'): alj-~
fdall [ad} 'down' ('below'): dal-~
(h1} {i } 'this• ('here')
3
{hw} {a 2} 'what' (•where'): lN-~
{iainJ {a 2 } 1 that' {'there'): jain-~
{inn} { a 3 } 'in, into' ('within'}: innH>.1} {az} •that• ('there•)

X(apron) ~
X(ano2) ~

(inn} (a3}

1 into•

('frol'l) within'): inn-

finn) {a3} 'into• (•from within'): inn-

X(dren) ~ {h} {i 3 ) 1 this• ('hitht:-r 1 )
{hlJJ faz} •what• ('whether'):

lN-~-

124The morpheme {hwass} is extant only with derivative suffixes.
l25This construction is extant only with {onz}.
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l.12.11.12.11. 9

A(05) ~

{all} {uald} {and 1} 'all-ruling' ('the Almighty•):
all-wald-and{bi} # 1 {sit} {and 1J •neighboringi(•nc ighbot=T)
{fri} (03} {and 1} 'loving' ('friend'): fri j-~-~,·.
{nis} {i 8 } G2 {and ) •saving' ('savior'): .::.~·-i-and1

l.12.ll.12.ll.d

N(misso) ~ {toi} [and 1} {05} 'docr• ('evil-do~r, sinner'):
-tauj-and-

l.12. 11.12. 12. 41

A(i t) ~ { andz} #1 { uirp 1} [ ~';1} 'pre S£'nt 1 ('pre scnc£' 1 ):
and-wairp{unn1} #1 {uiit 1 } {G3 2l 'foolish' (·folly'): ~-wit-

l.12. ll.12.12. i

N(unn 1) ~ {bi} #1 {ma it 1

l.12.11.12.21

N(a)c-masc ~

1.12.11.12. 21. 3

X(uald)(and 1)(05) ~ {all} •all' ('the Almighty')
{gird} {G2i} fa 2 ) 'house• ('master of
a house•): gard-~-

1.12. ll. 22.12. 9

N(unn 1) ~ {kur} {is} {in 1} 'troublesomeness' ('troublesomelessness'): -kaur-~-in-

l.12.ll.22.22

N(i)c-fem ~

1.12.11. 22. 22. 5

N(gild)(tr )(a2) ~ {me 12 } l is} ( in 1J •writing• ('enrollment
for taxation'): -mcl-~-in-

1.12. n. 32. ll. l

V(p ) - 7
2

l.12. ll. 32. 21

N(u)c-masc ~

1.12.11. 32. 21. 3

N(liug 1)(n 1 ){az) ~·

1.12.11.32.22.2

N(uaddi) ~ [burg} (i3} [z.3} 'city•s• ('city wall'): baurg-~-

1.12.11.42.11.12

V(i4 ) -~

{fur} fr3JH 1 {gang} 'to lead' ('governor'):
faur :_a - ga gg-

1. 12. 11. 42. 11. 5

A(0 4 ) ~

{unn 1J #1

[ '/J7}

'circumcision' ('uncircumcision')

X(uald){and 1 ) (05) (1.12.11.12.21.3) + {ual<l)
{and 1} 0 5 } 'ruler': all+
wald-and-

lgild} (tr} {a 2 } •tax• -r N(gild)(tr)(a 2 )
1.12.11.22.22.5): gils-_!E-~ ~l-~-in-

12~annJ liskJ { o 3 J .•to make humane' ('humanity•)
(liug 1J fn 1 J faz} 1 liP' + N{li~g1Hn1) (a2)
1.12. u. 32. 21. 3 ): liug-~-~~praufet-

f praufet}

fuiit 1}

't>rophet' ('false prophet')

{ G32J •foolish' ('fool'): ~-wit-

126The combination (mann} {iskJ [o 3 } is extant only with f\:>2)
{mann} (isk} mannisks 'human• occurs independently.

1

although·
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A(0 ) ~ 127 (a11J{1 2 } {uer} 1 honest' ('honesty'): all-~-~
6
(ano1J # 1 {liug 1} fn 1} G2 'secret' {'secrecy'):
.
~-laug-~{arm2J {a2Jfhirt} 'merciful' ('mercy'):
arm - a - ha i rt 128{dual} {a 2 J { uurd} 'foolish-talk~g' {'foolish
talking'): dwal-a-waurd{fih} {u 11 {girn) 'covetous' ('covetousness'):
,
faih-~-gairn{hand 1(u 1J {h2} 'wise' ('wisdom'): hand-~-g_128(hard} !u1} (hirtJ 'hardhearted' ('hardheartedness'): hard-u-hairt{hiuhJ fG22J ( hirtJ 'proud 1 ('pride')~ha uh-ha i rt{lang} {a2J [mod) 'long-suffering {ad~'long
suffering [nJ '):~-!:-modetc.
1.12.11.42.23.23 N(hilp)(G2 1) ~ { uilil {07 J [an 1J 'will' ('affection'): wilj-~-

1.12.11.42.13. 21

l.12.12.12.14.l

N(h2) ~

1.12. 12. 12. 21

A(aglait) ~

1.12.12.12. 29

N(mildi) ~ {fri} {apu) (a 2 J 'love' ('kind'}: fri-apw-!:-

1.12. 12.12. 2c

X(uurd) ~ {liug 1J {n 1 J laz l 'a lie' ('speaking falsely')
{lius) {G22} {a 2 J •empty' ('speaking vainly'}:
laus-a-

1.12.12. 22. ll

N(0s) ~ {and 2}

1.12.12. 22. 21

A(ano 1) ~ {liug 1J

1.12.12. 32. 22

A(uintr)

1.12.12.42.12.4

A(unn 1) ~ {hWap) fn 2) fand 1J 'quenchable' ('unquenchable'):
·
·
-lNap-~-and{red} f is} G2 {and 1} 'speaking' ('mute 1 ):
-rod-j_-and-

{birl ( n1} G2 { a2J 'child' ('having children'):
bar-n-a{gaJ #1 {uir\>i} (i6 }'peace' ('pacific'):-~-wairp-J_
(liis} {p 1 } G4 {i 3 } 'craftiness' ('crafty'): lis-_!-!._(mag1} (\> 1} G4 li6) 'might' ('mighty'): mah-_!-J_{ga} #1 (stald} ( 07 } 'gain' ('greedy of gain')

Hi

(nimJ (G3 1 J 'reception' ('pleasant'):
anda .. nemlandz} #1 f sitJ { G3 1} 'abomination' ('abominable'):
anda-set-

--4

( n 1J

{tu) fazJ

fG2z} 'concealed' ('secret'): -laug-~

flib)

'twelve' ('twelve years old 1 ):
tw-a-lib-

127The combination fall} (a 2 } {ucr} occurs in no other construction and
does not occur alone, but the root (ue~) appears in the parallel construction
(unn 1 } {uer} { 00].
128These constructions are found onl;- with { 0 6}, but they represent the
common pattern seen in the constructioni:. accompanying .them he re.

I
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1.12.12.42. 2

A(tih)(unn~)(d 4 ) (l.12. 12. 42. 21)

A(an)c ~

f d4} •tenth':

1.12.12.42.21

A(tih)(unnz)(d4) ~

1.13.12.14. l

N(n2) ~ 12 9fgaj #1

+

{tih} { unnz)

fimf-..!_-~ taih-~-~-

{fimf} fd 4 } (an 1J 'fifth' ('fifteenth'):
fimf-t-a-

-- - -

1.13.12.17

V(ga)

~

f uirp 1}

( i6} 'p~ace' (•to be reconciled

to'):

~-wairp-

Suffix Verbs:

no{aih}' {in2J (03} 'to own' ('to take pofsession ofl):
-~-in-£

{gaJ#1 {liik) [03] •to liken' ('to change'):
-~-leik-2-

etc.

J {i 8 J

1.13.12. 21

V(ab) ~

1.13.12.25

V(at 2) ~

1.13.12. 29

V(inn) ~ {gaJ # 1 [liik} (o 3 J 1 to liken' ('to transform'):

{pirs} {G3 2

{ga} 11 1 {rihtJ {i 8 ] 'to arrange' ('to establish'):
- ~-raiht-j_:

{liuh} {apl

1.13.12. 2a

V(mid) ~

•to thirst' ('to thirst'): -paurs-.i_-

U8J

-~-leik-~

'to give light' ('to illumin:1te 1 ):
-liuh-..!_-j-

{ga} Hi {liik] ( o 3 } 'to liken' (•to copy with'):
-~-leik-£-

[gaJH1 {kWiu) fisJ 'to give life to' ('to enliven
with 1 ): -~-qiu-i_{inn}H1 {sinpJ• (isJ G2 'to send' ('to dispatch
together'): -in-sand-.i_{piudj {an 2 J {o 3 J 'to reign' ('to rule jointly')
(uiit 2 } {uodi} {is} 'to bear witness' ('to testify
together'): -weit-wod-j(uz)#1 {kii} {n 2 J 'to spring up' ('to spring up
together'): -~-kei-_E1.13.12. 2b

1.13.12. 2d

V(pirh) ~

(gaJ 11

1

(liik} [o

3

J

'to liken• ('to signify'):
-~-leik-2-

V(ufar) ~ {hiuh} lG22J {isJ 'to glorify' ('to delude'): -hauh-j13l{skad} [ui} {is} •to shade' ('to overshadow'):
-skad-~-j-

129The combination of this stem plus {n2} is extant only with the derivative
prefix {ga}.
130This construction is extant only with {ga}.
l31This combination is found only with {ufar} and, with the derivative suffix

{ in 1}, with {gal.
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{ga} #

I.13.I2.2i

1

{hug} {is} •to think' ('to re~olve'):
-~-hug-J_-

{ga} f 1 {liik} {ai 2 } 'to please 1 ('to please
beforehand 1 ): -.s!:-leik-ai{gal 11 {manu} lig} 'to.prepare' ('to prepare
6eforehand'): -&:_-~-1{ga) 11 {mel} {is} 'to write' ('to write beforehand'): -&:..:_mel:_j{ga} f1 {sinp}' {is} G2 'to accompany' ('to
send on ahead'): -~-sandj{ga} 1 1 {sit} \isl G2 'to set• ('to present'):
-~-sat-J.-

I. 21. 21. l

A(bo1) ~

l. 21. 21. 21

A(onz) ~ 132 {ali} {a 2 l {liik} 'different' ('otherwise'):

{ainJ {falp 1} {az} 'simple' ('simply')
(biit} {r 2 } G2 {a 2 J 'bitter' (:bitterly'): bait-.:_-~
{hiuhJ {G2 2} {az} 'high' ('hig~dy'}: hauh-~~-~-leik

{and2) # 1 (uirp 1 } {~9} 'present' ('presently'):
and-wai rp132 fsniu} tm 4 } fund 1} 'quick' ('quickly')
132 (unn1} #1 luen} (ingl 'unexpected' ('unexpectedly'):
~-~-iRg_-

Four-Morpht-me Level

1. 12. 11.12. 11. 9

A(05) ~

1.12.11. 12. 12. 42

N{i6) ~ 133fpiud) {anz} {gird} { G2 1} 'royal estates' ('kingdom'): piud-an-gard-

1.12.11.12. n.1

N(i5) ~ {fri]

{fraui} {an 1} {o 3 } {and 1} 'ruling' ('ruler'):
frau j-in-~-nd{gird} {GZ 1 } {uald} {and 1} 'houst·-ruling' ('master
of a house'): gard-wald-and-

{o 3 J {and 1} U 5 J 'friend' ('female

fr~end'):

frij-~-nd-

1.12.11. 22.12. 2

1.12.11. 32. Zl

V(\>1) ~

{inn} {a 3} H1 {at}

N(u)c -masc ~

fli

{gang) •to enter' ('entrance'):
.

inn-~-gah-

{ga} # {l_iugJ {0 7 } (a 2 } 'lic 1 + N(ga)
1
(hug1 J(0 7 Haz) (r.12.11. 32. 21.4): ~.
liug-~~praufet-

l32Thesc constructions are extant only with derivative suffixes such ·as
{on 2 ].
133This construction i_s found only with {if>}.
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{apaustaul 1 'apostle• ('false apostle')
{praufet l 'prophet• ('false prophet')
{xrist) 'Christ• ('false Christ 1 )

1.12. ll. 32. 21. 4

N(ga )(liug1)0'7 Ha2) -->

1.12.ll.42.ll.5

A(0 4 ) - 7

{full} {a2} {uiit1 } {G.> 2 } 'wise' ('wise man'):
full-a-wit-

1.12.12.12.14.2

A(h2) ~

(and2l H1 {nim} {G3 2 } {i 3 J 'acceptable' ('tight 1 ):

-

- -

anda-n~m-i-

1.12.12.12. la

N(bli) ~

(diul {p3} G2 06} (u 1J 'death' ('doomed to die'):
dau-e_-~-

1.12.12. 12. li

A(falpl) ~

{tih l lunn2) 1# 1 {tih} lund 1} 'hundred' ('hundredfold'): taih-un-taih-und-

1. 12.12. 12. 24

A(girn) ~

{si} {ino 1J

1.12.12. 42.12. 4

A(unn 1 ) ~

[ga)

1.13.12.14. 2

A(n 2 ) ~

l. 13. 12. 2a

V(mid) ~

f0sJ

{a 2 } 'his, their' ('selfish'):
se-in-a-

11 1 { haf } 1 { ai2} {and 1} 'continent' ( 'incontinent'):

-~-hab-and-

{gib} { G2 1} {an 1 } {h 2 } 'rich' ('to be rich'):
gab-2_-g_{ga} # 1 {diu} {p 3} G2 {n 2 } 'to die' ('to die
together'): - ~ -dau-E_-!!_{ga} 11 1 {nau} {istr J (o 3 J 'to bury' ('to b•iry
together'): -~-~-istr-£_
{inn} a3 11 1 (ga} # 1 (liip l •to go into' ('to enter
together•): -inn-~-leip-

l. 21. 21. 1

Five-Morpheme Level

1.12. ll. 22.12. 9

N(unn 1 ) ~

1.12.12. 42.12. 4

A(unn 1 ) ~ {ga} #1 (liub} (Gz 2
i 8 J (and 1} 1 bclievl.ng'
('unbelieving'): -~-laub-i-and-

1.21.21.l

A(bo 1 ) ~

1. 3

Word Stress

{ga} # 1 (liub} {G2 2)

lis}

{in 1 } •belief' ('unbelief•): -~-laub-~ -in{ga} 11 1 {baf}• lG22} (aiz} {in1 } •temperance'
('intemperance'): -~-hob-ai-!!_-

J(

\ano~ 11 1 {Iiug 1 ) (niJ (G2 2 J fi 3 ) 'secret•
('secretly'): ~-laug-_!:-2_~

=

'X in which X
1st syllable of final
root of a verb or lst syllable of a nonverb.
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Appendix
Homonymous Morphemes

Inflectional affix: indicative mood
Stem-formative
Derivational suffix: adverb from preposition

Inflectional affix: subjunctive mood
Derivational suffix: durative verbs from substantives and verbs.

Nominal root •mother'
Nominal root 'oath•

{ani}

Stem-formative

{ an2 )

Derivational suffix: personal noun from noun

{an3

J

Verbal root •to breathe'

{and1 )

Derh-ational suffix: verbal &djectives (present participles) from verbs.

{and 2 }

Prepositional root •along, to; contrary to, opposite'

{ ann 1 }

Derivational suffix: verbal nouns (infinitives) from verbs

{ann 2 )

Adverbial root •fora now•

Prepositional root 'in, at•
Derivational suffix: adverbs of origin from adverbs

{ari1 }

Derivational suffix: adverbs of manner from adjectives

{ari 2 )

Derivational suffix: adjective from pronoun
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Ncminal root •arm•

{armzJ

Adjectival root 1 poor, wretched•

Derivational suffix: intensive verb from adjective and nouns
Prepositional root •at, to•

{aui}

Inflectional affix: impcrati vc mood

{auz}

Nomincil root 'sheep•

Derivational suffix: advt-rbs of mann~r from adjectives
Enclitic root: conditional

{di}

Inflectional affix: third pt·rson singular

{dz}

Inflectional affix: second person plural

{d3}

Derivational suffix: verbal adjectives (past participles) from verbs

(d4}

Derivational suffix: ordinals from cardinal numerals

{d 5}

Derivational suffix: adverbs of goal from pronouns and adjectives

{ded1l

Inflectional affix: past tl'nsc

{dedz}

Nominal root 'deed'

(en1 }

Inflec.tional affix: masculine and neuter genitive pbral

(enz}

Derivational suffix: adv-.•rbs from pronouns and adverbs

Derivational sufCix: multiplicative adjectives from numt•rals and
adjective of quantity

tra1p 2 ]

Verbal root •to

told'

l.Z7
Demonstrative pronominal root •this'
Derivational suffix: adjectives chiefly from nouns. also from
adjectives

( hundiJ

Nominal root 'dog'

{hund z}

Nominal root 'hundred'

{ i1 }

Inflectional affix: feminine dative singular

{iz}

Inflectional affix: present tense

{ i3}

Stem-formative

{i4}

Derivational suffix: personal nouns from nouns, verbs. and
adj'-•ctives

{is J

Derivational suffix: feminine nouns from masculinl' nouns

{i6}

Derivational suffix: abstract nouns from nouns, adjcctivt..'s, and \'l' rb•

{i7}

Derivational suffix: concrete nouns from nouns

{is}

Derivational suffix: causative Vl·rbs from verbs and .substantivl'S

{i9}

Anaphorical pronominal root 'hl·, she, it 1

{i10}

Enclitic root: intensifying

{iu 1

Derivational suffix: adjectives from nouns, verb, and adjcctiVl'

{int1

Deriv::ttional suffix: abstract nouns from suffix Vl'rbs

{inz}

Derivational suffix: concrete noun from verb

Inflectional affix: genitive singular (pl'rsonal pronouns)
Derivational suffix: verbs from personal nouns

Derivational suffix: abstract nouns from adjectivt'S
Conjunctive root 1but'

f

e

•e

n5 r t
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Personal pronominal root: second pereon nominative dual and plural
Adverbial root 'already'

Inflectional affix: nominative pl.1ral (personal pronouns)
Derivational suffix: comparative adjectives and adverbs from
adjectives and adverbs
Inflectional affix: dative dual and plural {personal pronouns)
Inflectional affix: accusative dual and plural (personal pronouns)

hi}

Inflectional affix: accusative singular (personal pronouns)

(kz}

Derivational suffix: adjective from noun

{kinn 1 }

Verbal root 'to knew'

{ kinnz}

Nominal root 'cheek'

{liipi}

VPrbal root 'to go'

{ liil>zJ

Nominal root 'strong beverage'

Verbal root 'to lie, prevaricate•
Nominal root 'marriage'

.

r

i

~·

( m1}

Inflectional affix: masculine, neuter, and feminine dative plural

{mz}

lnflectiona l affix: fir st per son singular

l m3}

Inflectional affix: first person plural

(m4}

Derivational affix: nouns from adjective, noun, and verb

Verbal root 'to be able'
Nominal root 'boy'
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{mel1}

Nominal root 'writing'

{mel2 J

Nominal root 'period of time•

{ me13 J

Nomin::ll root •measure (of volume), b~shel'

{nil

Derivational suffix: nouns from verbs

{n2}

Derivational suffix: inchoative verbs from verbs and substantives

Inflectional affix: neuter moninative and accusative plural
Inflectional affix: passive voice
Derivational suffix: verbs chiefly from subs.tantives and also from
verbs
IntP.rjectional root 'oh!'

{on1 \

Inflectional affix: feminine genitive plural

{on 2 J

Derivational suffix: adverbs of manner from adjectives

Derivational suffix: concrete noun from verb
Derivational suffix: adjectives from nouns and verbs
Derivational suffix: adverbs of location from pronouns, adjectives,
and adverbs

{Pi}

Derivational suffix: abstract nouns {feminine i) chiefly from
gradation verbs, also from verbs and adjectives
Derivational suffix: abstract nouns (masculine u) from gradation
verbs and suffix verbs in 03
Derivational suffix: adjectives from verbs
Demonstrative pronominal root 'that•

Stem-formative
Enclitic root: interrogative
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{ue1}

Inflectiona I ::iffix: fir st per son dual

{ ue 2 J

Verbal root 1 to blow•

{ uiih1}

Adjectival root 'holy'

{ uiih 21

Verbal root 'to fight'

{ u1ih 3}

Nominal root 'town'

{ uiit1}

Verbal root •to know'

{ uiitzJ

Verbal root •to see•

{uirPi J

Verbal root •to become•

{ uirpz J

Adjectival root •worthy'

{ uisiJ

Verbal root •to be 1

{ uis 2

J

{ uis3}

Verbal root 1 to feast, be merry'
Verbal root •to stays rem:iin 1

Derivational suffix: adjectives from nouns and adverb

I

I
I

Preposional root 'around, up to'

Derivational prefix: adds meaning of 'ooposite• to adjectives and
nouns
{ unn 2

J

Derivational suffix: cardinal

numeral from noun

Derivational suffix: noun from verb
Adjectival root 1 furious'

I

I

I

I
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( zi]

Inflectional affix: masculine nominative singular

{ zz}

Inflectional affix: masculine nominative plural

f z3J

Inflectional affix: feminine genitive singular

{ z4}

Inflectional affix: feminine nominative plural

{ z5}

Inflectional affix: feminine accusative plural

{ Z6}

lnflecticnal affix; second person singular

{ za1 }

lnflecticnal affix: masculine and neuter genitive singular

l zaz}

Inflecticnal affix: dative singular (personal pronouns)

f 0i J

lnflecticnal affix: feminine nominative singular

{ 0z}

lnflectic nal affix: feminine accusative singular

£03 J

lnflectic·nal affix: nominative singular (personal pronouns)

{ 04

J

Derivational affix; personal nouns from weak adjectives and nouns

{ 05)

Derivat' anal affix; personal nouns from verbal adjectives (present
participles)

{ 06 l

DerivaLonal affix: abstract nouns from adjectives

( 07]

DerivaLonal affix; nouns from verbs

{ 0s

l

f 09 l

Derivational affix; adjectives from nouns and pronouns
Derivational affix: adjectives from verbs

Derivational replacive: nouns from GI-gradation roots, chiefly
verbs

(GZz}

Derivational replacive: adjectives from GI-gradation roots, chiefly
verbs

Derivational replacive: nouns from verbs
Derivational replacive: adjectives from verbs
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